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Abstract 
Translation costs restrict the preparation of medical survey and other 
questionnaires for migmnt communities in Western Australia. This restriction is 
compounded by a lack of affordable and accurate machine translation mechanisms. This 
research investigated and evaluated combined strategies intended to provide an 
efficacious and affordable machine translator by: 
• using an interlingua or pivot-language that requires less resources for its 
construction than contemporary systems and has the additional benefit of 
significant error reduction; and 
• defining smaller lexical environments to restrict data, thereby reducing the 
complexity of translation rules and enhancing corn~ct semantic transfer between 
natural languages. 
This research focussed on producing a prototype machine translation mechanism 
that would accept questionnaire texts as discrete questions and suggested answers from 
which a respondent may select. The prototype was designed to accept non-ambiguous 
English as the source language, translate it to a pivot-language or interlingua, Esperanto, 
and thence to a selected target language, French. Subsequently, a reverse path of 
translation from the target language back to the source language enabled validation of 
minimal or zero change in both syntax and semantics of the original input. 
Jade, an object-oriented (00) database application, hosting the relationship 
between the natural languages and the interlingua, was used to facilitate the accurate 
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transfer of meaning between the natural languages. Translation, interpretation and 
validation of sample texts was undertaken by linguists qualified in English, French and 
Esperanto. Translation output from the prototype model was compared, again with 
assistance from linguists, with a 'control' model, the SYSTRAN On~Line Translator, a 
more traditional transfer translation product. 
Successful completion of this research constitutes a step towards an increased 
availability of low cost machine translation to assist in the development of reliable and 
efficient survey translation systems for use in specific user environments. These 
environments include, but arc not exclusive to, medical, hospital and Australian 
indigenous~contact environments. 
\. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to the Study 
Translation costs restrict the preparation of medical survey questionnaires for 
migrant and Abcriginal communities in Western Australia. This is compounded by a lack 
of affordable and accurate machine translation (MT) IT!echanisms. This research 
investigated and evaluated combined strategies intended to provide an efficacious and 
affordable machine translator to meet these needs by: 
• using an in terlingua or 'pivot-language', which requires less resources for its 
construction than contemporary systems, with the additional benefit of significant 
error reduction; and 
• using a word group-based natural language environment to reduce the complexity 
of translation rules and enhance correct transfer of meaning between natural 
languages. 
This research focussed on producing a prototype machine translation mechanism 
that would accept questionnaire texts as discrete questions and suggested answers from 
which a respondent may select. The prototype was designed to accept as input nonR 
ambiguous English as the source language, translate it to an Esperanto-based in terlingua 
and thence to a selected target language, French. Subsequently, a reverse path of 
translation from the target language back to the source language enabled validation of 
minimal or zero change in both syntax and semantics of the original input. 
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The research was based fi1mly upon the use of Esperanto as an interlingua. 
Esperanto incorporates many desirable features for such use, including a robust, rule-
based syntax and a lexicon designed to remove the grammatical ambiguities common to 
natural languages (Morneau, 1992; Schubert, 1988). 
Translation of intended meaning requires a highly sophisticated machine 
translation system to avoid the likelihood of error. The study examined previous research 
into sub language methodologies (Arnold, Balkan, Meijer, Lee Humphreys, and Saller, 
1994; Henisz-Dostert, Macdonald, and Zarechnak, 1979, pp. 121-122). These studies 
described machine translation mechanisms capable of achieving higher translation 
accuracy than those obtained from traditional machine translation mechanisms. This 
study test~d the ability of the sub language methodology to facilitate these translation 
improvements and to detennine whether a significant reduction of the machine translation 
engineering structure was achievable. 
A small machine translation prototype model was constructed to permit translation 
between two natural languages: English and French. Jade, an object-oriented (00) 
database application, hosting the relationship between the natural languages and the 
interlingua, was used to facilitate the accurate transfer of meaning between the natural 
languages. Translation and interpretation of sample texts was undertaken by linguists 
qualified in English, French and Esperanto. Use was made of a traditional machine 
translation mechanism, a 'control model' based on a word-for-word translation 
methodology, to compare against the performance of the prototype model. Such 
comparison would initially determine the level of translation accuracy obtained from each 
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model. Secondly, the study would analyse and compare the structure of both models to 
determine whether the prototype model used significantly less complex engineering to 
achieve high accuracy results. 
Successful completion of this study realised a step towards an increased 
availability of low cost machine translation to assist in the development of reliable and 
efficient survey translation systems for use in specific user environments. These 
environments include, but are not exclusive to, academic, medical, hospital and Australian 
indigenous-contact environments. 
1.2 Outline of the Study 
This chapter introduces the topic, presents an overview of the challenges involved 
and, then, identifies needs associated with machine translatior, research. It incorporates a 
descrip1.ion ofd1e aims of this study and a synopsis of the remainder of this document. 
Chapter 2 przscnts the background to the study and states the different strategies 
that may be used to improve machine translation mechanisms. The significance of the 
study is presented and is followed by a description of the challenges normally associated 
with the traditional methods of constructing machine translation mechanisms. A lack of 
accurate, affordable machine translation applications available to translate between many 
languages is identified. The research questions are stated, following which the techniques 
used to evaluate the study are described. 
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Chapter 3 provides a review of the literature relevant to machine translation 
history and its development. The review is used to justify both the approach taken and 
the purposes of this study. 
Chapter 4 combines those requirements outlined in the introduction with the 
principles identified by the literature review to develop the concepts of enhancing 
machine translation employed in this study. A description is given of the research design 
and methods, together with the specific processes, control and prototype models used to 
validate the study. 
Chapter 5 describes the findings of the study and presents summaries of the results 
obtained to answer the research questions. 
Chapter 6 provides a discussion of the findings and presents conclusions for the 
study. Additionally, the study's implications for machine translation are discussed and 
the potential for further investigation and research in the field is identified. 
A glossary of terms used in this document is attached as Appendix A for ease of 
referent..:e. Appendix B contains a copy of the survey questionnaire on which the 
translated texts were based. A user's guide providing instructions for populating the Jade 
database application is attached as Appendix C. The remaining appendices contain the 
results of the sample texts produced by the control and prototype machine translation 
models to test the research questions. 
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2 THE PROBLEM 
2.1 Background to the Study 
This study was prompted by a need to provide an affordable machine translation 
mechanism, capable of producing reliable, high-accuracy translations. The study will 
assist in an existing project requiring such technol0gy: a web-based survey for Princess 
Margaret Hospital that seeks feedback from the parents of cancer-affected child patients. 
Many members of this target group either do not speak English or comprehend it 
in a limited way. Whilst it is important to capture their input during the surveys, such 
capture by manual translation incurs a high cost in tenns oftime and expense. Machine 
translation applications may cost tens of thousands of dollars and are often beyond the 
reach of many potential uaers (Gross, 1992), rendering them non-viable as an alternative 
to manual means. More affordable applications, including Deja Vu, the Windows XP 
language translator, and freeware programs available on the Internet, provide inaccurate 
high-level translation unsuitable for survey research (Boitet, 1994). Although high 
accuracy translation mechanisms exist for languages such as English, French and other 
European languages (Boitet, 1994), there is a paucity of reliable systems for other 
languages. 
A lack of affordable, reliable machine translation applications poses difficulties. for 
economical translation between natural languages (Gmss, 1992; Kay, 1996). 
Furthennore, some applications fail to provide accurate translations without manual 
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intervention and/or substantial customisation to meet the user's specific needs (Gross, 
1992; Kay, 1996). 
2.2 The High Cost of Machine Translation Research and Development 
The shortage of affordable applications may relate to the complexities, such as those 
associated with syntax, of developing machine translation programs compared to single-
language applications including electronic dictionaries, spelling and grammar checkers 
(Boitet, 1994). Overcoming such complexity results in high development resources for 
machine translation applications and consequential high purchase and Hcence costs. 
Despite rapid advances in machine translation development in recent years, most machine 
translation systems relate to transferring from one Westem language to another. In the 
1980s, a limited number of machine translation applications were available to translate 
Asian languages (Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, p. 8). According to the Office of Japan 
Affairs (1990, p. 8) most Japanese to English machine translation research is undertaken 
in Japan, rather than in the United States or the United Kingdom. The Office of Japan 
Affairs believed it was more beneficial to undertak.~ machine translation research in the 
country of the target language but, in the case of Japanese to English machine translation, 
this had not occurred because: 
Japanese-developed Japanese to English systems arc not widely used in the 
Vnited States. Lack of compatibility between hardware and software is one of the 
impedimt:nts ... The University of Wisconsin's Biotechnology Center planned to 
use a Bravice system on an experimental basis to scan and tran3late Japanese 
databases on biotechnology, but has been unable to do so because of the high cost 
of the TJecessary hardware. Currently there is no U.S.-developed Japanese to 
English machine translation system on the market (Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, 
pp. 11-12). 
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Machine translation research was costly, with an obvious negative effect on the 
development of a wider and more affordable range of applications. Japanese machine 
translation researchers reported that: 
... large Japanese companies working on machine translation do not believe that 
this business will yield great profits, at least in the short term. They do, however, 
see machine translation as a mechanism for learning more about natural language 
processing technology in general, which they judge to be a key technology in the 
next century. DespitC the interest in machine translation technology, profits in the 
United State:; and Europe are very slim, if there are any at all. While there are 
companies devel~ping systems for internal use, the independent developers are ... 
few in numb~r (Off!~t' of Japan Affairs, 1990, pp. 11 M12). 
Many developers found that the high cost of research and development made it 
impracticable to recover costs by marketing ·.~a smaller consumers. Consequently, major 
commercial machine translatioP ~y~t~ms havr! been mainframeMbased and traditional 
markets have been limited to: 
... translation bureaus, multinational corporations and intelligence and 
information gatherers, partic•;:uriy in government ... Research has followed two 
courses: large scale, general purpose, mainframeMbased system for use by major 
companies and governments and the smaliMscale MT system for use by srnatl to 
medium sized companies to translate for specialised applications. A third 
development is an intermediary stage between the two systems mentioned above 
(Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, p. 13). 
Although machine translation strategies and system types were more or less 
universal, the approaches used by researchers in the United States and Japan were 
fundamentally different: the American approaches were more theoretical, while the 
Japanese were more pragmatic and experimental. Of special relevance to this study are 
the following comments on producing systems of greater practical application: 
Much of the researcher's time is devoted to writing papers and developing new 
models of natural language. As a result, critics argue that U.S. researchers 
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construct models that are elegant but not amenable to practical use. At the same 
time, we should remember that the strides that have been made in basic 
computational linguistics, a research approach recommended by the ALPAC 
report, make today's machine translation systems possible (National Academy of 
Sciences, 1966) 
The following section outlines some of the more significant technical and 
linguistic factors that make machine translation development costly. 
2.3 Previous Machine Translation Research - Computing and Linguistic 
Challenges 
Much earlier machine translation research was abandoned when it became 
apparent that computer-aided systems would not support a fully automated universal 
translator(Boitet,1994). In 1959 Bar-Hillel (Bar-Hillel, 1960, 1964; Henisz-Dostert et 
al., 1979) asserted that in principle it was impossible to create Fully Automatic, High 
Quality Machine Translation (F AHQMT). Bar-Hillel (1960) provided a simple example 
wherein he maintained it was impossible for machine translation programs to interpret 
precise meaning automatically. He concluded that extra linguistic knowledge was 
required to determine the intended meaning. Bar-Hillel's (1960) prediction that 
FAHQMT was unattainable has been challenged but not disproven (Macklovitch, 1995). 
However, it did stimulate research on "more fundamental issues in the processing and 
understanding of human languages" (Arnold et al., 1994). 
Research in the 1950s and 1960s failed to take into account the semantic as well 
as the syntact;c structure of texts (Hutchins, 1995; Morneau, J992, p. 3). Consequently, 
emphasis centred on understanding and analysing the linguistic aspects of machine 
translation research. Hjelmslev (1943) asserted. that natural languages all follow some 
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basic structural rules and are ''universally divided" into two separate levels, namely, 
express·: ·m and content The differences between the levels in each language create 
significant challenges to translators. 
Cultural differences inherent in natural languages, according to Eco (1995, pp. 20~ 
24), have been a recurring impediment to 'perfect language' and artificial language (AL) 
development, and, thus have challenged machine translation researchers. The processes 
of converting idiosyncratic natural language syntax into algorithms, robust enough to 
deliver accurate translation, requires considerable skill and knowledge of both linguistics 
and systems design (Henisz~Dostcrt et al., 1979, pp. 98-99). 
The ability to interpret the correct meaning for a given phrase from the source 
language requires a sophisticated machine translation system (Gross, 1992). Translating 
such meaning into the correct equivalent phrase in the target language i!lcreases the 
likelihood of errors occurring that would distort the intended meaning (Henisz-Dostert et 
at., 1979, pp. 121-122). In consequence, machine translation developers have pursued 
novel approaches to achieve high-level translation results. Such approaches included pre-
editing and post-editing processes and a stronger focus on linguistic issues (Boitet, 1994), 
including more sophisticated machine translation programming rules to interpret syntax 
in the various languages modelled. 
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2.4 Disadvantages of Contemporary Machine Translation Systems 
Contemporary systems have limited efficacy because: 
• they use a dictionary customised for each language pair (Arnold et al., 1994; 
Boitet, 1994), and 
a they use poorly structured syntax and, consequently, produce erratic, 
inconsistent results (Dennett, 1995; Gross, 1992). 
2.4.1 Disadvantages of Contemporary Systems Because of Language Pairing 
Arnold eta!. (I 994, p. 64) elaborate on how the need for additional dictionary 
pairs in contemporary systems restricts the development of additional language modules. 
They point to the following disadvantages: 
• the engine will run in one direcfion only, for example, from German to 
English; 
• to go in the other direction the transfonner rules have to be rewritten; 
11 when the transfom1er rules include bilingual dictionary rules, the engine has 
to be supplied with two bilingual dictionaries; 
• the use of two bilingual dictionaries is inefficient because of the differences in 
their directionality and there is a duplication of lexical data; and 
11 the engine links a single pair of languages only and when additional languages 
are created, the transfonner rules have to be rewritten. 
Figure 1 shows a contemporary translation system where each language dictionciry is 
linked directly to every other language dictionary. The number of translation pathways in 
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the schema may be represented by the formula n(n~l), where n equals the number of 
languages involved. This 'square law' means that, for every language added, a machine 
translation system mu:>t establish dictionary pairs with every other language in the 
mechanism. 
c-[J_, 
Language Language 
, 2 
Language Language 
3 4 
Figure 1 Tr~ditional schemata 
2.4.2 Disadvantages of Contemporary Systems Because of Structured Syntax and 
Lexical Complexities 
Syntactic analysis of the grammar and construction of phrases and word groups, 
handled at a subliminal or instinctive level by human translators, is less challenging than 
designing an effective computer program to complete the sHme processes. Semantic 
analysis relating to the intended meaning of a specific word or word group poses further 
challenges (Gross, 1992). The translation challenges posed by the lexical, syntactic and 
semantic dynamics of natural languages require additional translation rules to ensure 
p1·eservation of correct meaning during translation. 
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Contemporary machine translation systems use one of two translation systems to 
complete the translation of natural languages: transformer translation and language 
knowledge (LK) or the transfer methodology (Arnold et al., 1994, pp. 66·67; Morneau, 
1992). According to Arnold (1994, p. 66): 
• transformer translation relies on knowledge of the source language and some 
knowledge about how to transform partly analysed source sentences into strings 
that look like target language sentences, while; 
• LK architecture translation relies on extensive knowledge of both the source 
language and target language and ofthe relationships between analysed sentences 
in both languages. 
According to Dennett (1995, p. 13) a disadvantage oftransfonner architecture is 
its ina!.>ility to identify and translate accurately poorly structured source language 
grammar. It 
, , . will rarely incorporate sufficient enough grammatical knowledge to detect, let 
alone reject, poor source language grammar, and hence will immediately stumble 
on poorly written source language ~exts. ?oar quality of the source text is a 
significant problem for human translators, it being very difficult to express in 
perfect language a concept from the source text which cannot be understood 
because it is so poorly expressed. 
Dennett (1995, p. 15) is also critical of the translation abilities ofLK systems 
claiming that the methodology produces inaccurate translations in the target language: 
Their ability, however, to produce a structure in the target h:nguage which is 
grammatically correct whilst b':ing a completely incorrect translation of the 
original still leaves their output some way short of the result'> a human translator 
may be expected to achieve. 
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Because of the poor quality results produced by transfonner and LK 
methodologies, more recent research has attempted to improve the quality of machine 
translation methodologies. Possible solutions to these problems are discussed in the 
following section. 
2.5 Possible Solutions to the Problem 
The literature review in Chapt.~r 3 outlines the history, linguistic and technical 
challenges in machine translation research that are relevant to this study. It specifically 
describes these research challenges and different research methods tested to try to 
overcome them. This study will d1~scribe the construction of a model, using the following 
two strategies, which merit further evaluation as viable solutions to the linguistic and 
technical..:hallenges inherent in contemporary machine translation design. These two 
strategies are based on: 
• an interlingua to reduce issues with language pairs and enhance syntax and 
semantic translations; and 
• 
'" a sub language methodology incorporating a word group strategy to enhance these 
translations. 
2.5.1 Usc of an In terlingua System to Enhance Translations 
In the 1950s some machine translation developers recognised that some fonn of 
intennediary or in terlingua system was :equired to enforce lexical, syntactic and semantic 
consistency between the source language and target language (Arnold et at., 1994; Kay, 
1996, pp. 64-66). An in terlingua may overcome some of the shortcomings peculiar to 
contemporary automated translation mechanisms (Hutchins, 1995; Leavitt et al. 1994; 
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Schubert, 1998). The following two sections describe briefly how an intcrlingua system 
compares with contemporary systems. 
2.5.1.1 Use of nn In terlingua to Reduce Issues with Language Pairs 
Arnold et al. (1994, p. 76) compared the structure of contemporary systems with 
an interlingua system and noted the need for extra dictionary pairs in contemporary 
systems requiring additional resources to create and maintain them. This contrasted 
sharply with their observations of the interlingua methodology which: 
" made it possible to add a new language to a system simply by adding analysis and 
synthesis components; 
• avoided the need to include analysis, synthesis and transfer components in all the 
other languages involved in the system; and 
• only required one transfer for each language pair, thus reducing the number of 
dictionary pairs. 
Figure 2 shows how the number of dictionary pairs shown in Figure 1 is reduced 
to four by the use of an interlingua. 
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Boardman ( 1999) concluded that a carefully designed interlingua was more easily 
constmcted than equivalent natural language by reducing the amount of analysis required 
to translate documents in several languages: 
By authoring directly in the language-neutral form, expensive analysis processing 
of natural language source text may be avoided. The synthesis component may 
still be relatively complicated. Due to the abstract nature of these representations, 
effective authoring support must be provided. Study into this includes the 
WYSIWYM technique (Power & Scott 1998). The main cost saving is that the 
orgRnisation will only need to author one version of each document, as opposed 
to effecti..,ely mar.y parallel authorings when the translation is carried out 
manually. This efficiency savings [sic} should also lead to a red:1ciion in the 
number of synchronisation, linguistic and distributional problems introduced into 
the workflow (Boardman, 1999). 
Leavitt et al. (1994, p. 2) identified the basic linguistic and technical challenges for 
machine translation design and observed that an in terlingua offered significant advantages 
to translators involved in constructing machine translation databases. Leavitt et al. (1994, 
p. 2) compared the advantages of an interlingua-based machine translator with 
contemporary models and highlighted the following points: 
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• contemporary models require different knowledge sources for the various 
languages to be developed by separat·.! language experts; 
• such domain knowledge has to be encoded into the domain model by an 
expert in the domai;;· 
"' this encoding reqt:,res modular architecture that: 
separates knowledge sources from processing engines; 
shields different languages frorJ?..each other ~o avoid language-pair-
specific development; 
provides module interfaces for language experts who are not 
necessarily skilled programmers; and 
• the solution is to divide the problem into source language analysis and target 
language generation with an interlingua as an interface between two 
components. 
11te following section outlines the selection and justification for the interlingua 
medium that was c!losen to evaluate the prototype model. 
2.5.1.2 Choice of In terlingua 
For an interlingua to fulfil its role as an accurate translation template it must 
express ideas in a way similar to the major natural languages with which it must interface. 
Most importantly, it must be capable of expressing meaning in a precise and 
unambiguous manner (Sabaris et al. 2001 ). Morneau (1992, pp. 24-26), a proponent of 
in terlingua machine translation systems, analysed a number of natural languages seeking, 
without success, one with precise lexical and syntactic fonn suitable for use as an 
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interlingua. In his experiments to create an in terlingua Morneau (1992, pp. 24-26) 
attempted to create a S)'ntax within the English language based on a morpheme structure. 
However, to create a new interlingua would be laborious and an unnecessary venture, as 
Esperanto, at;cording to Sabaris et al. (2001), is: 
.... seen as a living example of an artificial language that works efficiently in 
practice. We have chosen Esperanto among the several existent artificial 
languages as it is the most developed of them all. It has complete dictionaries and 
grammars, and has been used as a second language by a community of hundreds 
of thousands of speakers around the world for more than a century. 
In 1999, the Universal Translation Language (UTL) machine translation project 
proposed a new approach to multilingualisation, based on the usage of an artificial 
unambiguous human language or interlingua (Sabaris et al., 2001). According to 
Sabaris et al. (200 1 ), the UTL project was based on Esperanto as: 
Many of the characteristics necessary for a translational language like UTL are 
already present in Esperanto, though a few new features have been incorporated 
into the l<.~.nguage in order to optimize its unambiguity and semantical capabilities. 
In the 1980s Esperanto was used as an interlingua to reduce language pairs and 
reduce linguistic and technical challenges during the Distributed Language Technology 
(DLT) project at the Buro voor Systeemontwikkeling (Schubert, 1988; Witkan, 1988) in 
the Netherlands. Although there is a paucity of data to support the results of the research, 
those involved advocated the efficacy of Esperanto as an interlingua and as a contributor 
to the technical achievements of the project (Schubert, 1988). Consequently, Esperanto 
was selected for the in terlingua to be implemented in this study. It was used as the first 
strategy to build a prototype model to evaluate the research question posed by the study. 
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The second strategy used to improve translation accuracy was the adaptation and 
use of a sub language methodology to reduce lexical and syntactical complexities. The 
next section describes that strategy and justifies its inclusion as part of the prototype 
model. 
2.5.2 Using a Sublanguage Methodology to Preserve Correct Meaning in 
Translations and Reduce Significantly Linguistic and Technical Problems 
The use of precise, defined natural language environments in machine translation 
systems has been positively demonstrated with high~accuracy translation results (Arnold 
et al, 1994, pp. 150~ 151; Boardman, 1999; Mitamura et al. 1991). Previous attempts to 
"define controlled input languages" (Mitamura et al. 1991, p. 2) have tried to redv:-;e 
complexity either by limiting the vocabulary to a very small size or by limiting syntax to 
just a few constructions. Boardman (1999) reported that "the use of sub languages enables 
restrictions to be placed on the range of text for translation and thus enhance the machine 
translation output quality achieved, without any significant increase in processing 
demand." He also advocated the efficacy of sublanguages as: 
... in many types of domain~specific specialised knowledge there will be an 
associated sub language (for example: weather forecasts, software manuals, 
chemical terminology, stock market reports etc.). There are many examples of 
sub language definitions in various specialist domains, for example aircraft 
maintenance ... The restrictions in syntax complexity and size of vocabulary 
offer many benefits towards MT system design, including simpler analysis and 
synthesis modules, a smaller lexicon, an increase in tractability and the avoidance 
of difficult constructs such as idioms. Simplified semantic and temporal 
dimensions can also be used. In general, system complexity is reduced. 
However, Boardman also cautioned that there is a disadvantage with sub language 
systems. which: 
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... should be seen as a trade~ off with the ability of the system to act in a general~ 
purpose way and handle novel constructs. It may also be difficult to reuse 
components within other sub language applications. 
A methodology based on the combined use of an interlingua and a sub language 
offers an alternative strategy for enhancing translation accuracy by reducing the 
complexities in linguistic and technical machine translation design. The viability of this 
strategy was investigated by Mitamura et at. (1991, pp. 1-2) at the Center for Machine 
Translation at Carnegie Mellon University in 1991. They concluded that a sub language 
methodology differed significantly from contemporary, syntactic and lcxical~based 
methodologies. A sub language methodology places less reliance on analysing the syntax 
of a sample of text based on the relationship between each word in the text. Mitamura et 
at. (1991, pp. 1-2) and Zens (2002, pp. 1-3) concluded that the sub language methodology 
takes groups of words and defines the equivalent meanins of the entire text in the 
interlingua as a word group or 'cluster'. They observed that, compared to contemporary 
systems, this methodology preserved a significantly higher level of semantic meaning and 
enhanced the lexical and syntactical <Jt(ribulcs of the translated word groups. 
Chapter 3 describes in detail ti•e background and different methods of using the 
sublanguage methodology. The following section identifies the best solutions considered 
to complete this study. 
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2.6 Identification of Best Solutions 
Section 2.4 identified two issues that challenge the design of contemporary 
machine translation systems: 
1. the use of dictionaries customised for each language pair (Arnold et al., 
1994; Boitet, 1994), making inefficient use of technical and linguistic 
resources; and 
2. the use of translation methodologies incorporating complex linguistic and 
technical structures, producing poor syntax and, consequently, creating 
erratic, inconsistent results (Dennett, 1995; Gross, 1992). 
This study aims to evaluate strategies that would counter factors 1 and 2 above. It 
aims to counter factor 1 by: 
• using an established, strictly rule-based interlingua as a means of translation, 
rather than creating a language paired translation mechanism. The use of 
language pairs necessitates the production ofn(n-1) (where 'n' is the number of 
selected languages) mechanisms to achieve translation (Kay, 1996), whereas an 
interlingua requires only 2n translation mechanisms to achieve the same results 
(Arnold et at., 1994, pp. 74-75). 
It aims to counter factor 2 by: 
• using an interlingua, to enhance syntax and semantic translations, combined with a 
sub language methodology to enhance translation through a precise language 
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environment to reduce syntactical, lexical and semantic translation problems 
inherent in traditional machine translation methodologies. 
2.7 Significance of the Study 
Published research results, as identified below, suggest that: 
• an interlingua model requires less resources for its construction than 
contemporary systems (Kay, 1996) and has the additional benefit of 
significant error reduction in preserving semantic meaning of the original 
text (Arnold et al., 1994; Schubert, 1988, 1997, 1998; Witkan, 1988); and 
• a sub language methodology enhances semantic translation and requires less 
linguistic and technical resources (Henisz-Dostert eta\., 1979, pp. 15-16; 
Kamphuis, 1998, p. 206). 
The potential benefits of these two strategies appear to be the ability to produce 
high-level translation and simplicity in model design and construction. The study 
investigated the potential to harness these two strategies into a prototype mechanism that 
translated targeted phrase styles, e.g., those found in well-designed surveys. Likely 
benefits would be a simplified machine translation mechanism capable of producing high 
quality survey translations, initially for the academic community. A successful prototype 
model, incorporating less complex and, thereby, less costly construction and translation 
costs, may have commercial applications and may attract continued funding from survey 
vendors. 
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2.8 Purposes of the Study 
The purposes of this study arc: 
I. to investigate the feasibility of constructing a prototype machine translation 
mechanism using an in terlingua to generate high~lcvcl translation output by: 
• using Esperanto as the interlingua; and 
• incorporating a sub language methodology. 
2. to construct a prototype model, incorporating the above two strategies and 
compare its structural attributes with those of a contemporary model to 
determine whether a significant reduction of development resources and 
costs could be achieved. 
The anticipated outcome of the project will be a pilot implementation of an 
intcrlingua machine translation mechanism incorporating a sub language based on a 
strictly defined natural language lexicon. Evaluation of the output translations will 
detcnnine the level of translation accuracy, including semantic accuracy. The project witt 
also examine the efficacy and flexibility of the lexicon and syntax structures contained in 
the sub language modules. Analysis of the lexicon and syntax structure witt assist in the 
design of improved translation rules for future models. In addition, these evaluations will 
detennine whether a reliable and inexpensive mechanism may be created for survey 
design. 
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2.9 Research Question 
Ti1is research was designed to examine the over-arching question: 
May an Esperanto-based interlingua machine translation mechanism, using a 
sub language methodology, achieve high-accuracy translations between two 
natural languages and reduce the complexity of the technical construction? 
2.10 The Major Components of the Research Question 
The major components of the overall question are: 
Sub-question 1: 
May Esperanto as an interlingua preserve a high standard of meaning when 
translating text between two natural languages? 
Sub-question 2: 
May a sub language methodology preserve a high standard of meaning when 
translating between two natural languages? 
Sub-question 3: 
May a sub language methodology reduce the complexity of technical resources 
needed to translate text between two natural languages? 
Sub-question 4: 
May a combined interlingua and sublanguage methodology mechanism 
simplify the construction of language dictionaries for non-technical 
translators? 
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2.11 Evaluation of Results 
Professional translators were used in this study to translate the words and syntax 
used to construct the English, Fre11ch and interlingua language dictionaries for the 
prototype model. The translators also evaluated the accuracy of the sample output texts 
used in the control model based on the transfer methodology, an alternative contemporary 
design, with the output sample texts from the prototype model. These methods were used 
to facilitate comparison of the two sets of sample text resul:S and to enable evaluation of 
the levels of translation accuracy. 
An estimate of the resources required to construct contemporary machine 
translation systems was compared to the resources required in constructing the prototype 
model. Evaluation of the difficulty of tonstructing the language dictionaries in the 
prototype model was undertaken and compared to contemporary models. There is, as yet, 
no generally accepted method of evaluating the accuracy of human or machine 
translations (Zens et al. 2002 , p. 11 ). Evaluations are normally based more on intuition 
than systematic research: 
Overall assessments of machine translation are less useful than evaluations of 
specific systems because the evaluation depends very much on the needs of a 
specific user. Japanese developers note that in some cases a reasonab:y accurate 
or even a rough translation may be appropriate, while in other cases where high 
levels of accuracy arc essential, machine translation is unacceptable ... While no 
commercially available system can do it, some Japanese to English systems now 
in use by researchers in Japan reportedly can identify inaccurate text. Leaders in 
Japanese to English machine translation research, however, note that no accurate 
data are available to judge particular systems and that the assessments of accuracy 
and intel!igibility arc not based on rigorous testing. Nor are there unambiguous 
cost evaluations of machine translation systems, although developers contend that 
the time taken and cost are generally less than with pure human tran:-;lation 
(Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, pp. 11-12, 26). 
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According to the Office of Japan Affairs (1990, p. 25) such evaluations currently 
depend on subjective judgments as to what constitutes acceptable levels of cost and 
accuracy. The institution also observes that "what may be unacceptable text to one user 
may be usable to another." Hutchins (1995, p. 9) expresses a similar view: 
... MT research continues to attract the perfectionists. It has been regarded as a 
field in which new linguisiic fonnalisms or new computational techniques can be 
tried out: MT has been seen as a testbed for theories. The reason is obvious: the 
quality ofMT and translation can be judged by non-experts, at least in a 
superficial manner- reliable and systematic evaluation is quite another matter. 
Arnold et at. (1994, p. 162) found that merely observing the intelligibility of 
translated text only provides a partial evaluation of the translation quality. They consider 
it essential that the translated text must be intelligible, but must also ensure that the 
meaning of the source language text is preserved in the target language translation. They 
refer to this essential attribute as accuracy or fidelity. In combination with an 
intt:lligibility rating, it may be used to evaluate machine translation perfonnance. 
Arnold's translation accuracy scoring scheme requires the scorers to be able to refer to the 
source language text (or a high quality translation of it if they cannot speak the source 
language) to compare the meaning of input and output sentences. 
The fmm of evaluation considered by Arnold eta!. (1994, p. 163) acknowledges 
that high accuracy scores are much less interesting than intelligibility scores. This is 
because accuracy scores are often closely related to the intelligibility scores; high 
intelligibility nonnally means high accuracy. They advocate dispensing with accuracy 
scoring altogether and simply counting cases where the output appears erroneous, 
concluding that devising and assigning quality scores for m~chine translation output is not 
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a straightforward strategy. They also found that interpreting the resultant scores is also 
problematic, observing: 
it is virtually impossible even for the evaluator- to decide what a set of 
intelligibility and accuracy scores for a single MT system might mean in terms of 
cost-effectiveness as a 'gisting' device or as a factor in producing high quality 
translation (Arnold ct at., 1994, p. 163). 
Another machine translation evaluation methodology proposed by Arnold et al. 
( 1994, pp. 164-165) is one of focusing on the errors made by the machine translation 
mechanism. This technique determines how seriously errors affect the translation output 
and involves counting and prioritising errors in terms of the significance of translation 
accuracy. A weighting factor is added to the level of error significance and an aggregate 
of errors will provide an accuracy rating for sample translations. Arnold et al. (1994, p. 
166) observe that, whilst this method gives more direct infonnation on the usefulness of a 
machine translation system, there are immediate problems with using detailed error 
analysis: 
The first is practical: it will usually require considerable time and effort to train 
scorers to identify instances of particular errors and they will also need to spend 
more time analysing each output sentence. Second, is there any good basis for 
choosing a particular weighting scheme? Not obviously. The weighting is in 
some cases related to the consequences an error has for post-editing: how much 
time it will take to correct that particular mistake. In some other cases it merely 
reflects how badly an error affects the intelligibility of the sentence. 
Consequently, the result will either indicate the size of the post-editing task or the 
intelligibility of the text, with its relative usefulness. In both cases devising a 
weighting scheme will be a difficult task. There is, however, a third problem and 
perhaps this is the most serious one: for some MT systems, many output 
sentences are so corrupted with respect to natural language correlates that detailed 
analysis of errors is not meaningful. Error types are not independent of each 
other: failure to supply any number inflection for a main verb will often mean that 
the subject and verb do not agree in number as required. It will be difficult to 
specify where one error starts and another ends and thus there is the risk of 
ending up with a general error scale of the fonn one, two, ... lots. The 
assignment of a weighting to such complex errors is thus a tricky business. 
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Chapter 4 outlines the methodology used to evaluate the results obtained to 
answer these sub-questions. It also describes evaluation techniques used to 
compare the com1_1ined Esperanto interlingua and sublanguage model with a 
contemporary translation model. The contemporary model, based on the transfer 
methodology, is a word-for-word translation system incorporating complex lexical 
and syntax rules to facilitate machine translation. Chapter 5 shows the results of 
the translated sample texts and construction of both models and discusses the 
outcomes and significance of the research. 
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3 A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter covers the history of machine translation research and describes 
milestones from the 1950s to the present. It outlines the different types of machine 
translation systems and recent research related to this study in the areas of interlingua, 
word group translators and sub languages. It also considers the use of Esperanto as an 
interlingua. 
3.2 General Literature 
3.2.1 Early Research 
During 194 7 and 1948, researchers tested and developed detailed dictionary 
coding, thus facilitating greater efficiency in the use of the limited computer memory of 
the time (Henisz-Doste11 et al., 1979, p. 9). In 1948, Weaver (1955 , pp. 15 - 23) wrote of 
the possibility of extending the use of computers in machine translation research by 
studying the "decomposable elements" in the translation process (Henisz~Dostert et al., 
1979, p. 6). Weaver (1955 , pp. 15 ~ 23) challenged potential developers to determine if 
natural languages might be broken down and then reconstructed as another language 
through the medium of computers. He believed that machine translation was possible, 
especially after its use during the second World War in the field of cryptology. 
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In 1950, Reifler (Henisz~Dostert et al., 1979, p. 13} produced a study of the two 
machine translation concepts of pre~editing and post~editing tex:t. Until 1950, there had 
been a general assumption that machine translation would be fully automated, requiring 
no human editing of the text other than the source language. Reiflcr's reasoning had 
fundamental consequences for machine translation research, culminating in the 1955 joint 
experiment by Georgetown University and IBM which firmly established the feasibility of 
machine translation (Henisz~Dostert eta!., 1979, pp. 13, 23-25). 
The decade from 1950 was a productive one for machine translation, producing 
prototype models and some thought~provoking ·esearch conclusions. According to Boitet 
(1994) and Henisz~Dostert eta!. (1979, pp. 15-16, 18, 27, 29) and others, the following 
issues were under active investigation during the period: 
• research centring on linguistic factors rather than on improving technical 
capabilities of computers. Slow computer processors, low data storage capabilities 
and primitive operating systems all caused difficulties; 
11 designing pre-editing and post~editing synonym tables to define correct 
meaning during translations (Kay, 1996); 
• eliminating pre-editing by listing all target equivalents in the target text, 
while preserving the original word order; 
• improving the design of automatic storing and retrieving full and split forms 
of text offering more streamlined machine translation design; 
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• investigating problems associated with word selection and rearrangement in 
automatic solutions because the ratio of three or more possible equivalents in 
a target language was technically problematic; 
" testing and championing various methodologies: including syntactic analysis, 
code-matching and verification that the word-for-word machine translation 
method was more effective than the sentence-for-sentence method; and 
• hypothesising that the core machine translation problem is a matter of 
decision, involving the precise interpretation of text and then using an 
appropriate algorithm, capable of recognising decision points and cues, to 
ensure accurate conversion of the output in the target language. 
3.2.2 Challenges to Achieving Fully Automatic High Quality Machine Translation 
(FAHQMT) Mechanisms 
In 1959 Bar-Hillel (Bar-Hillel, 1960; Henisz-Dostert et al, 1979) suggested the 
improbability of creating FAHQMT. Bar-Hillel provided a simple example whereby he 
maintained it was impossible for machine translation to interpret precise meaning 
ctatomatically. The quandary in his example related to finding the correct translation for 
the noun 'pen' in the following sentence: 
"Little John was looking for his toy box. Finally he found it The box was in the 
pen. John was happy" (Arnold et al., 1994). 
What concerned Bar-Hillel was the capability of machine translation to identify 
correctly the exact meaning of 'pen' that, from the context, is clearly a playpen rather than 
a writing instrument, a female swan or a general enclosure. To identify the correct 'pen' 
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implied the requirement to have encyclopaedic world knowledge. He doubted that 
computers could incorporate sufficient knowledge to achieve such identification. 
Bar-Hillel asserted that extra linguistic knowledge was necessary if any degree of 
certainty was possible in the detennination of the intended meaning. Bar-Hillel persuaded 
contemporary researchers to believe that, whilst humans may access and process vast 
amounts of knowledge instantaneously due to their ability to infer meaning, it was highly 
unlikely that machine translation would ever achieve such spontaneous results (Bar-Hillel, 
1960; Mack1ovitch, 1995). 
3.2.3 Machine Translation Research in the 1960s 
Bar-Hillel's arguments had a profound impact c 'l research initiatives. Indeed 
some machine translation historians (Kay, 1996) describe the 1960s as a decade of 
inactivity, in which machine translation was effectively the preserve of the Mannon 
Church which had an interest in Bible translation. However, research at the Brigham 
Young University in Utah eventually led to the development of two commercial machine 
translation systems, WEIDNER and ALPS (Kay, 1996). Similar prototype systems, 
developed in Canada, the former Soviet Union, Japan and several European countries, 
showed potential to advance machine translation development (Arnold et at., 1994, p. 14; 
Kay, 1996). 
Despite differences of opinion about fully automatic versus human-editing 
systems, machine translation research in the 1960s continued to develop important 
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research outcomes. In 1960, various attempts were made to identify similarities in the 
work of American and European machine translation pioneers (Henisz-Dostert et al., 
1979, p. 32). Researchers from various countries had achieved mixed success, including 
the following: 
• In 1961, the first international conference on machine translation was held in the 
United Kingdom. Research into Chinese to English translation was undertaken 
and similar comparative work undertaken with other languages (Henisz-Dostert et 
al., 1979, p. 32); 
1 A comparative study of Slavic languages Wi.l.S undertaken to develop a 
system of transcription compatible with the orthographies of the language 
group (Henisz-Dostert et al., 1979, p. 32); 
1 The Simulated Linguistics Computer (SLC), a prototype machine translator, 
was generalised for adaptation to any machine translation situation (Henisz-
Doster! et al., 1979, p. 32); and 
1 A Georgetown University research team published a telegraphic-code 
Chinese-English dictionary for machine translation for a pilot translation 
project using the two languages (Henisz-Dostcrt et al., 1979, p. 32). 
Bar-Hillel's assertion that FAHQMT was unattainable, while challenged, had not 
been disproven (Macklovitch, 1995). Moreover, it had the effect of focussing research on 
more fundamental issues in the processing and understanding of human languages 
(Arnold ct al., 1994). One avenue of investigation accepted that FAHQMT was beyond 
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the reach of the early researchers, but proposed that systems using some human input or 
editing did offer viable semi~automatic machine translation systems. 
This essential human input led to two areas of research with ill~defined 
boundaries: Machine~ Aided Human Translation (MAHT) and Human~ Aided Machine 
Translation (HAMT). The boundaries between MAHT and HAMT are uncertain and the 
term Computer~Aided (or Computer~Assistcd) Translation (CAT) may sometimes cover 
both. However, the central core of machine translation itself is the automation of the full 
translation process (Arnold et al., 1994). 
Since the 1950s, the United States has operated a number of automatic translation 
facilities but it is generally accepted by researchers such as Boitet (1994) that the results 
have been mediocre. Subsequently, the National Academy of Sciences' National 
Research Council established the Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee 
(ALPAC). ALPAC was intended to carry out a two~ycar study into machine translation 
(Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee, 1966). The committee's research 
conclusions supported Bar~Hillel's earlier prediction that there was little prospect of fully-
automated machine translation and that human translation and editing would remain an 
essential component (Garvin, 1972). 
Garvin's (1972, p. 11) research into FAHQMT identified two extreme views of 
the core issues. On the one hand, he believed that the ALP AC assertion relied on an 
assumption that, with sufficient computer memory, machine translation was possible 
without resorting to a complex algorithm. On the other hand, he described a 
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"perfectionist" approach, which insists that without a complete theoretical knowledge of 
the source language and target language and a thorough understanding of translation, plus 
an ability to model these mathematically, the task could not be undertaken. 
According to Garvin (1972, pp. 1 0-11), the program would require either a large 
dictionary containing words and phrases or an equally large table of grammar rules. He 
believed that ALPAC experiments, which used both options, produced limited translation 
accuracy because "both systems are fundamentally unimprovable, since they allow only 
mechanical extensions of tables which create as many or more errors as they rectify." 
Consequently, ALPAC conceded that FAHQMT was not achievable. Garvin was also 
concerned that an over emphasis on theoretical language studies had led research into a 
blind alley. Garvin (1972, p. 11) proposed an engineering solution, thus avoiding the 
pitfalls of these two extremes. 
3.2.4 Machine Translation Research in the 1970s 
By the mid-1970s, Bar-Hillel had moderated his views on FAHQMT, which some 
researchers felt signalled a return to a more pragmatic approach to machine translation 
research (Henisz-Dostert et al., 1979, pp. 34-36). At the beginning of the 1970s, no 
operational possibilities for machine translation were apparent, but Bar-Hillel's change of 
heart, his acceptance of some human editing, coupled with improved computing 
technology and an eventual change from the preoccupation with FAHQMT, opened up 
new avenues of research (Henisz-Dostert et al., 1979, p. 37). 
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Consequently, a number of the components Bar-Hiliel believed necessary for 
effective machine translation to work were achieved (Henisz-Dostert et al., 1979, pp. 37-
38). The ability to input data through speedier, more advanced means, and the availability 
of large dictionaries with automated algorithmic routines, helped greatly to advance 
machine translation development. However, semantic coding and programming either 
was absent or poorly developed, thereby posing a serious impediment to accurate and 
effective translation. A small amount of funding was allocated to "more fundamental 
research on Computational Linguistics, and Artificial Intelligence, and some of this work 
took machine translation as a long tenn objective ... " (Arnold eta\., 1994, p. 14). 
By the end of the 1970s, machine translation research had experienced a 
'renaissance' (Arnold et at., 1994, p. 14) because of several notable developments. The 
first was the purchase by the Commission of the European CommJnities ( CEC) of the 
English-French version of the SYSTRAN system. Simultaneously, the CEC 
commissioned work on other dual language translation versions of the system and set up 
the EUROTA naturallanguagt: processing project (Arnold eta\., 1994, p. 14). 
3.2.5 Machine Translation Research in the 1980s 
Between 1950 and 1979, much of the machine translation architecture was direct 
or transformer architecture (Arnold et al., 1994). Machine translation research in the 
1980s concentrated on different methodologies to improve translation accuracy and 
reduce technical complexities that had frustrated earlier research (Kay, 1996). Notably 
this research included the transfer and in terlingua! methodologies. The transfonner and 
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transfer methodologies are outlined in the following sections. The interling,ua 
methodology, designed to convert the source language into an interlingua and, thence, into 
the target language, currently a theoretical concept and the subject of this research study, 
is described in more detail later in this chapter. 
3.2.5.1 Transformer or Direct Machine Translation Methodology 
The transformer or direct translation method deals only with single language pairs 
and translates words directly from one language to another (Office c f Japan Affairs, 1990, 
p. 21 ). Used for most of the earlier systems, it involved very little or no linguistic analysis 
and produced inaccurate translations. Although not designed to handle translations of 
complete documents, it has been used for machine translation oflarge databases, tables of 
contents and titles of technical publications (Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, p. 21 ). 
Transformer methodologies transform texts in the source language into target language 
texts by using parsing rules that replace source language words with the equivalent target 
language words from a bilingual dictionary, and then re~arrange the word order to comply 
with the target language syntax (Arnold et al., 1994, pp. 59, 69-70). 
According to Arnold eta!. (1994, pp. 59, 69-70), the first stage of processing involves 
the parser, which completes preliminary analysis ofthc source language sentence. Arnold 
ct al. (1994, pp. 59, 69-70) describe a process which is passed to a package of rules 
which in turn transforms the sentence into infonnation provided by the parsing process. 
The transformation rules include bilingual dictionary rules and various rules to re-order 
words and, according to Arnold eta!. (1994, pp. 59, 69-70): 
Most of the engine's translational competence lies in the rules which transform 
bits of input sentence into bits of output sentence, including the bilingual 
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dictionary rules. In a sense a transformer system has some knowledge of the 
comparative grammar of the two languages~ of what makes the one structurally 
different from the other. 
The following diagram, after Arnold ct at. (1994, p 79), highlights the processes 
involved in translating sentences using transformer methodology: 
ENGLISH ENGLISH PARSER 
~ LANGUAGE Uses dictionary and DICTIONARY -, 
small grammar to 
produce an English 
structure 
' !>-
ENGLISH TO 
FRENCH 
TRANSFORMER 
English to French 
transfonnation mles 
successively transform 
the English structure 
~ FRENCH into a French structure LANGUAGE 
v DICTIONARY 
Figure 3 Sample transformer architecture 
Transformer architecture proved to have drawbacks as it usually does not contain 
large grammar dictionaries (Gross, 1992). Moreover, it requires the input sentences to be 
simple in context and usually requires some modification by pre~editing processes to 
facilitate the translation processes (Arnold et at., 1994, p. 64). 
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3.2.5.2 The Transfer or Linguistic Knowledge Methodology 
The transfer system is the most widely used machine translation strategy. It 
analyses the source language and then converts it into representations or a metalanguage 
capable of transposition into sentence structures through semantic analysis (Office of 
Japan Affairs, 1990, p. 21 ). The source language representations are then converted to 
the target language transfer representations. The final process synthesises the transfer 
language representations into target language text. This strategy works best when the 
language pairs are closely related. In transformer methodologies, the translation process 
relies on some knowledge of the source language and some knowledge on transfonning 
partly analysed source sentences into strings that look like target language sentences 
(Arnold et al., 1994, p. 66). 
By comparison, Arnold et al (1994, p. 66) assert that the transfer methodology 
relies on extensive knowledge of both the source language and target language and of the 
relationships between analysed sentences in both languages. The transfer methodology 
accords the target language the same status as the source language, requiring a substantial 
grammar from both the source language and target language. These grammars are 
converted into a metalanguage representing their syntactical structure. They are then 
analysed by parsing programmes to determine the syntax structure of the source language. 
The process is completed by manipulation of the parsed data by language generators to 
produce output texts in the target language {Arnold et al., 1994, p. 66). These processes 
arc summarized in the following diagram, after Arnold et al. (1994, p. 66): 
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Figure 4 Basic structure of machine translation transfer architecture 
The transfer methodology dominated machine translation research in the 1980s, 
taking a lead over transfom1er architecture and placing more reliance on linguistics 
(Gross, 1992). Specifically it required a more detailed understanding of both the source 
language and the target language (Gross, 1992). Arnold et al. (1994, pp. 66-69) point out 
that the translation from the source language to the target language is intended, but in 
practi~o- most programs have problems ensuring that the lexical rules work in both 
directions. Human intervention is required to correct linguistic ambiguities detected by 
the machine translation mechanism and to confirm the correct version of the text 
according to the user's perceptions. This editing process, a key feature of machine 
translation, is described below. 
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3.2.5.3 Pre-editing and Post-editing Methodologies 
Using direct or tranrfer translation methodologies, there are two possible ways in 
which human intervention may occur: pre-editing and post-editing. Pre-editing, in tum, 
may involve two kinds of operations. According to the Office of Japan Affairs (1990, pp. 
11-12, 22), in one operation, texts are revised to eliminate structural or lexical ambiguities 
before being translated by a machine translator and, in a second operation, pre-editing of 
input text is produced for the machine translator. According to the Office of Japan Affairs 
(1990, pp. 11-12, 22), of the three editing options, post-editing is costly but is the most 
widely us~d option in terms of human input 
Usually a professional translator, the post-editor corrects the machine's output. 
This is more efficient when done directly on the screen using appropriate word 
processing software. If the post-editor writes the corrections on hard copy and 
they are then entered into the computer, the process is much slower. Some 
esttmate that an experienced post-editor can produce 4,000 to 8,000 words a day 
and in some cases as many as 10,000. 
Since human intervention is costly, the goal of some developmental efforts is fully 
automatic operation of a machine translation system. When the application 
involves merely gleaning the "gist" of the text, some of the large, general-purpose 
systems are used on a fully automatic basis. If a more careful translation ts 
needed, output can be post-edited. Such systems include general-purpose 
systems that are able to handle a wide variety of source texts and special purpose 
systems desi~ed to translate a special type Of source text such as weather reports 
or abstracts of technical articles m particular fields (Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, 
pp. 11-12, 22-23). 
3.2.6 Research from the 1990s to the Present 
In more recent years, considerable discussion has concentrated on attempts to 
overcome the research problems inherent in machine translu.ti0n design. Some 
researchers have concluded that the deepest level of sentence decomposition is not always 
desirable. A flexible system would deal with complex language structures more 
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effectively than through a more traditional word~by~word translation process (Arnold et 
al., 1994, p. 175). Research into sub language methodologies started in the 1980s and 
continued through to the present day, as did a study of 'integration' as a methodology to: 
... combine MT with other Natural Language processing technologies, or to the 
(non~trivial) problems of integration of MT into general document processing that 
arise as one tries to make a practically and commercially usable system out of a 
research prototype MT system (Arnold et al., 1994, p. 173). 
Translation applications, such as TransCheck, which pennits translation 
verification much in the same way as word-processing spelling and grammar checking 
tools operate, became more available in the 1990s. While research into the development 
of more advanced models realised notable success in the case ofTransCheck, results fell 
short of creating fully automated machine translation systems (Macklovitch, 1995, p. 10). 
Further efforts at overcoming pre-editing and post~editing issues were attempts to produce 
machine translation applications with the ability to reason or analyse some of the key 
component in a language sample. Arnold et al. (1994, pp. 180-182) described the 
development of the domain model, or knowledge-based machine translation, which was 
being undertaken at various centres in the USA. Ongoing experiments attempted to deal 
with issues such as metaphors, idioms and in~depth text analysis, in the hope of achieving 
high quality outcomes (Arnold et al., 1994, pp. 180-182; Morneau, 1992). 
Long-standing engineering challenges included the need for a sophisticated 
understanding of linguistics and the development of robust grammatjcal and lexical 
resources, thereby overcoming the difficulty of manipulating and managing these 
resources to produce high quality results (Arnold et at., 1994, p. 182). In attempts to 
overcome these hurdles, which required huge resources and funding, some researchers 
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looked at alternative approaches. One of the more notable approaches was research into 
statistical methodologies (Arnold et at., 1994, p. 191). 
In the 1990s, IBM examined the feasibility of a statistical or empirical approach to 
language processing, based on the probability of translating the correct word or phrase 
(Arnold et al., 1994, p. 191). The statistical approach paralleled technology used in 
speech recognition applications that use a •fuzzy logic' to find the appropriate word 
(Arnold et at., 1994, p. 191). Some of the more promising commercial machine 
translation applications that became available during the 1990s included translation 
software developed by IBM, pre.editing software developed by a subsidiary of Xerox, 
updated versions ofSYSTRAN's original machine translation software used by the US 
Department of Defense and Soflissimo which operates on IBM and Macintosh platforms 
(Arnold et al., 1994, p. 191). By the end of the twentieth century, machine translation still 
appeared to fall short of the earlier predictions (Garvin, 1972; Locke and Booth, 1955; 
Masten nan, 1982) that it would deliver accurate, speedy and fully automated outcomes. 
Commonly occurring syntax issues in natural languages impact heavily on the 
design of machine translation mechanisms, especially transfer-based methodologies 
described earlier in this chapter (Gentzler, 1993). The control model, SYSTRAN, used as 
part of the evaluation component of this study, is bast:d on the transfer methodology. The 
following sections describe the key issues affecting the design and translation capabilities 
oftransfer-bascd machine translation mechanisms. This section descnbes the linguistic 
complexities affecting transfer mechanisms and some of the machine translation strategies 
used to overcome them. 
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3.2. 7 Issues of Engli,,h Syntax 
This section pre vi des a brief insight into English language syntax and its effects on 
machine translation d ~sign. It shows how conjunctions, a basic syntactic structure and 
homonyms present considerable challenges to machine translation design. The first 
section introduces the pi'oblems caused by ambiguity in texts because of the vagaries of 
natural language syntax. 
3.2.8 Coordination alld Homonyms 
According t0 Morneau ( 1992, p. 16), coordination is the linking together of two or 
more constituents with the same structure, creating, in effect, a single complex structure. 
These linking elements are called coordinating conjunctions: 
A language can have simple coordinating conjunctions, such as English "and11 , 
"or" and ''but", as well as compound ones, such as English "either ... or ... ", "both 
... and ... 11 and "not only ... but also ... " 
Morneau (1992, pp. 23~24) notes that coordinated structures are often ambiguous 
in meaning and highlights the impact that conjunctions have on text in the following 
example: 
Consider, for example, the following sentence: John wants to buy the painting of 
the fireplace and the Persian carpet. Does Jnhn want to buy one item (a painting 
in which one can see both a carpet and a fireplace), or two items (a carpet and a 
painting)? Note that the ambiguity is present only in the written sentence. When 
spoken, a different stress, timing and intonational pattern (i.e., a different prosodic 
pattern) would be used for each meaning. 
Coordinated structures are not the only ones that can suffer from ambiguity as 
homonyms and synonyms present similar problems to human and machine translators 
(Morneau, 1992, pp. 24~25). The ambiguity of meaning in natural languages may have 
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serious impacts upon machine translation research, especially in the case of homonyms, 
words with the same spelling but a range of possible meanings. Fowler (1968, p. 248) 
provides the following explanation of homonyms and synonyms: 
Broadly speaking, homonyms are separate words that happen to be identical in 
form, and synonyms are separate words that happen to mean the same thing. 
Pole, a shaft or stake, is a native English word; pole, the terminal point of an axis, 
is borrowed from Greek; the words, then, are two and not one, but being identical 
in form are called homonyms. On the other hand cat, the animal, and cat, the 
flogging instrument, though they are identical in form and mean different things, 
are not separate words, but one word is used in different senses; they are therefore 
not homonyms. True synonyms, i.e. separate words exactly equivalent in meaning 
and use, are rare, and the word is applied more frequently to pairs or sets in which 
the equivalence is partial only ... 
The effects of homonyms are highlighted in the following example: 
John saw the man with a telescope. Did John use a telescope to see the man, or 
did the man have the telescope? In this case, the problem is with the English word 
"with," which can be interpreted in the sense of either accompaniment or 
instrument ... it's interesting and perhaps instructive to look at how natural 
languages deal with this ambiguity. In English, you could rephrase the sentence 
as follows (assuming John has the telescope): John watched with a telescope the 
man observing the crowd (Morneau, 1992, pp. 24~25). 
Homonyms present a t;hallenge to the translator because their meanings are 
ambiguous and, while meaning may be deduced by the human observer, machine 
translation mechanisms require additional data in order to make the correct interpretation 
(Hutchins, 1999). Textual word order is another factor that affects the design of transfer 
and similar machine translation methodologies. The wide variety of word order amongst 
natural languages and the difficulties that have to be overcome to ensure fluent translation 
are outlined in the following section. 
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3.2.9 Word Order 
Morneau (1992, p. 2) asserts that one of the first patterns that typologists look at is 
the basic relationship between subject (S), verb (V) and object (0) in simple declarative 
sentences: 
Detennining these patterns is not always that simple, because many languages are 
inflected in such a way that they have a great deal of freedom in ordering their 
words. But even these languages will have some restrictions, or will tend to have 
dominan~ preferred or unmarked word orders. There are six possible orderings: 
VSO, SVO, SOY, VOS, OVS, and OSV. It turns out that a very large majority of 
the world's languages fit within the first three categories; i.e., where the subject 
comes before the object. Here are some examples: 
SOV- Turkish, Tamil, Japanese, Tibetan, Quechua 
This is the largest single grouping, and probably accounts for slightly more 
than 40% of all languages. 
Sample sentence: John fish ate. 
SVO- English, Swahili, Chinese, Indonesian 
This is also a very large group, although not quite as large as SOY. It 
probably accounts for slightly less than 40% of all languages. 
Sample sentence: John ate fish. 
VSO- Welsh, Hawaiian, Berber, Classical Arabic 
This is not a very large group, but it is still quite significant. It probably 
accounts for about 15% of all languages. 
Sample sentence: Ate John fish. 
OVS- Guarijio (Azteco-Tanoan family, Mexico) Hixkaryana (Carib family, 
Brazil) 
Sample sentence: Fish ate John. 
VOS -Fijian (Austronesian fatnily, Fiji) Terena (Arawakan family, Brazil) 
Malagasy (Austronesian family, Madagascar) 
Sample sentence: Ate fish John. 
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OSV- Jamamadi (Arawakan family, Brazil) 
Sample sentence: Fish John ate. 
The ability to identify accurately the word order rule in the source language and 
then transfer that through to the equivalent word order in the target language is an 
additional task necessary to guarantee that not only the correct meaning is transferred, but 
that the grammar is correct too (Arnold eta!., 1994). The lexical. meaning of words and 
word group,· ,·,vcrlap and influence the syntax ··te.':t~ often resulting in complex word 
and gram; :lationships. Natural languages usc dictionaries to define the various 
lexical fo, ,.:, of words and, often, their relationships with other words. The following 
section shows how dictionaries provide a similar function when used in a machine 
translation setting. 
3.2.10 Dictionaries and their Importance to Machine Translation Mechanisms 
Detailed description of dictionaries used in transfer methodology-based and other 
machine translation mechanisms is a complex field of research (Arnold eta!., 1994, p. 
86). Although lengthy discussion is beyond the scope of this study, it is important to 
provide an insight into the structural complexities of such dictionaries when used in a 
machine translation setting. Such an insight will also facilitate comparison of the 
dictionary structures of the control model and that of the prototype created for this study. 
According to Arnold eta!. (1994, p. 83), dictionaries in existing machine translation 
systems are diverse in terms of formats, coverage, level of detail and precise formalism 
for lexical description, with different machine translation methodologies placing different 
requirements on the contents of the dictionaries. Arnold et al. (1994, p. 83) emphasise 
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these diverse fonnats by identifying the different dictionary structures in the three main 
machine translation methodologies: 
... dictionaries in an interlingual system need not contain any translation 
information per se, all that is necessary is to associate words with the appropriate 
(collections ot) interlingual concepts. 
By contrast, transformer systems will typically give information about source 
language items, and their translations, including perhaps infonnation that is really 
about the target language, and which is necessary to trigger certain 
transformations (e.g. to do with the placement of particles like up in look it up, 
and look up the answer). 
Since transfer systems typically use more abstract levels of representation, the 
associated dictionaries have to contain infonnation about these levels. Moreover, 
in a transfer system, especially one which is intended to deal with several 
languages, it is common to separate monolingual dictionaries for source and 
target languages (which give information about the various levels of 
representation involved in analysis and synthesis), from bilingual dictionaries 
which are involved in transfer (which nonnally relate source and target lexical 
items, and which normally contain information only about the levels of 
representation that are invdved in transfer) (Arnold eta!., 1994, p. 84). 
Arnold et at. (1994, p. 84) believe that it is impractical to provide an exhaustive 
dictionary for most languages within a machine translation mechanism, because of the 
possibility of fanning new words out of existing ones by various morphological processes: 
One can get an idea of the sheer volume of infonnation of this kind that may be 
needed by considering that for commercial purposes a lexicon with 20,000 entries 
is often considered as the minimum. This however is still only a modest 
percentage of existing words- the Oxford English Dictionary contains about 250, 
000 entries without being exhaustive even of general usage. In fact, no dictionary 
can ever be rca!Iy complete. Not only do dictionaries generally restrict 
themselves to either general, or specialist technical vocabulary (but not both), in 
addition, new words are constantly being coined, borrowed, used in new senses, 
and fanned by nonnal morphological processes (Arnold et al., 1994, pp. 84-85). 
Arnold ct al. (1994, p. 87) observe that dictionaries are the central component of 
machine translation systems and were initially treated in machine translation mechanisms 
as .. little more than a list of rules ... which only allows infonnation about part of speech to 
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be represented or translation rules that simply paired up the citation forms of source and 
target words." However, they assert that, although some of the information that is found 
in a printed dictionary is of limited value in machine translation: 
It is useful to nake a distinction between the characteristics of a word itself (its 
inherent properties) and the restrictions it places on other words in its 
grammatical environment. Although this distinction is not explicitly drawn in 
paper dictionaries, information of both types is available in them. Information 
about grammatical properties includes the indication of gender in the French part 
of the bilingual dictionary entry, and the indication of number on nouns 
(typically, the citation form of nouns is the singular form, and information about 
number is only explicitly given for nouns which have only plural forms, such as 
scissors, and trousers) (Arnold et al., 1994, p. 87). 
In general, the quality and detail of the information needed tOr a viable machine 
translation mechanism is at least equal to that found in printed dictionaries. This ~mention 
to quality and detail is highlighted in the following section. 
3.2.11 Dictionaries and their Importance to Machine Translation Mechanisms-
Subcategorisation 
According to Gross (1992), the grammatical environments in which words appear 
may be divided into two distinct categories: 
• subcategorisation information, which indicates the syntactic environment; and 
• selectional restrictions, which describe semantic properties of the environment. 
Arnold eta!. (1 994, p. 87) estimate that an adequate English dictionary would 
probably have to recognize at least twenty different subclasses of verbs and a similar 
number of adjectives and nouns. There is a degree of imprecision because subclasses 
depend on the level of distinctions required and the degree rules that are required in the 
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dictionary to capture regularities. Transitive verbs, such as the English word 'meet', 
depending on their syntactical form, may require special subcategorisation to ensure 
identification of the conect form during the analysis of the source language. 
Syntactical structures are complicated further by the semantic attributes of 
commonly occurring transitive verbs, tOr example 'button'. The challenge of processing 
semantic attributes of words through a machine translation mechanism is shown in the 
following analysis: 
Subcategorization information indicates that, for example, the verb button occurs 
with a noun phrase OBJECT. In fact, we know much more about the verb than 
this- the OBJECT, or in terms of semantic roles, the PATIENT, of the verb has 
to be a 'buttonable' thing, such as a piece of clothing, and that the SUBJECT 
(more precisely AGENT) of the verb is normally animate. Such information is 
commonly referred to as the selectional restrictions that words place on items that 
appear in constructions where they are the HEAD. (Arnold et al., 1994, p. 88). 
As Arnold eta!. (1994, p. 88) observe, these word attributes require extra rules to 
identify them in addition to inherent information about each word. Consequently, entries 
for eacL word in a machine translation dictionary would record these attributes and values 
as shown in the following example of the noun form of the English word 'button': 
lex= button 
cat= n 
ntype::::: common 
number= 
human::::: no 
concrete ::::: yes 
(Arnold et al., 1994, p. 88). 
The above notation identifies the attributes of 'button' as being a common, non-
human and concrete or non-abstract noun. The verb form of 'button' might be 
represented as follows: 
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lex= button 
cat=v 
vtype =main 
finite= 
person= 
number= 
subcat = subj obj 
sem agent= human 
sem patient= clothing 
(Arnold et al., 1994, p. 89). 
The above representation bears some resemblance to a dictionary providing the 
basic lexical, syntactical and scmantical attributes of each word. The following section 
shows how these word attributes may be harnessed for computer processing through 
conversion into a metalanguage. The section outlines some of the technical and linguistic 
processes contemporary machine translation mechanisms use to codify lexical, syntactic 
and semantic attributes of texts into a metalanguage capable of translating natural 
languages. 
3.2.12 Use of Metalanguages to Convert Natural Language 
There are three factors inherent in language translation: word or lexical meaning, 
grammar or syntax, and semantics (Henisz~Dostert et al., 1979, p. 91 ). The lexical 
attributes of individual words, when translated into the equivalent target language words, 
will not always convey the correct meaning as they are often modified by syntax (Garvin, 
1972, p. 11 ). Furthermore, syntax and semantic rules seem to overlap and it is often 
difficult to differentiate between them (Gentzler, 1993, p. 28; Henisz-Dostert et al., 1979, 
p. 10). 
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According to Piron (2003), contemporary machine translation systems normally 
require complex word relationship rules to identify the correct meaning of each word, 
while additional rules are required to recognise the syntactical attributes of words. Terry 
(1996) recognised that the conversion of natural language into computational notations 
faces inherent challenges: 
... it is difficult to find languages which satisfy both requirements- efficient 
implementation seems to require the use of low-level languages, while easy 
description seems to require the usc of high-level languages. 
Consequently, considerable effort has gone into developing programming 
languages capable of defining natural languages effectively (Morneau, 1992). Such 
languages or metalanguages must be able to detect and manage the ambiguity common to 
natural languages to avoid errm occurrence (Morneau, 1992). In a machine translation 
setting, elimination of errors engenders smooth translation of the user's natural language 
through the metalanguage to the lower-level programming languages (Terry, 1996). 
Metalanguages consist of strings of symbols representing sentences or phrases to 
facilitate the identification and categorisation of the syntax and semantic rules inherent in 
sentences. Terry (1996) describes syntax as the fonn of the sentence, equivalent to 
grammar constructions, while semantics relates to the actual intended meaning based on a 
correctly constructed sentence. Jinks (1999) reasoned that developing mathematical rules 
to define semantics was higllly problematic. He noted that, although it is possible to 
define a meaning for each token in a metalanguage-based alphabet, by placing tokens 
together, subtle interactions in meaning make precise semantic definition of a language 
difficult. Such interactions pose difficulties in translating natural languages through 
human effort, as is highlighted below: 
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Take the following English language example; "The bank president ate a plate of 
spaghem: " Programs that attempt to understand the semantics ofEngtish uften 
translate this to mean the president of a river bank ate a plate, and then a bunch of 
spaghetti fell on his lap. Solutions for describing the semantics of a language 
tend to be exponential, since interactions between a modifier and the object of the 
m(ldifier have to be described. Consider how you would tell a computer, in a 
generic way, that bank in the above example refers to a financial institution. 
After you1ve developed a solution consider how the computer would then handle 
the following: 'The boat washed up onto the bank' (Jinks, 1999). 
In defining the syntax for a language, a series of tokens creates strings in the 
metalanguage alphabet to facilitate the translation computation. Jinks (1999) asserts that 
these strings, or sentences, require a unique, metalanguage alphabet and a set of rules to 
manipulate the alphabet. In his following example, which highlights the importance of 
identifying the object or the accusative part of a sentence, Jinks ( 1999) uses the term 
"object" to mean the subject component of the English subject- verb- object sentence 
construction: 
According to the rules of the English language, a sentence must have ail object 
and an action on that object. In addition a sentence can have prepositional 
phrases, modifiers, and other constructs, which we do not necessarily need tOr this 
example. The following sentence is an example of an English language sentence: 
The cat sat. In this example there are three tokens, or members of the alphabet: 
The, cat and sat. There is an object cat and a verb sat. The following are not 
English language sentences: Sat ran run jump. We wiU refer to these as phrases. 
The first phrase is made of four tokens. It does not meet the rules of English for 
two reasons. The first is that it is missing an object, and the second is that it has 
four actions, not one. The second phrase also contains four tokens, and is not an 
English sentence because it is missing an object (Jinks, 1999). 
Terry (1996) describes the formal study of syntax as applied to programming 
languages, which evolved into a system of notations for describing syntax: 
The fonnal study of syntax as applied to programming languages took a great step 
forward in about 1960, with the publication of the Algo/60 report by Naur (1960, 
1963), which used an elegant, yet simple, notation known as Backlls-Naur-Fonn 
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(sometimes called Backus-Normal-Form) ... Simply understood notations for 
describing semantics have not been so forthcoming, and many semantic features 
oflanguages are still described informally, or by example. 
Syntax, therefore, is a set of rules, symbols and special words used to construct a 
program (Dale eta!. 1997, p. 40). 
3.2.13 Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) 
In the 1950s, Noam Chomsky attempted to develop a metalanguage as a formal 
method of describing language (Jinks, 1999). He was the first to divide language study 
into syntax and semantics and to develop a set of tokens to specify languages (Jinks, 
1999). Chomsky's metalanguage, known as CNF, uses a series of intermediate tokens to 
describe syntax rules. The left side of an expre.::sion in CNF shows a string with 
intermediate symbols, the right side shows how that string may be translated. CNF led to 
an important system of defining the length of the sentence by the expedient of permitting 
the defining symbol to be used within the expansion niles. Jinks (1999) highlights the use 
of this recursive language in the following exJ.mple: 
S ->EXPRESSION 
The symbol EXPRESSION can be broken down into further translatable parts: 
EXPRESSION ->TERM I TERM+ EXPRESSION :TERM- EXPRESSION 
Each of these 'sub' parts can be further expanded: 
TERM-> FACTOR I FACTOR' EXPRESSION I FACTOR I EXPRESSION 
FACTOR-> NUMBER I (EXPRESSION) 
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NUMBER-> 1121314151617181910 I 
I NUMBER 12 NUMBER 13 NUMBER 14 NUMBER IS NUMBER I 
6 NUMBER 17 NUMBER IS NUMBER 19 NUMBER I 0 NUMBER 
While these formulae arc intended to turn a higher-level English sentence into a 
form more readily converted to programming language, they may be used for machine 
translation purposes for defining how any given natural language may be codified and 
organised (Jinks, 1999). The formulae facilitate conversion of the syntax into a computer 
readable format. 
3.2.14 Baclms Naur Form (BNF) and Extended Backus NaLt Form (EBNF) 
Backus and Naur independently developed a similar form for specifying language 
grammar (Jinks, 1999). BNF specified some languages more compactly than CNF and, 
subsequently, other researchers added symbols to BNF, creating EBNF. For example, 
EBNF uses the symbol:= to specify assignment from the right to left side:~ of a rule, 
while te1minal symbols are placed in single quotes. With EBNF, it is possible to define 
specific segments of the expression to be recursive or non-recursive as can be seen in 
Jinks' example below: 
S := EXPRESSION 
EXPRESSION:= TERM I TERM {[+,-]TERM]} 
TERM:= FACTOR I FACTOR { [*,/]FACTOR] } 
FACTOR:= NUMBER I'(' EXPRESSION')' 
NUMBER :::: '1' I '2' I '3' I '4' I '5' I '6' I '7' I '8' I '9' I '0' I 
'I' NUMBER I '2' NUMBER I '3' NUMBER I '4' NUMBER I '5' NUMBER I 
'6' NUMBER I '7' NUMBER I '8' NUMBER I '9' NUMBER I '0' NUMBER 
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The use of curly braces allows the creation of strings of defined length. In the 
above example, l'ACTOR is an example of a recursive rule. Jinks (1999) highlights two 
other advantages EBNF has over CNF: EBNF supports loops to avoid some recursion, 
allowing for more efficient compilers. EBNF is a more standardised format for compiler 
writers than CNF. 
3.2.15 Use of EBNF with Natural Languages 
EBNF and other meta~notations, therefore, provide efficient vehicles with which 
to codify language for use with compilers. Such notational methods allow the user to 
select a notation that is more understandable than lower-level programming languages. 
Following the examples set out above, it may be surmised that sophisticated syntax 
structures may be created. Such a meta-notation based on a natural language, especially 
for machine translation creation, would mirror in detail the structure of the natural 
language. The syntax would contain basic elements of a sentence such as: 
Letters: a, b, c ... 
An alphabet: {a, b ... z} 
Tokens or Terminals representing: words 
Non-Terminals, that is: <Sentence>, <Subject>, <Object>, <Clause> 
Nouns: <Noun> <Proper Noun> or 
<Common Noun> 
Verbs: <Regular>, <Irregular>, <Verb Tense> 
Verb tense: <Present Tense>, <Past tense>, 
<Future Tense>. 
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It follows that other parts of speech such as adjectives, p1repositions and artides 
would be defined similarly, ensuring codification of the complete sentence syntax. 
However, there are significant hurdles in codifYing natural language syntax: 
... properties expressed in natural language are typically neither precise enough to 
allow for easy mathematical analysis, nor in a form that invites the use of 
computational suppcrt in dealing with them. On the other hand, simply 
exhaustively enumerating languages ... is also clearly ineffective- in fact, 
impossible (Searls, 1993, pp. 44, 49). 
As Searls (1999, p. 49) asserts, natural languages are not easily translated into 
computer languages because of their inherent complexity. Searls doubted the ability of 
large, sophisticated databases to catalogue the syntactic diversity of a natural language by 
notating every conceivable word-phrase combination. 
3.2.16 Syntax Rules 
In analysing the syntax of natural languages, linguists attempt to produce a set of 
grammar rules to which natural conversation and written text are 'expected' to conform. 
The following example highlights how this may be constructed using the English 
sentence: "The kind old man watched the boats in the harbor." Searls (1993, pp. 60-63) 
dissects this sentence as follows: 
Here, the top-level rule says that a sentence consists of a noun phrase followed by 
a verb phrase. Following this are the phrase-level rules, and finally the lexical 
entries -the tokens in this case being English words- given according to their 
parts of speech. The study of human language has led to the creation of much 
more complex and specialized grammar formalisms, and parsers to deal with 
them: 
sentence~ noun _phrase verb _phrase 
noun _phrase 7 article modified _noun I r.10dified _noun 
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modified noun ~ 
verb _phrase~ 
prepositional_phrase ~ 
noun~ 
verb~ 
adjective --) 
article 7 
preposition 7 
adjective modified_ noun !modified_ noun 
prepositional _phrase I noun 
verb _phrase noun _phrase I verb _phrase 
prepositional_phrasc I verb 
preposition noun _phrase 
man I boats I harbor 
watched 
old [kind 
the 
in 
Such sentences may be effectively codified, but Searls (1993) reminds the 
researcher of the ambiguity of meaning found in all natural languages, including at the 
syntactic level. Manipulating the above sentence to change the meaning to "The old man 
the boats," demonstrates how human analysis would attempt to obtain accurate 
understanding: 
Most persons first parse man as a noun modified by old, then must backtrack 
upon "unexpectedly" encountering the end of the sentence, to reparse old as a 
noun and man as a verb. (Many, however, consider such phenomena to be jarring 
exceptions that prove the rule, that the human "parser" is ordinarily deterministic.) 
There has been much debate on the subject of where natural language lies on the 
Chomsky hierarchy, but there is little doubt that it is not regular, given the 
apparent capacity of all human languages to fonn arbitrarily large sets of nested 
dependencies (Searls, 1993, p. 62). 
3.2.17 Nested Dependencies 
The occurrence of nested dependencies, exemplified above, shows how important 
it is to ensure a precise compilation of the metalanguage. The compilation must be able to 
define the syntax of more complicated clauses and sentences to ensure that the correct 
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meaning of the source language is retained (Searls, 1993, pp. 61-62). Natural languages 
contain ambiguities and, when taken out of context, many clauses and sentences often 
have one or more different meanings from that intended by the original author (Piron, 
2003). 
Searls (1993, p. 62) provides an even more confusing example "The reaction the 
enzyme the gene the promoter controlled encoded catalyzed stopped." He is able to 
deconstruct this sentence using the rules in the earlier example and then to demonstrate 
that it is a valid English sentence. Searls asserts that, to codify such complicated 
meanings, the program would require the construction of context-free grammar, to 
express such constructions. The issue of context-free language is described below: 
There has been much debate on the subject of where natural language lies on the 
Chomsky hierarchy, but there is little doubt that it is not regular, given the 
apparent capacity of all human languages to fonn arbitrarily large sets of nested 
dependencies. An exaggerated example of such a construction would be "The 
reaction the enzyme the gene the promoter controlled encoded catalyzed stopped." 
Moreover, a consensus appears to have formed that natural language is in fact 
greater than context-free (Schieber, 1985); this is largely because of the existence 
of crossing dependencies in certain languages ... which are not suited to 
pushdown automata for reasons that should by now be apparent. In Dutch, for 
example, phrases similar to the one above have a different word order that crosses 
the dependencies (Bresnan et al. 1982). 
Evidence that English is greater than context-free is typified by the sentence: 
Some bourbon hater lover was nominated, which bourbon hater lover fainted 
(Postal & Langcndocn, 1984). Here, the instances of hater and lover fonn 
crossing dependencies, and these can theoretically be propagated indefinitely into 
fonns such as "bourbon hater lover lover hater ... " which must be duplicated in a 
sentence of this type, in ;;:ffect forming a copy language (Searls, 1993, p. 63). 
The above examples of nested dependencies provided by Bresnan and Searls 
challenge human translation and pose problems for the linguistic and technical design of 
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machine translation mechanisms. With this challenge in mind, the following section 
introduces the use of EBNF in the control model. 
3.2.18 Use of EBNF for the Construction of the Control Model 
Artificial languages such as computer languages are designed to inhabit the lower 
levels of the Chomsky hierarchy, for reasons of clarity and efficiency. Th~ standard 
EBNF for specifying computer language syntax is a context-free grammar format. Such 
metalanguages must be unambiguous to allow for fast parsing by compilers (Searls, 1993, 
p. 63). Cognisant of the challenges facing machine translation developers, use of the 
EBNF, according to Jinks (1999), allows the user to work with a notation that is more 
readily understandable than lower-level programming languages. Having converted the 
sentence into a metalanguage, some form of mathematical conversion process is required 
to complete the next phase of the translation process. This process or parsing is described 
in the following section. 
3.2.19 Parsing Metalanguage Samples during the Transfer from the Source 
Language to the Target Language 
Quesada (1997) and Pereira (1998) observed that effective machine translation 
requires a robust natural language parsing algorithm to identify words in a sentence that 
are related in both structure and in meaning. A good parser must be able to determine the 
functionality of words and their roles in sentence structure according to the specified 
grammar. Aravind ( 1996) noted that the process of parsing a sentence in machine 
translation requires the following features: 
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• mathematical characterization of derivations in a grammar and the associated 
parsing algorithms; 
• computing the time and space complexities of these algorithms in tenns of the 
length of the sentence and the size of the grammar; 
• comparing different grammar formalisms and showing equivalences among 
them wherever possible, thereby developing uniform parsing algorithms for a 
class of grammars; 
• characterising parsing as deduction and a uniform specification of parsing 
algorithms for a wide class of grammars; and 
• combining grammatical and statistical information for improving the 
efficiency of parsers ~nd the ranking of multiple parses for a sentence. 
Parsing tree structures are used to describe the structure of a sentence. They play 
a vital part in the transfer methodology to complete the conversion of source language text 
before comparison with equivalent text in the target language: 
The structural descriptions provided by a grammar depend on the grammar 
fonnalisrn to which the grammar belongs. For the well-known context-free 
grammar (CFG) the structural description is, of course, the conventional phrase 
structure tree associated v.i(h the sentence. The parse tree describes the structure 
of the sentence. It is also the record of the history of derivation of the sentence. 
Thus, in this case the structural description and the history of the derivation are 
the same objects (Aravind, 1996). 
Figure 5 shows how a short English sentence, "Sam likes London" is 
converted to a parse tree, highlighting the deconstruction of the English sample text 
and its French equivalent. 
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l l 
s s 
~ 
NP VP 
pp 
1\ 
londres plait 
' 
S.m 
(Arnold et al., 1994, p. 73): 
Figure 5 Complex transren showing the equivalent phrases in the English and Prench parsing trees 
The next stage in the process is the usc of an algorithm capable of completing the 
parsing process. Aravind ( 1996) observed that during the 1980s a number of new 
grammar formalisms were introduced. These formalisms, designed to improve machine 
translation, included: 
• eliminating transformations in a grammar; 
• constructing linguistic structures beyond the reach of context-free grammars; and 
• integrating syntax and semantics directly. 
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According to Aaravind (1996), among these new formalisms, there is one class of 
grammars called "mildly context-sensitive grammars": 
In particular, it has been shown that a number of grammar formalisms belonging 
to this class are weakly equivalent, i.e., they generate the same set of string 
languages. Specifically, tree-adjoining grammars (TAG), combinatory categorial 
grammars (CCG), linear indexed grammars (LIG), and head grammars (HG) are 
weakly equivalent. From the perspective of parsing, weak equivalence by itself is 
not very interesting because weak equivalence alone cannot guarantee that a 
parsing technique developed for one class of grammars can be extended to other 
classes, or a uniform parsing procedure can be developed for all these equivalent 
grammars. Fortunately, it has been shown that indeed it is possible to extend a 
recognition algorithm for CFGs (the CKY algorithm) for parsing linear indexed 
grammars (LIG). Then this parser can be adapted for parsing TAGs, HGs, as 
well as CCGs (Aravind, 1996). 
According to Nakkhongkham (1998), after all the words in the sentence have been 
parsed, those words will be tagged for their functionality. Briscoe (1996) explained that a 
tagger will tag all words in a sentence to define their purposes in the sentence. At the 
same time, all words will be stored in a tree of words. When the tagger determines the 
functionality of all words, those words will be mapped to the words that have the same 
meaning and functionality in the other language. Park (1998) showed that this process 
can be completed by using a target tree that contains all words that have the same 
meaning in another language. 
According to Zaenen (1996), no practical domain-independent parser of 
unrestricted text has been developed. Such a parser, once developed, should return 
the correct or a useful close analysis for 90 per cent or more of input sentences. To 
achieve high accuracy translations, the parser would need to overcome three major 
challenges: 
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• 'chunking' or appropriate segmentation of text into syntactically parsable units; 
• disambiguation or selection of the unique semantically and pragmatically correct 
analysis from the potentially large number of syntactically legitimate ones 
returned; and 
11 undergeneration or dealing with cases of input outside the systems' lexical or 
syntactic coverage, 
These challenges pose severe problems for conventional parsers utilising standard 
parsing algorithms with a generative grammar. Zaenen (1996) observed that conventional 
parsers typically fail to return any useful information when faced with problems of 
undergeneration or chunking. Furthermore, they must rely on domain-specific detailed 
semantic infonnation for disambiguation. Chunking, disambiguation a.11d 
undergeneration are described briefly in the following sections. 
3.2.19.1 Chunking 
Chunking relates to the issues of punctuation that may contribute to inaccuracy in 
machine translation translations. The issue of chunking is exemplified by text sentences, 
beginning with a eapitalletter and ending with a period, which contain text adjuncts 
delimited by dashes, brackets or commas (Zaenen, 1996). Zaenen expiains that such texts 
may not always stand in a syntactic relation with surrounding material. Hindle (1983) 
describes a system which copes with related problems, such as false starts and restarts in 
transcribed spontaneous speech. Jones (I 994) describes a parser which makes limited 
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usc of punctuation to constrain syntactic interpretation. According to Sampson (1994), 
analysis of a 150 kilobyte word balanced grammar reference revealed that over 60 per 
cent of sentences contain internal punctuation marks and around 30 per cent of these 
contain text-medial adjuncts. The challenges posed by chunking are significant and 
further research is required to build upon linguistic accounts of punctuation (Nunberg, 
1990). 
3.2.19.2 Disambiguation 
Disambiguation relates to identityi!'Jg the correct meaning within texts that contain 
one or more ambiguous interpretations. According to Zae11en (1996), disambiguation, 
using knowledge-based techniques, requires the specificatiuH of too muc.;h detailed 
semantic information to yield a robust domain-independent parser. She emphasises this 
by describing the analysis of the Susanne Corpus with a crude parser that found more 
than 80 per cent of sentences are structurally ambiguous. Other researchers (de Marcken, 
1990; Hindle, 1983; Mitchell, 1980) have reported that several parsers, yielding a single 
canonical parse, are often applied to a (partially) disambiguated sequence of lexical 
syntactic categories. This simplification of the input to the parser circumvents many 
problems of lexical coverage suffered by systems which require rich sets of syntactic 
subcategories, encoding, for example, valency of verbs (Jensen, 1991 ). Jensen (1991) 
describes this method of parsing as canonical parsing whicb has been used to construct 
large hierarchies or 'tre(:banks' of parsed texts manually. 
According to Marcus eta!. (1983) and Leech et al. (1991), the availability of 
treebanks and, generally, large bodies of machine-readable textual data has provided 
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impetus to statistical approaches to dis:.1mbiguation. Marcus et al. and Leech et al. report 
that some approaches use stochastic language modelling inspired by the success of lexical 
category disambiguation. They observe that while these techniques yielded promising 
results, the techniques have been largely supplanted by statistical parse decision 
techniques. In turn, these systems have yielded results of around 75 per cent accur&cy in 
analysing test sentences from the same source as the unambiguous training material 
(Magerman et al. 1990). Zacnen (1996) observes that improvement of such results 
currently depends on the need to use more discriminating models of context, requiring 
more annotated training material to estimate adequately the parameters of such models. 
She believes that this approach may yield a robust automatic method for disambiguation 
of acceptable accuracy, but the grammars applied still suffer from undergeneration and 
are labour-intensive to develop. 
3.2.19.3 Undr.rr,cneration 
Undergenc ··• ;,m J;"efers to the predictability of incorrect interpretation of texts 
occurring within a detniGd l.anguage environment and the resultant translation errors that 
occur. Considering problems associated with undergeneration, Zaenen (1996) noted that 
one project, a grammar for sentences from computer manuals containinp: words drawn 
from a restricted vocabulary of3000 words, failed to analyse 4 per cent of unseen 
examples. Early work on undergeneration focussed on k.1owledge-based manual 
specification of error rules or rule relaxation strategies (Kwasny et al. 1981). This 
approach, similar to the canonical parse approach 10 ambiguity, is labour-intensive and 
suffers from the difficulty of predicting the types of error or extra-grammaticality liable to 
occur (Jensen, 1991). More recently, statistical induction to 'learn' the correct grammar 
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for a given corpus of data, using generalization~. of maximum-likelihood re-estimation 
techniques, attempted to overcome prediction difficF.Itk:.. This research was extended 
into a 'stochastic' language modelling from disambiguation to undergeneration by: 
assuming the weakest grammar fc>r a given category set--- that is, the one which 
contains all possible rules that C8Jl be formed for that category set--- and using 
iterative re-estimation of the ru:e probabilities to converge on the subset of these 
rules most appropriate to the description of t.1.e training corpus (lari et :1!. 1990). 
Several problems inherent in these statistical techniques have only been partially 
addressed in more rece:1t research. As Zaenen (1996) observes, re-estimation involves 
considering all possible analyses of each sentence of the training corpus given a (initially) 
weak grammar, the search space is large and the likelihood of convergence on a useful 
grammar is l0w. Pereira et al. (1992) and Schabes et al. (1993) have carried out some 
promising: research into statistical techniques to overcome undergeneration. They 
demonstrated that, by constraining the analyses considered during re-estimation to those 
con:->istent with manual parses of a trcebank, they were able to reduce computational 
~omplexity significantly and to develop a useful grammar. While their results achieved 
almost I 00 per cent grammatical coverage, Zaenen ( 1996) observes that the use of the 
resulting language model for disambiguation only yields fully correct analyses in about 30 
per cent of cases. 
The linguistic and technical issues posed by the three issues described above 
provide an insight into the complexities of the computing involved in the design of 
transfer-based methodologies and concludes the literature review of traditional 
machine translation methodologies. The following section provides a review of 
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research similar to this study and focuses on how the transfer-based designs 
influenced the development of new research into an in terlingua based machine 
translation. 
3.3 Summary of Studies Similar to this Research 
Recent machine translation research has shown potential methods for improved 
translation and these methods form the foundation for this study. This study investigated 
the feasibility of using an in terlingua incorporating a precise sub language methodology to 
translate the sample survey texts. The sD;dy examined the inherent machine translation 
design problems and identified strategies capable of producing high-accuracy translations. 
The following sections provide a· ·.tstory of the in terlingua methodology and a description 
of the linguistic and technical attributes of the methodology. 
3.3.1 A Brief History of the In terlingua Methodology 
Some machine translation developers recognised that the deeper they investigated 
disassembling natural languages to translate the original meaning and then transfer it with 
full integrity into a target language, the more some form of intermediary system was 
required {Arnold et at., 1994; Kay, 1996, pp. 64-66). Applications of such intermediary 
or interlingua systems to enforce lexica~ syntactic and semantic consistency between the 
sourc~ language and the target language have shown greater promise than conventional 
machine translation approaches {Arnold et al., 1994, pp. 75-76). The intermediary stage 
where meaning between the source language and target language is the same may be 
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described as an in terlingua system (Arnold et at., 1994, pp. 75-76; Witkan, 1988). 
Although research into the inter1ingua methodology commenced in the 1950s (Arnold et 
at., 1994, p. 64), the methodology is stilllarge1y a theoretical concept. 
Commercial applications based on an interlingua methodology include the PIVOT 
system ofNEC (Okumura et al. 1989); the ATLAS II of Fujitsu (Okumura eta!. 1989; 
Uchida, 1989) and the LOGOS system (Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, p. 21). PIVOT and 
ATLAS II are systems based on the two-step method by which texts are translated from 
the source language to an artificial interlingual representation and, then, into the target 
language. The LOGOS system makes use of an hybrdised inte1linguaVtransfer 
architecture. 
In the 1980s, Dutch interlingua researchers examined the use of natural or 
artificial languages and developed the Distributed Language Translation (DLT), based on 
a modification of Esperanto and the Rosetta system and an experimentation with 
Montague semantics (Arnold et al., 1994; Witkan, 1988). The DLT experiment, carried. 
out by Buro voor Systcemonhvikkeling, received some publicity before it ended in 1990 
(Schubert, 1988). In 1999, the Universal Translation Language (UTL) machine 
translation project proposed a new approach to multilingualisation, based on the usage of 
an artificial unambiguous human language or interlingua (Sabaris ct al., 7.001 ). The UTL 
aimed to provide a tool to com crt a specific text written in a given natural language into 
an indefinite number of other languages in a process of human assisted machine 
translation: 
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The role of the human translator involved in this process will be confined to 
provide the computer with a translation of the original text into a special 
artificial language (the UTL language) that the computer can "understand" and 
translate better than the original text (written in a natural language). The UTL 
language is therefore a constructed human language, based on Esperanto, which 
has been optimized for being processed accurately by a translating software, and 
which is to be employed by a UTL human translator who has previously been 
instructed in it (Sabaris et al., 2001). 
The UTL project designers considered that an in terlingua for machine translation 
might face insurmountable challenges and, so, used a novel approach by applying human 
translators to process the input from the source language. They believed that: 
... it became obvious that our language could also be used within an already 
built MT interlingual system. In these systems, writing directly in the 
interlingual code may be the most accurate way to prepare an inter lingual 
document free of errors, but it would be a quite slow and complicated task even 
in the hands of a trained user. The UTL language may serve here as a language-
interface which allows programming interlingual code in an indirect and faster 
manner, in the same way that, in computer science, high-level languages are 
used to program in a faster and simpler way than with low-level languages 
(Sabaris eta\., 2001). 
A small prototype was developed in the Computer Science Faculty of the 
University ofCorufia in Spain. The concept was adapted for an 'interlingual' machine 
translation project currently under development at the Institute of Advanced Studies of 
the United Nations University (UNU) in partnership with other research institutes, 
universities, and research and development groups in severm -:ountrics (Sabaris et al., 
21)01). Detail.:o of the efficacy of the UNU prototype were not available at the time this 
study was submitted. In terlingua research carried out by Camegie Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh, using knowledge-based systems within the artificial intelligence (AI) 
community, also produced some encouraging results, which Arnold et at. (1994, p. 77) 
used in their more recent research in the 1990s. They made the following observation: 
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The argument is that MT must go beyond purely linguistic infonnation (syntax 
and semantics); translation involves "understanding" the content of text and 
must refer to knowledge ofthc "real world." Such an approach implies 
translation via intennediate representations based on (extra-linguistic) 
"universal" elements. 
I .eavitt et al. (1994, p. 4) outlined some of the earlier research into interlingua 
methodologies, which included: 
• the creation of a highly structured language-neutral representation not subject to 
tl1c nuances, ambiguities, and other vagaries of natural languages (Leavitt eta!. 
1994, p. 4); 
'" the use of human languages, planned or otherwise, such as Esperanto (Witkan, 
1988) and Aymara (Guzm'an de Rojas, 1988) as interlinguas; 
• the generaticn of multiple target language texts directly from raw dat-1 interlinguas 
collected by expert systems over a subdomain, effectively avoiding natural 
language complexities on input, e.g., marine weather forecasts or employment 
statistics reports (Kittredge, 1993). 
An interlingua may overcome some of the inherent shortcomings of contemporary 
automated translation mechanisms (Hukhins, 1995, p, 4; Leavitt et at. 1994, p. 2; 
Schubert, 1998). The following two sections emphasise how an in terlingua system offers 
two potential advantages over contemporary machine translation systems, namely, a 
reduction in the number of dictionary pairs required and the ability to reduce linguistic 
complexities during translation processes. 
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3.3.2 Use of ?.n lnterlingua to Reduce Issues with Language Pairs 
Arnold et at. (1994, p. 76) compared the structure of contemporary systems with 
an in terlingua system. They found that the additional use of dictionary pairs in 
contemporary systems required significant resources to create the additional dictionaries: 
... an interlingual system promises to be much easier to extend by adding new 
language pairs, than a transfer system (or a transformer system). This is because, 
providing the in terlingua is properly designed, it should be possible to add a new 
language to a system simply by adding analysis and synthesis components for it. 
Compare this with a i.ransfer system, where one needs not only analysis and 
synthesis, but also transfer components into all the other languages involved in 
the system. Since there is one transfer for each language pair, N languages 
require transfer components (one does not need a transfer component from a 
language into itself). For example, extending a system for 3 languages into one 
for 5 means writing 14 new transfer components (as one goes from 6 to 20 
transfer components), and going from a 5 language system to a 9language system 
means going from 20 components to 72. 
Figure 2, shown in Chapter 2, highlights how the number of dictionary pairs are 
reduced to 4 using the intcrlingua formula of 2n where n = 4. The interlingua system 
converts the source language into the intermediary lingual form and then converts the 
interlingual form to the final source language output format (Arnold et al., 1994). Figure 
6 shows the sequences of these processes: 
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source language 
target language grammars parse 
and analyse the grammars 
input to produce generate target 
an interlingua\ language output 
representation from the target 
language 
intPrlinm,~l 
L i>-
SOURCE v 
LANGUAGE TARGET 
LANGUAGE 
Figure 6 An interlingua mechanism showing how source language text is converted into an 
Intermediary form before being converted to the target language 
The following section describes how an interlingua system has the potential to 
reduce the syntax and lexical complexities inherent in contemporary systems. 
3.3.3 Use of an In terlingua to Redul'c Structured Syntax and Lexical Complexities 
Leavitt ct a\. (1994, p. 2) identify the linguistic challenges to machine translation 
design: 
Multilingual machine translation is a complex. problem. The different knowledge 
sources for the various languages need to be developed by separate language 
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experts, and domain knowledge has to be encoded into the domain mode! by an 
expert in the domain. This calls for a modular architecture that separates 
knowledge sources from piOcessing engines, shields different languages from 
each other to avoid language-pair-specific development, and that provides module 
interfaces that are habitable for language experts who are not necessarily skilled 
programmers. 
Leavitt et al. (1994, p. 2) advocate the use of an interlingua to minimise linguistic 
challenges to machine translation design: 
The solution to these challenges is to divide the problem into source language 
analysis, and target language generation ... The interface between these two 
components is an intermediate l<mguage called the in terlingua. It is a language-
independent, unambiguous representation of the meaning of the input text that 
has to fulfill [sic] a simple functional condition: the interlingua representation 
must be sufficient for accurate translation in a technical domain. 
The basic design of Leavitt et al. 's (1994, p. 3) interlingua model, highlighting the 
conversion of source language text into three different target languages, is shown in 
Figure 7: 
Analysis lnterlingua 
French 
generation 
Spanish 
generation 
X 
generation 
French 
Spanish 
X 
Figure 7 Basic design of Leavitt's interUngua model showing conversion of source language into 
several target language forms 
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A carefully designed in terlingua system offers a simpler analysis than equivalent 
natural language as: 
By authoring directly in the lm;guage-neutral foml, expensive analysis processing 
of natural language source text can be avoided. The synthesis component may 
still be relatively complicated. Due to the abstract nature of these representations, 
effective authoring support must be provided. Study into this includes the 
WYSIWYM technique (Power & Scott 1998). The main cost saving is that the 
organisation wi!l only need to author one version of each document, as opposed 
to effectively many parallel authorings when the translation is carried out 
manually. This efficiency savings should also lead to a reduction in the number 
of synchronisation, linguistic and distributional problems introduced into the 
workflow (Boardman, 1999). 
The obstacles affecting in terlingua design and construction, because of the 
difference in word order structure between two or more natural languages, arc hdghtened 
when the natural languages have widely differing word order regimes (Office of Japan 
Affairs, 1990, pp. 11-12, 22). In widely disparate languages the meaning present in the 
different language texts would require additional cataloguing to reflect the relationships 
between the interlingua and the natural languages (Office of Japan Affairs, 1990, pp. II-
12, 22). This study uses two related natural languages, English and French, which, 
although they have different vocabularies and variations in syntax, also share some 
linguistic similarities. This study was cognisant of these factors and observations were 
made to sec whether the different vocabularies affected significantly the ability of the 
in terlingua, incorporated in the prototype model, to achieve accurate translations without 
the need for any additional cataloguing rules. 
This study uses Esperanto because of its reported ability, as a spoken and written 
language, to overcome the issue of word order difficulties outlined 1-!arlier in this chapter. 
Esperanto has a syntax specifically designed to identify 1he subject, verb, object and 
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indirect object in more complex texts (Stuttard, 1952, pp. 16-19). This ability to identify 
syntax correctly ensures the precise definition of the natural language texts (Stuttard, 
1952, pp. 16-19) and was used in the study to ensure an accurate compilation of the 
language dictionaries. Moreover, the actual word order, in spoken and written Esperanto, 
is itself unimportant as the use of suffixes to modify key words guarantees unambiguous 
results. The reasons justifying the selection of Esperanto as the in terlingua are outlined in 
2.5.1.2. 
The following section describes the second strategy used in this study, a 
sub language methodology. It includes a history of sub languages and a description of the 
linguistic and technical attributes of the methodology. 
3.3.4 An Outline of the History of Sublanguage Methodologies 
In the 1980s, machine translation programs used in commercial contexts produced 
some improved outcomes. A manufacturer, Perkins Engines, claimed it had made 
significant savings in translating manuals by using a version of the WEIDNER machine 
translation program (Arnold eta\., 1994, p. 7). These researchers concluded that working 
with a smaller, defined lexicon produced higher translation accuracy than if they had been 
using larger, encyclopaedic dictionaries. Boardman (1999) lauded the successes of 
sub language systems that, by restricting syntax complexity and the size of the lexicon, 
offered benefits for machine translation system design, including: 
... simpler analysis and synthesis modules, a smaller lexicon, an increase in 
tractability and the avoidance of difficult constructs such as idioms. Simplified 
semantic and temporal dimensions can also be used. In general, system 
cumplexity is reduced ... A key example is the MCtCo system ... which is 
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possibly the most successful MT system to date and has been translating weather 
reports from English to French for the Canadian Office of Meteorology for nearly 
two decades. MCtCo was based on the specialised sub language of weather 
forecasts, used a simple set of temporal dimensions and avoided constructs such 
as idioms (Boardman, 1999). 
Still in usc in the 1990s, MCtCo required approximately 4 per cent human 
intervention to ensure accuracy of interpretation (Boardman, 1999; Mitamura eta\. 1991 ). 
The significance of this program was the use of a sub language designed for 
communicating between experts in such areas as science, medicine or technology (Arnold 
etal., 1994,pp. 150-151). 
Many of the more successful machine translation programs arc of this nature, 
relying on smaller, specialised, non-natural language vocabularies (Arnold eta\., 1994, 
pp. 150-151; Kay, 1996). As observed by Mitunura eta\. (1991, p. 2), previous attempts 
to "define controlled input languages" have tried to reduce complexity either by limiting 
the vocabulary to a very small size or by limiting syntax to just a few constructions. The 
following section describes the fundamental processes involved in sub language 
methodologies. 
3.3.5 A Description of Sublanguagc "'ethodologies 
According to Mitamura eta\. ( 1991, pp. 2-3), there arc two broad classes of 
sub language systems that may be adapted tc machine translation processing: 
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• non-domain specific, where words used in the source text are limited to a basic 
vocabulary of about 14,000 distinct word senses; and 
• domain-specific, where technical terms are limited l·J a pre-defined vocabulary. 
The idea of using controlled languages to simplify translation between natural 
languages arose during the 1930s, when linguists and scholars devoted considerable effort 
to establishing a 'minimal' variety of English (Arnold et al., \994, p. 146). The 'minimal' 
variety attempted to make English accessible to the largest possible number of persons 
worldwide: 
Basic English, as !twas called, differed from previous attempts to construct 
universal languages in that it was a perfectly well-formed part of English, rather 
than some entirely artificial or hybrid construction such as Esperanto. One of the 
central ideas of the Basic English movement was that the number of general-
purpose words needed fc.i writing anything from a simple letter of receipt through 
to a major speech on the world economic situation could be a few hundred rather 
than the 75,000 upward available to skilled native speakers. This lexical economy 
was to be achieved in part by using 'operator verbs' with the set of nouns and 
adjectives to stand in for the vast number of derived verbs which arc frequently 
used(Amoldetal., 1994,p.147). 
The introduction of controlled languages led to two important additional benefits: 
First, the readability and clarity of a controlled language technical text often seems 
better than uncontrolled texts -even for native English readers. Second, 
controlled languages produce L!tter results with MT than uncontrolled languages 
(Arnold ct a!., 1994, p. 147). 
Controlled languages provided superior machine translation pcrfonnance because: 
First, the restricted vocabulary means that fewer words need to be added to the 
MT syst1~m dictionaries and more effort can be put into getting the entries which 
are required right. Second, the grammar component of the system can be tailored 
to handle all and only those constructions which arc licensed by the controlled 
language specification, a specification which excludes the most difficult and 
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ambiguous constructions anyway ... Using a restricted pool of words and tenns 
also means that the system dictionaries can be tailored (by the MT supplier or 
responsible translator) to cover exactly that set of words and their translations. 
Being consistent about the use of terms will also help to improve the overall 
consistency and quality of the texts being translated ... Tlms, concentration on a 
sub language not cn\y restricts the vocabulary and the number of source and target 
language constructions to be considered, it can also restrict the number of possible 
target translations (Arnold et al., 1994, p. 147). 
Given that sub languages offer potential improvements in output of machine 
translation systems, and the fact that most :ommercial institutions have their major 
translation needs in defined areas, it is not surprising !hal many research systems 
concentrated on restricted input (Arnold eta\., 1994, p. 147). Arnold et al. (1994, p. 147) 
provided the following comparison between a complex standard English sentence and its 
Basic English version. This example illustrates the advantage of the precise and relatively 
uncomplicated Basic English: 
Standard English 
It is equally important that there should be no seasonal changes in the procedures, 
as, although aircraft fuel system icing due to water cc!"ltaminations is more often 
met with in winter, it can be P.qually dangerous during the summer months. 
Basic English 
Usc the same procedure all the time, because water in the fuel system can freeze 
during winter or summer (Arnold et al., 1994, p. 147). 
In research undertaken by Mitamura et al. (1991, pp. 2-3) use of the KANT 
strategy overcame earlier problems by using controlled input languages during translation: 
In contrast to systems which limit vocabulary to just a few thousand words, 
KANT allows a larger vocabulary to be represented in the lexicon. KANT also 
places principled grammatical limitations on the source text that are loose enough 
to allow a degree of stylistic variation which supports productive authoring, while 
controlling the complexity of the input in areas that are crucial for accurate 
translation. 
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Of interest !o this study was the use of word groups or phrases in translation 
research carried out by Mitamura et al. (1991, pp. 2-3): 
Although it is possible to reduce ambiguity by limiting the use of certain kinds of 
phrases, some phrases which introduce a high level of ambiguity (such as 
prepositional phrases) cannot be ruled out. To re:.olvc the ambiguity introduced 
by multiple possible phrase attachments, KANT uses an explicit domain model to 
narrow the set of potential interpretations. 
The KANT system incorporated a set of syntactic structures or word group 
phrases with synonym rules to avoid ambiguous interpretations. The researchers believed 
this made it possible tOr KANT to assign a complete and accurate semantic representation 
to each input sentence (Mitarnura eta!. 1991, pp. 2-3). KANT is not designed to translate 
all of the English language, only a precisely defined subset that fonns a constrained 
technical English (Leavitt ct al. 1994, pp. 1-2). Research into the use of controlled 
languages as a subset of the sublanguar·e methodology has also produced some 
implications for machine translation devt lopment. 
According to Zens et al. (2002, p. 2), a key issue in modelling the metalanguage 
string in transfer-based models is the difficulty of deciding how to define the 
correspondences between words of the target sentence and the words of the source 
sentence. They explain, that in typical cases, a pairwise depe1:dency may be constructed 
that considers all word pairs between two languages. Models based on these 
constructions are called alignment models. Zens eta!. (2002, p. 5) also assert that the 
major disadvantage of single-word-based alignment models is that contextual information 
is not taken into account. They .~xplain that the semantic meaning is often lost when there 
is over-reliance on lexical and syntactical constructions. Zens eta!. (2002, pp. 5-6) 
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advocated the use of a phrase~based translation (PBT) strategy that segments the source 
language sentence into phrases or word groups, then translates the word groups and 
finally composes the target language. Figure 8 shows an example provided by Zens et at. 
of the word group fonnat: 
SOURCE: abends wlirde ich gerne entspannen und vielleicht in die Sauna gehf:n 
Source se!!mentation translation 
abends in the evening 
wii.rde ich geme entspannen I would like to relax 
und and 
vielleicht in die Sauna gehen maybe go to the sauna 
TARGET: in the evenitl;I would like to relax and m~Ybe--lm to the sauna 
Figure 8 Example of phrase-based translation 
In their adaptation of the PBT strategy, Zcns at al. (2002, p. 6), constructed 
phrases for extraction from a bilingual word aligned training corpus. They added two 
constraints to the structure: that the words are consecutive and are consistent with the 
word alignment matrix. An example of aligned bilingual phrases is shown in Figure 9 
below: 
source nhrase tarl!etnhrase 
ja well 
Ja, well, 
ja, guten Tag well, hello 
ja, guten Tag. well, hello. 
' ' 
, guten Tag , hello 
, guten Tag , hello. 
gutcn Tag hello 
guten Tag hello. 
Figure 9 An example of an aligned bilingual phrase 
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However, because the strategy used by Zcns et at. (2002, p. 7) is transfer 
methodology-based, they used a series of alg-;-rithms to construct the links between the 
bilingual pairs and to search the biling .. ml rJictionaries for other word group8 that may 
precede or succeed the primary word group. This study includes some features of the 
PBT strategy that will be incorporated in an in terlingua mechanism, not a transfer system, 
to test the efficacy of the PBT strategy. 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has provided an insight into the history of machine translation research 
as far as it aft:Ccts this study. It described the different types of machine translation 
models, the limitations of each type of model and alternative models, which offered some 
compensating strategies. Two of these stratc!Zics invited further study: an in terlingua 
model incorporating a sub language methodology. This study will test the efficacy of these 
combined strategies through the construction of a prototype model. It will examine the 
translation accuracy of the prototype model and evaluate its technical and linguistic 
structures. The results of these tests will then be compared with the translation capability 
and structures of a transfer-based control model. 
This study proposes that the prototype model will incorporate features of an 
Esperanto-based interlingua set. It will possess strictly defined syntax and lexical 
environments to reduce the complexity of the translation rnechani::ms employed, with 
consequent reduction in the probability of error. There appears to be much merit in the 
usc of such a model, but this does not preclude some design chal!.enges. Chapter 4 will 
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describe thz research design used to test and evaluate the prototype model and its 
comparison with the control mod.el. 
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4 THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the design used to answer the research question in 2.9 and 
sub-questions stated in section 2.1 0. It describes the structure of the control and prototype 
models and the methodolugy used in each case to process the sample texts. It explains the 
methodology of analysing the efficacy of each model by comparing the two sets 0f 
translation results. Finally, this chapter will provide a rationale for evaluating the efficacy 
of the tw0 stmtegies incorporated in the prototype model. 
4.2 General Method 
This r~search centred on the use of a hospital survey questionnaire, an English 
language document, which is attached in Appendix B. Sample texts from the 
questionnaire were translated by each model to obtain data for comparison. The research 
was restricted to analysing the linguistic relationships between words and their direct 
impact on the construction of the prototype model. Therefore, n·• detailed description of 
the engineering techniques used to operate the prototype is included in this study. 
Moreover, the identical sample texts used in the research were limited to a maximum size 
of eleven words because of resource and time constraints. 
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The structures of each model are based on two different machine translation 
methodologies, which are outlined in Chapters 2 and 3. For ease of reference, the key 
features of each model's structure described in this chapter are referenced to these 
m;,;:thodologies in the preceding chapters. The ability to 'reverse engineer' the control 
model application software was desirable to facilitate comparison with the prototype 
model structure. However, this was impracticable because of technical and copyright 
issues. Notwithstanding these difficulties, two machine translation research papers 
(Senellart et al. 2002; SYSTRAN, 2002) outlining the general methodology of the control 
model were located, thus facilitating a theoretical reconstruction of the basic structure of 
the control model. The prototype model is an experimental model, and a detailed 
description of its construction, methodology and the processes involved in translating the 
sample texts is included in this chapter. The inclusion of this information facilitated 
comparison of the two models and enabled evaluation of their structures. 
4.3 Specific Procedures 
This chapter is divided into three sections: the structure and methodology of the 
control model; a description of the strUcture and methodology of the prototype model; 
and, an outline of the methodology used to evaluate the results obtained from the control 
and prototype models. 
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4.3.1 The Control Model: Structure and Methodology 
This section describes the structure of the control model and the processes 
involved in translating sample texts through the transfer methodology. It provides 
examples of translation of sample texts for comparison with the results obtained from 
the prototype tests. 
4.3.1.1 The Control Model: Selection 
To ensure that the comparison of the translation results between the two models 
was meaningful and relevant, the control model had to meet four key selection criteria. It 
needed to: 
1. be capable of translating sample texts of between one and eleven words. The 
length of sentences used in the survey questionnaire was restricted to a 
maximum of eleven words to reduce the occurrence of complex syntax that 
would require investigation beyond the scope of the study; 
2. be,: capable of translating English to French and French to English, as required 
for the evaluation of the efficacy of the prototype mechanism; 
3. be transfer methodology-based. The transfer methodology was selected, as 
this is the most commonly used architecture as described in Chapter 3. It was 
logical to compare the results from this methodology to those using the 
interlingua model; and 
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4 cost betwc:!n $A50 and $A2,000. Cost factors prohibited the evaluation of 
expensive applications, therefore publicly available on-line applications were 
surveyed for use as potential control models. 
A number of different applications were sampled to ascertain their suitability as 
the control model: 
• SDL International Translator http://www.sdlintl.com/ 
• Babe/fish On-line Translator htto://www.babelfish.com/ 
• SYSTRAN On-Line Translator http://www.systranbox.com/systran/box, with 34 
translation dictionaries. 
The SDL International Translator and the Babe/fish On-Line Translator were 
found to be unsuitable for use as a control model. The translation capability of the SDL 
International Translator was found to be below the level of translation sophistication 
required. The Babe/fish On-line Translator was no longer available for cost-free 
translations and was eliminated as a candidate model. The SYSTRAN On-Line Translator 
was selected as the control model when preliminary examination con finned it met the 
above criteria. 
4.3.1.2 The Control Model: Description of the Methodology of the SYSTRAN On-
Line Translator 
The SYSTRAN Software company (SYSTRAN, 2003) claims that thirty years of 
machine translation research culminated in its latest range of machine translation 
applications, including the SYSTRAN On-Line Translator. Senellart et al. (2002, p. 1) 
outlines the features incorporated in this translation sofu\.·are application: 
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• a transferwbased methodology; 
• a morphological analyser; 
• a statistical guesser; 
• a finite-state automaton; 
• a context-free grammar; 
• a cross-application approach for high quality dictionary building in terminology 
import and exchange; and 
• an intuitive methodology to guess the meaning of words with an intuitive grammar 
selection methodolcigy. 
The statistical grammar identification methodology selects and interprets source 
language texts before converting them into the target language output and uses an intuitive 
grammar identification based on a statistical analyser. According to Senellart et at. 
(2002}, such analysers interpret the meaning of the s0urce language text based on the 
probability of translating the correct word or phrase. The translation accuracy of this 
methodology is reportedly low and an overview of its key features is provided in section 
3.2.6. 
To demonstrate how the key linguistic and tj~chnical factors are addressed by the 
transfer methodology, the following sections use sample texts from the survey 
questionnaire. The purpose was to highlight the linguistic dynamics incorporated in the 
control model and to relate them back to the description of the methodologies set out in 
Chapter 3. 
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4.3.1.3 The Control Model: i'l.nalvsis and Translation of Individual Sample Words 
in th(: English Language 
Each word entered into the control model's English and French dictionaries 
requires lexical and syntactical classification. Using such classification systems ensures 
that the mechanism recognises any alternative meanings of each word and its 
relationships with other words. These machine translation :iictionaries, which are referred 
to in 3.2.1 0 and 3.2.11, play a crucial part in determining meaning through the 
mechanism's ability to recognise the attributes of each word and its interrelationships 
with other words contained in the same language dictiCriiary. With the need to incorporate 
dictionam.:~ as part of a machine translator, preliminary analysis focussed upon the 
following sample question selected from the survey questionnaire and its possible 
alternative answers: 
How important is this need to yl)u now? 
Not at all 
A little 
Somewhat 
Very much 
Extremely 
Of these, the answer 'Not at all' was selected as the primary sample text. Analysis 
of the three words contained in the phrase was completed. This examination provided an 
insight into the various English language grammatical and l:exical forms of each word. 
Analysis of both fonns was required to show the linguistic issues affecting the translation 
processes incorporated in the control model. The following section details the linguistic 
attributes of the three words contained in this sample text. 
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4.3.1.3.1 Analysis of lndividllal English Word gro11p 'Not at all' 
'Not' is defined as an adverb denoting absence, reverse or opposite of something 
(Landau, 1985, p. 44 7). On its own, its meaning is explicit and it is not a homonym. The 
word could be codified as follows: 
'not' = an adverb which modifies the verb and may be positioned before or 
after the verb. 
According to Landau (1985, p. 39) 'at' is a preposition with t\.venty possible 
meanings: 
• in or on the position of, e.g., at the centre of a circle; or 
• of time, on or upon the stroke of, e.g., at noon; or 
• during the course or lapse of, e.g., at night; or 
• in contact with, on, upon, e.g., at sea; or 
• to or towards, i.e., look at the sunset; or 
• through, by way of, e.g., smoke came oz.·t at the windows; c.r 
• within the limits of, present in, e.g., at home; or 
• engaged or occupied in, e.g., at work; or 
• attending: at a party; or 
• in the state or condition of, e.g., at war; or 
• in the region or vicinity of, e.g., at the door; or 
• with an interval of, e.g., at sixty paces; or 
• having reference to, or in connection with, e.g., he winced at the thought; or 
• in the manner of, e.g., at a trot; or 
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4.3.1.3.1 A11alysis of l1tdividual Euglish Word group 'Not at all' 
'Not' is defined as an adverb denoting absence, reverse or opposite of something 
(Landau, 1985, p. 447). On its own, its meaning is explicit and it is not a homonym. The 
word could be codified as follows: 
'not' = an adverb which modifies the verb and may be positioned before or 
after the verb. 
According to Landau (1985, p. 39) 'at' is a preposition with twenty possible 
meanings: 
• in or on the position of, e.g., at the centre of a circle; or 
• of time, on or upon the stroke of, e.g., at noon; or 
• during the course or lapse of, e.g., at night; or 
• in contact with, on, upon, e.g., at sea; or 
• to or towards, i.e., look at the sunset; or 
• through, by way of, e.g., smoke came out at the windows; or 
• within the limits of, present in, e.g., at home; or 
• engaged or occupied in, e.g., at work; or 
• attending: at a party; or 
• in the state or condition of, e.g., at war; or 
• in the region or vicinity of, e.g., at the door; or 
• with an interval of, e.g., at sixty paces; or 
• having reference to, or in connection with, e.g., he winced at the thought; or 
• in the manner of, e.g., at a trot; or 
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• in pursuit or quest of, in the direction of, against, e.g., to catch at straws; or 
• dependent upon, e.g., at an enemy's mercy; or 
• according to, e.g., proceed at your discretion; or 
• amounting to, e.g., interest at rwo percent, or 
• from, out of, e.g., to draw wala at a we!/; or 
• on the occasion of. 
The word 'at' may act as a synonym with 'in' and 'on' with reference to time and 
may be interchanged with 'in' in regard to location. As a preposition in English, the 
meaning inferred by the word 'at' or its synonyms is understood when used with 
contiguous words in a given text (Landau, 1985, p. 39). The word 'all' may take the fom1 
of an adjective, noun, pronoun or an adverb. Landau (1985, p. 16) defines the different 
meanings for each grammatical fonn: 
Ad·jectival form: 
• the entire substance or extent of, e.g., all Europe; or 
• the entire number of, e.g., known to all men; or 
• the greatest possible, e.g., in all haste; or 
• any whatever, e.g., beyond all doubt; or 
• every, used in phrases with manner, sorts and kinds, e.g., all manner of men; or 
• nothing except, e.g., he was all skin and bones. 
Noun form: 
• everything that one has , e.g., to give one's all; or 
• whole being, totality. 
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Pronoun fotm: 
• everyone, e.g., all are condemned; or 
• everything, e.g., all is lost; or 
• every part, as of a whole, e.g., all of it is gone. 
Adverbial form: 
• wholly, entirely, e.g. ,fallen all to bits; or 
• exclusively, only, e.g., the desk is all for me; or 
• for each, on each side, e.g., a score of three all . 
4.3.1.3.2 Summary of Aualysis of Euglislt Single Words 
The wide range of meanings possessed by •at' and "all' supported earlier research 
findings (Fawcett, 1997; Gross, 1992; Henisz~Dostert et al., 1979; Piron, 2003) regarding 
the complexity of languages, especially with regard to words with more than one 
meaning. This complexity oflanguage structure was further evident during the 
grammatical and lexical analysis of the data obtained that required separation into 
synonyms anri, then, translation into the equivalent French fonns. The following section 
describes the stn1cturc of the alternative French words, leading to the construction of a 
model capable of translating the sample in the final section of this phase of the research. 
4.3.1.4 The Control Model: Selection, Analysis and Translation of Individual 
Sample Words io the French Language 
The phrase 'not at all' translates into French as, 'pas du tout' (Baylc~Extcricur, 
Gradussov and McCamey, 2003, personal communication). However, as outlined in 
section 3.2.12, transfer methodologies Dre based on individlml word relationships and 
require each word to he catalogued according to its altemative meanings. Each word 
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within a given text is not treated in isolation in real life and imparts meaning and 
grammatical order to the text. Each word contributes to the structure upon which 
meaning, tense and grammatical sense rely and in turn convey the correct meaning. 
According to Bayle-Exterieur, Gradussov and McCamey (2003, personal 
communication) the equivalent of the English word 'not' in French may nonnally take 
two fonns: 'ne .. , pas' or 'ne . , . point'. The two words may be used together, but often 
are used by modifying the verb, for example ''je ne sais pas"- "I do not know". The 
presence of single word homonyms and alternative meanings in word groups is common 
in French and not exclusive to the English language, as will be shown in the following 
word analysis. The French equivalent of the English word 'at' also takes the fonn of a 
preposition and may be interchanged with other synonyms (Bayle-Exterieur, Gradussov 
and McCamey, 2003, personal communication). The following examples (Bayle-
Exterieur, Gradussov and McCamey, 2003, personal communication) describe and define 
the equivalent French words: 
'i!' examples include: 4' /'ecole- at school or Q cinq heures- at five o'clock or en 
guerre- at war. Interchangeable in some texts with 'en'. 
'en' example en Angleterre meaning in England as opposed to or en guerre -·at 
war 
'chez' this means at the home of some person or at a place, e.g., chez ma tallle- at 
my aunt's home. 
While the synonyms of a word such as 'at' may pose no great linguistic challenge 
to the human translator, in an machine translation system, lacking human intuition and the 
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ability to correct errors in a more timely way, it may provide adverse translation 
outcomes. However, there are other texts in F;ench where other fonns are used to express 
'at'. For example, to translate the English phrase 'at one blow', the literal translation 
would be 'of one blow' or 'd'un seul coup' (Bayle-Exterieur, Gradussov and McCarney, 
2003, personal communication). The French equivalent of the English word 'all' also 
takes the fonns of preposition, noun, pronoun and adjective as described and defined as: 
Adjectival fonn: 
• 'tout' or 'toute' are the male and female, singular fonns respectively, the plural 
fonns are masculine 'taus' and female 'toutes', e.g., toutle monde- everyone 
• 'entier' whole, entire, complete 
Noun form: 
• 'entier' a masculine noun, e.g., en entier- in full, completely; or 
• 'tout' a masculine noun the whole, all; entirely, e.g., pas du tout- not at all. 
Indefinite pronoun: 
• 'tout', 'tout', e.g., nous tous - all of us and sixfois en tout - six times in all . 
Adverb: 
• 'tout' this may be used in the following example, tout a coup - all at once, but 
may take the alternative fonn, which has the same meaning. tout d'un coup. 
• 'entiCrement' in its entirety or entirely, completely (Bayle-Exterieur, Gradussov 
and McCamey, 2003, personal communication). 
The English phrase, 'all the better', however, translates as 'tant mieux', and does 
not use 'tout' at all. Similarly, the English phrase, 'all but', translates as, ·a peu pres'. 
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Not surprisingly, the analysis revealed the presence of synonyms and semantic expression 
that related more to convention than any strict grammar rules. The adverbial form of'all' 
in French highlighted this and is analysed in the following section. While 'tout' as an 
adverb has a precise meaning, it does interpret other English phrase::; that do not contain 
the word 'all' as: 
• tout a fait - completely; 
• tout a l'heure- a few minutes ago; in a Jew minutes; 
• tout au plus- at the very most; 
• tout auta111- quite as much or many; 
• tout d'abord- at first; 
a tout de suite- at once; 
• tout en- while (a gerund) or although (indicative); 
• elle est toute 6tonn6e- she is quite astonished; and so forth (Bayle-Exterieur, 
Gradussov and McCarney, 2003, personal communication). 
The above analysis shows the different lexical and syntactical attributes of each 
word that is incorporated within both dictionaries. The following section shows how the 
lexical and syntactical factors may be treated within a transfer-based methodology. 
4.3.1.5 The Control Model: Construction and Analysis of a Combined English and 
French Language Sample Three Word Group to Test the Translation 
This phase initially involved building the word relationship and definition tables 
within the English and French dictionaries. Once completed this phase facilitated 
selection of the correct equivalent combination of words in the target language. Complex 
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algorithms and statistical analysis incorporated within the control model then allowed 
selection of the correct target language equivalent through a machine translation 
metalanguage. As this study did not have the resources to create such algorithms, it 
created ba">ic parsing rules to illustrate the complexities involved and to enabkr 
comparison with the prototype model. 
The codification of the English phrase 'not at all' and its French eq:tivalent was 
undertaken with the creation of word rehtionship structure and definitions. These 
processes are described in the following sections, commencing with the English, then 
French constructions and finally with a model showing how the translations were 
engineered. The three words were identiE~d as: 
First word ~ 'not' ~ an adverb denoting absence, revc::rse or opposite of 
something; may precede or succeed a verb; a verb is 
usually present, but is not essential. 
Second word ~ 'at' ~ a preposition; usually precedes nouns, adjectives, 
adverbs and definite or indefinite articles (the, a, or 
an); synonyms: in, on. 
Third word ~ 'all' ~ takes the adjectival, noun; pronoun or adverbial 
fonns; variety of positions within a sentence or 
phrase; various meanings (Landau, 1985). 
The relationship between these words evolved as follows: 
• 'not' is entered and a search is undertaken in the English dictionary; 
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• the word is located but there is no complete sentence or phrase located in the 
dictionary; 
11 the next word 'at' is entered, the mechanism searches for 'not' + 'at' and although 
it finds each word and individual word meanings. no matching sentence or phrase 
is located; 
• the next word is entered and the following analysis is completed . 
These sequences are shown in Figure 10 and highlight how the mechanism must 
complete a sericc; of tasks to seek the meaning of each word in the source language 
dictionary before attempting to identify the syntax of the complete phrase or sentence: 
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Figure 10 Control Model: Process oridentifying lexic2land syntactical attributes 
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Figure 10 shows how the mechanism located the various grammat:cal and lexical 
definitions of each of the individual words, but has not identified their relationship with 
each other. The construction of complex relationship rules for each word would result in 
the following scenario: 
'not' may eqnal • • ne ... pas 
'at' may equal 'it', or 'chez', or 'en', or 'd'un' 
'all' may equal 'tout', or 'toute', or 'tous', or 'toutes', or 'entier' 
At this stage, the mechanism recognises the lexical and syntactic attributes 
contained within the metalanguage of each word as outlined in section 3.2.12. By means 
of parsing rules, the system processes the metalanguage 'string' and attempts to identify 
the relationship of each word in the sample text to verify the meaning of the text in the 
source language. The sequences shown in Figure 11 below outline the computation 
involved to enable identification of the source language text. By means of complex 
mathematical fotmulae, reconstruction of the source language sentence into the equivalent 
target language text is attempted by interrogation and manipulation of the target language 
dictionary, thus completing the translation. Conversion of the syntax of the words into a 
metalanguage was based on the EBNF metalanguage as described in section 3.2.18. 
Figure 11 shows the analysis of the text to verify its syntactical structure: 
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Using an EBNF metalanguage, the phrase may be converted as follows: 
word::= preposition I not 
word preposition I at 
word noun I all 
II 0 
The phrase consists of three words: a preposition followed by a preposition and 
then a noun. This structure in EBNF may be written as a prepositional phrase: 
phrase::= preposition I preposition I noun 
prepositional _phrase ::= preposition noun_phrase (Morneau, 1992). 
This prepositional phrase in the above example is a relatively simple structure. 
However, to include a large number of longer and more complex texts or sentences in the 
dictionary that was linked to the equivalent texts or sentences in the target language 
would require more resources. Machine translation mechanisms attempt to replicate 
human translation by identifying syntax and meaning from the word order and text 
structure. 
The following sections describe the processes involved in a transfer-based 
methodology to translate a sample sentence from the English questionnaire to the French 
language equivalent. The processing of the reverse translation of the text from French 
back into the original English is described. 
4.3.1.6 The Control Model: Selection, Analysis and Translation of a Sample 
Sentence in the English and French Languages 
The sample sentence selected from the questionnaire was "I need to feel there is 
hope." Figure 12 illustrates the basic grammar structure of the sample: 
Ill 
Subject Verb (group) Object 
Figure 12 Syntactical structure of the sample sentence "I need to feel there is hope." 
The importance of the Subject~ Verb-Object structure of sentences, shown in the 
above diagram, must be clearly identified during the machine translation otherwise, as 
Morneau (1992) stresses, it has the potential to produce an inaccurate translation when 
transferred to the target language. Using the EBNF the sentence would be represented as 
consisting of a typical Subject-VerlJ-Object construction. This representation may be 
written as follows, with a breakdown of the individual components of the metalanguage: 
sentence::"' subject I verb I object 
subject::""' pronoun 
verb:::::: verb _phrase 
object ::= noun 
Analysis continued to clarify how this grammatical rule could be confirmed in text 
input into the mechanism. However. analysis of the grammar of individual words was 
required at the micro-level, before an owrall ::;tratcgy could be tested to recognise the 
overlying grammar rules. The analysis is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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4.3.1.6.1 Lexical and Syntactical Analysis of Individual Words i11 the Sample 
Sentence 
Examination of each word in the sample text provided the following grammatical 
breakdown: 
Subject> Pronoun> First Person Singular ~ I 
Verb> Verb> Irregular Verb 
Present Tense ~ need 
Irregular Verb Infinitive 
Present Tense ~ to feel 
Adverb> ~ there 
Verb> Irregular Verb 
Present Tense ~ is 
Object> Noun> Abstract Noun ~ hope 
Each word was examined to detennine its meaning and to detect any special 
features that might affect translation. The subsequent analysis of the sentence is set out 
below. It commenced with a detailed examination of the pronoun 'I' used in conjunction 
with other words and its position within the sentence. 
43.1.6.2 Tire Pronoun '/' 
The pronoun 'I' has a unique meaning, is the 'first person singular' and may be 
used in conjunction with a verb or another part of speech, for cxampie: 
I need pronoun+ verb 
He and I pronoun+ conjunction + pronoun 
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There was no requirement to specify this word for translation to French, because 
of its unique meaning and grammatical identity. However, a variation of the pronoun, 
'me', would require some distinction between the two during the reverse direction 
translatiO!l, For example, the two variants could be identified as follows: 
I first _person_ singular _personal 
Me first_person_ singular_ indirect 
It Wl'J.S evident in the case of 'I need' the pronou.1 'I' was the subject of the sample 
text. Therefore, a translation rule was required that stated "When 'I' precedes a verb it is 
the subject of the sentence." This rule also depended on the condition that 'I' commenced 
the sentence by itself or followed a conjunction only. For example, "He and I need to 
feeL" The correct use of single words already appeared complex and simple word 
structures required a strict set of rules governing the syntax within the dictionary. 
4.3.1.6.3 The Nmm 'Need' 
The word 'need' is u homonym and is defined as a verb in present, past and future 
tenses in various person fom1s, e.g., I need, I will need, they had need, and so forth 
(Landau, 1985). It may also be used as an abstract noun as in "He has a need." 'Need', 
therefore, may take the following grammatical forms: 
Noun form a need ~ indefinite article+ noun, or 
the need ~definite article+ noun 
Verb form I, you, we need ~ pronoun + verb 
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However, the process ofword·meaning verifi-::ation becomes even more 
challenging when the word has multiple meanings, which often depend on word order and 
inter·rclationship with other words. The English- Esperanto Dictionary (Fulci1er & 
Long, 1921, p. 180), for example, shows three similar but different meanings for 'need' in 
noun fom1: 
English Esperanto 
A penury need 'bczonego' 
A requirement need 'bezono' 
A necessity need 'neceso' 
According to Bayle·Exterieur, Gradussov and McCamey {personal 
communication, 2003), the French equivalents, depending on the text, could be expressed 
as follows: 
English 
A requirement 
A penury need 
A necessity 
Esperanto 
'besoin' 
'nCcessaire' 
'question' 
'Need' may also be replaced with synonyms such as desire, want, wish or 
compelling force (Landau, 1985, p. 439). While the verh fom1 is the correct form in the 
sample text, some additional rules would be required to define the variations that require 
clarification between the various meanings as well as the grammatical fonns. 'Need', 
therefore, may be written in EBNF as: 
Need = noun (requirement) 
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~ noun (necessity) 
~ verb _prcsenuense 
~ verb_future tense 
~ verb _past_tcnse 
However, while individual word identification and codification would suffice for 
a basic word-to-word translator, more complex phrases and sentences would require a 
more structured relationship to preserve meaning and syntax (Piron, 2003). The sample 
word 'need' has already been disc1,1ssed at length, but some further analysis was required 
to link it to other words in the sample text and to define its status as the active verb 
specially linked to the subject and direct object. The following table shows how 'need' 
used as a verb in the present tense, relates to the preceding pronoun: 
I need 1st . I person smgu ar 
You need 2nd • J person smgu ar 
We need 151 person plural 
You need 2"d person plural 
They need 3nl person plural 
These definitions may be expressed as syntactical translation rules to detennine 
meaning depending on the following conditions: 
• if 'need' is preceded by a definite article or an indefinite article then it is a noun. 
• if'need' is preceded by a pronoun then it is a verb. 
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The above expressions do not cover the other present tense verb fonn of 'need' for 
pronouns and nouns, e.g., "it needs" and "he needs" and so forth. The complexity of 
irregular verbs emphasises the additional number of rules required for translation. 
4.3.1.6.4 The Preposition 'To' 
The word 'to', the next word appearing in the sample text, is a preposition that 
normally precedes the verb and indicates its infinitive form. It forms part of a composite 
verb when sandwiched between verbs as in "I want to go" or "I need to feel." The word 
'to' also serves as a conjunction linking two words such as "From here to there." These 
fonns required some rules to differentiate them within an entered text and to facilitate 
their use in an effective synonym table. The following grammar rules were constructed to 
fulfil these requirements: 
• if'to' precedes a verb then the verb takes the infinitive form and 'to· becomes part 
of the verb; 
• if'to' follows a verb and precedes a verb then the three words form a composite 
verb; and 
• if 'to' precedes a noun, then it is a conjunction. 
4.3.1.6.5 The Verb 'Feel' 
The next word that follows 'to' in the sample text is the verb 'feel". As 'to' 
precedes the verb, then the rule described identifies 'feel' as the infinitive form. It also 
confinm that 'to' is a preposition used to modify the verb. The usc of the two syntactical 
rules here, eonfim1s the relationship between the two words, but not the precise meaning 
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of the verb 'feel', which is a homonym. The alternative meaning of 'feel' is discussed in 
section 4.3.1.7 below. 
4.3.1.6.6 Tile Adverb 'There' 
In the sample text, 'there' as an adverb (Landau, 1985, p. 701) modifies the 
preceding verb, 'feel' (Fowler, 1968, p. 633). 
4.3.1.6.7 The Verb 'Is' 
'Is' takes the form of the present indicative, third person singular of the English 
irregular verb 'to be' (Landau, 1985, p. 345). 
4.3.1.6.8 Tire Abstract Nmm 'Hope' 
The last word in the sample text, 'hope', takes the abstract noun form in the text, 
but may also take an alternative form as a verb (Landau, 1985, p. 309). The following 
rules were built to describe these alternative grammatical forms: 
Verb+ noun if 'hope' is preceded by a verb then it is a noun, or 
Adjective+ noun if'hopc' is preceded by an adjective then it is a noun, 
or 
Conjunction+ noun "" if 'hope' is preceded by a conjunction then it is a noun, 
or 
Article+ noun if'hope' is preceded by a definite or an indefinite 
article then it is a noun, or 
Pronoun +verb = if 'hope' is preceded by a pronoun then it is a verb, or 
Preposition+ verb if 'hope' is preceded by a preposition '.hen it is a verb 
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However, these rules may not be adequate as 'hope' may also be a proper noun 
indicating a female personal name (Landau, 1985, p. 309). Identification and verification 
to ensure accuracy of translation is required under these conditions to ensure integrity of 
meaning. In addition to syntax rule tables, it was necessary to construct a synonym table 
to clarify the meaning of 'hope'. The issue of homonyms and how they affect the control 
model are discussed in the following section. 
4.3.1.7 The Control Model: The Issue of Homonyms 
Other homonyms within the sentence are based on the word 'feel' which may take 
similar but different forms in English (Fulcher and Long, 1921, p 1 05): 
To feel as in a sense of touch 
To feel as in a nonwphysicalsensory way 
The word 'feel' may also take the form of an abstract noun as in "I like the feel of 
the cloth" (Landau, 1985, p. 233). Without lexical verification of each word in the 
sample text, a number of incorrect sentences entered into the mechanism would not be 
correctly identified. For example, the intended meaning is, "I need to feel or believe that 
there is some hope of some future event." The intended meaning would be misinterpreted 
if the wrong or unintended meaning was translated as, "I need to feel physically, touch or 
prod a person called Hope." While the second version is a farcical translation, a poorly 
designed machine translation mechanism might not automatically recognise the correct 
version. 
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According to Senellart eta!. {2002, p. 1), the treatment of homonyms by the 
control model is based on a statistical analyser. The analyser selects what appears to be 
the correct meaning of each word based on statistical probability. As will be shown in 
section 4.3.2.9, the prototype model relies on synonym tables to recognise homonyms and 
to allow the user to select the correct meaning. Before completing the translation and 
analysis of the complete sentence, individual words were examined to derive an 
understanding of their attributes and the ways in which they may affect the translation 
processes. 
4.3.1.8 The Control Model: Defining Word Order and Syntax in the Source 
Language 
The grammatical forms of each word were identified in preparation for conversion 
to the EBNF: 
First word ~ 'I' ~ 1st person singular personal 
Second word ~ 'need' ~ preceded by a pronoun = verb 
Third word ~ 'to' ~ preposition precedes a verb= infinitive verb fonn 
Fourth word ~ 'feel' ~ preceded by a preposition= infinitive verb 
Fifth word ~ 'there' ~ adverb follows the verb 
Sixth word ~ 'is' ~ present indicative, third person singular 
Seventh word ~ 'hope' = preceded by verb= noun =male or 
female proper noun 
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The EBNF sentence string may now be written as follows: 
Sentence ::= 
Sentence ::= 
Sentence ::= 
subject I object I verb; or 
pronoun I verb-phrase I noun; or 
pronoun I verb I preposition I verb I adverb I verb I noun 
The next challenge for a transfer-based mechanism to overcome would 
be the definition of the subject, verb and object order as, to ensure that the 
correct meaning is preserved, it is necessary to define the nature of the word 
order. English texts often do not define the subject or the object, leaving the 
verb to float within the text and relying on the intuition of the reader to define 
the syntax (Stuttard, 1952, pp. 16-17). This difficulty in identifying the 
subject and object parts of a sentence, may be overcome as demonstrated by 
using the above sentence as a basic model: 
Sentence::= pronoun I verb I preposition I verb I adverb! verb I noun 
Analysis: encountered a pronoun 
followed by a verb group 
followed by a noun 
Conclusion: the pronoun is probably the subject, as in English, the subject often 
precedes the text 
the verb group is the verb, 
the noun may be the object. 
The completion of these word relationship and syntax rules in the English 
language preceded a similar process in the French language dictionary. The following 
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section outlines how the completion of word relationships and syntax rules was 
accomplished. 
4.3.1.9 The Control Model: Identifying the Equivalent French Language Words in 
the Sample Sentence 
The equivalent French translation to the English sentence "I need to feel there is 
hope" is "J'ai besoin de scntir il-y-a l'cspoir" (Bayle-Exterieur, Gradussov and 
McCarney, 2003 personal communication). This may be translated literally, as "I have a 
need to feel there is hope." The word order is different in the French version. In addition, 
the word groups and their relationships within the French sentence are not identical to the 
English sentence. 
"J'ai besoin de sentir il-y-a l'espoir" may be deconstructed as follows: 
Pronoun 'J' The pronoun equates to I and has two possible equivalent 
Forms in French and one variant form: 
'Je' first_person_singular_personal 
'J' first _person_ singular _personal_ abbreviated 
'Moi' first_person _singular _indirect 
Verb 'ai besoin de' 'avoir besoin de,' literally a verb group: 'to have need of 
which is 'avoir besoin de' modified according to tense and 
Noun/pronoun status. 
Verb 'sentir' 'to feel'; there arc two meanings in French: 
'scntir'- the infinitive verb form relating to a belief or 
an emotion; and 
'toucher'- the infinitive verb fom1 as in the physical 
roml of touching. 
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Adverb/ 
Verb 
Noun 
'there is' 
'espoir' 'hope' 
The same complexities, of defining the lexical and syntactical attributes of each 
word and phrase experienced during the construction of the English dictionary, occurred 
during the construction of the French dictionary. Uniquely defined within its respective 
dictionary, each word combines with other words through a complex matrix of 
relationships and syntactical rules. Once added to the target language dictionary, each 
word may be catalogued into a metalanguage where each word may then be sought by the 
transfer system when it attempts to locate the equivalent words and syntactical structure 
to complete the analysis. Please refer to Figun.~ 5, in Chapter 3, which illustrates the basic 
steps involved in the linking between the source language and target language 
metalanguage representations. 
4.3.1.10 Summary of the Control Model Structure and Translation Methodology 
The transfer sequences shown in Figure 5 are a simplified expression of the actual 
processes that occur within the control model. The control model relics on each word 
encoded in the metalanguage being identified and its relationship with other words in a 
given text to he placed mathematically. The codification of each word gives the transfer 
model the advantage of using the syntax of a language as well as the lexical attributes of 
individual words as described in section 3.2.5.2. Consequently, a more flexible usc of 
language dictionaries is based on algorithmic fonnulae. The control model also relies on 
a statistical analysis of word order and likelihood of translation outcomes. 
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One of the main differences between the control model and the interlingua-based 
prototype model is the requirement of the control model to codify each word in both 
language dictionaries in some metalanguage format. The prototype model docs not use 
this strategy. The prototype model relics, instead, on a semantic representation of word 
groups stored in the natural language dictionaries that connect to their equivalent word 
groups held in the in terlingua dictional)'. 
4.3.2 The Prototype Model: Structure and Methodology 
This section describes the structure of the prototype model and the processes 
involved in translating the identical sample texts through the combined interlingua and 
sub language methodology. It provides a description of the interlingua strategy and its use 
as a filter to translate texts between the source language and target language. It also 
includes an explanation of the sublanguage strategy and its use to translate words and 
word groups. 
4.3.2.1 Description of the Combined lnterlingua and Sublanguage Methodologies 
The prototype model, constructed by using the Jade object-oriented database. 
included the following key features: 
• an intcrlingua mechanism linking the English and French dictionaries to the 
Esperanto-bascd intcrlingua Jictionary; 
• English and French dictionaries consisting of a sub language methodology 
incorporating single words and word groups of up to eleven words; 
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" a matching mechanism linking each word and word group in the English and 
French dictionaries with the equivalent word and word group in the intcrlingua 
dictionary; 
" synonym look-up tables providing alternative natural language word definitions 
where word ambiguit ,::; n;.Jve been identified; 
• a splicing mechanism capable of joining two word groups in the English 
dictionary and, through the interlingua, able to identify the equivalent combined 
word ~roup in the French language dictionary; and vice-versa, 
• a splicing mechanism capable of joining two word !:,'TOUps in the French 
dictionary and, through the intcrlingua, able to identify the equivalent combined 
word group in the English language dictionary. 
The following sections provide a detailed description of the prototype model, 
tugcthcr with reference to the sub-questions of this study. 
4.3.2.2 The Prototype Model: Ocscription of the Intcrlingua Met'hanism 
The prototype model incorporated nn Espcranto-based interlingua linked to 
English and French language dictionaries. Each language dictionary contained words and 
word groups taken from the survey questionnaire. Each of these words and word groups 
was linked to the equivalent words or word groups contained in the intcrlingua. Figure 13 
shows examples: 
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Figure 13 Examples of English and French words and word groups and their equivalents in the 
inlcrlingua diclionary 
Unlike the control model, which links the English and French languages directly 
through a parsing mechanism, the prototype model nscs the interlingua as the pivot or hub 
language. The interlingua's ability to be used as an intermediary device, capable of 
defining the precise lexical meaning of words and word groups incorporated in the natural 
language dictionaries, was investigated by this study. 
Specifically, testing of this strategy addressed the sub~questions: 
May Esperanto as wt in terlingua presen•e a high standard of meaning when 
translating text between two natura/languages! 
May Esperanto as WI imer/ingtm reduce significantly the wst of linguistic and 
tecltnical resources when translating text between two natura/languages? 
4.3.2.3 The Protot)'pc Model: Description of the English, French and In terlingua 
Dictionaries 
English, Esperanto and French speakers translated sample texts from the 
questionnaire. English texts were translated into the equivalent Esperanto. The 
Esperanto texts were tbl!n translated into their French equivalents. These translations are 
attached as Appendices D to I. The translations were analysed and a matrix was built to 
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catalogue the relationships between the natural languages and the interlingua. The 
following section describes the word group st;·ategy. 
4.3.2.4 The Prototype Model: Description of the Word Group Methodology 
The ideal machine translation mechanism with the ability to produce 100 per cent 
accuracy in translation of complete natural languages is a long way from achieving 
realisation- please refer to section 3.2.2. Even as an alternative stmtegy, the large 
number of potential phrase and sentence combinations within any natural language means 
it is not feasible to catalogue every conceivable phrase and sentence. The contemporary 
machine translation systems usc complex algorithm-based parsing mechanisms but 
achieve only mediocre results (Hutchins, 1995, p. 4; Leavitt eta!. !994, p. 2; Schubert, 
1998). 
The word group strategy attempts tc remove the need to define the lexical and 
syntactical attributes of each word in the prototype dictionaries- please refer to section 
3.3.3. Instead, it relics on identifying those natural language word groups made up of 
between one and seven words that have a unique meaning. Each word or word group is 
then linked to the equivalent word or word group in the intcrlingua. The construction of 
these word and word group dictionaries initially requires a considerable amount of data 
input. This study will dctennine whether the extra lexical huild is offset significantly by a 
saving in linguistic analysis and tcclmical construction. The strategy also includes linking 
word groups together to make complete sentences. 
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The perceived advantage of clustering or clumping word groups, and using the 
results in combination, is that lexical and syntactical rules arc already extant within the 
word groups. Machine translation mechanisms, which include semantic transfer of text, 
offer greater levels of accuracy than models that do not incorporate the strategy. This 
study evaluated the semantic features within individual and combined word groups to 
ascertain if they eliminated many of the relationship rules required to overcome reliance 
,m syntactical and lexical dynamics claimed by several sources (Arnold ct al., 1994; 
Boitet, 1994). Testing of this strategy addressed the sub-questions: 
May a suhhmguage methodology preserve a high standard of meaning when 
translating between two natura/languages? 
May a sublanguage methodology reduce significantly the cost of linguistic and 
technical resources whenlrtmslating text between two natura/languages? 
The success of the prototype model was contingent on the mechanism being able 
to identify English and French word groups and combined word groups keyed into the 
mechanism. It was designed to facilitate idelltification of the correct equivalent word 
groups in the target languages. The mechanism searched for the exact equivalent word 
group or combined word groups stored i~ the interlingua. When it was successful, the 
mechanism then searched for the equivalent word group or combined word groups in the 
target language dictionary. 
These processes must be capable of being reversed from the target language 
through the interlingua, where searching for the correct equivalent combined word groups 
enables selection of the correct source language equivalent word group or combined word 
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groups. When this process is completed successfully, then the model has met the set 
requirements. If the word group is not located in the English dictionary, the process is 
terminated. Successful identification of the equivalent interlingua word group 
automatically identifies the equivalent French word group because the two are already 
linked. Figure I~ illustrates the process. 
i Enter Engti•h word 
1 group 
Loaned equi~alent 
: English w<:>rd group 
• 
1 Locate equivalent 
word group In tho 
intor1ingua 
dictionary 
Le<:alo e~ulvatcnt 
.-· word group In I he 
; English dictionary 
• 
English 
dicUoMry 
• lnler1ingua 
dlc:tlonary 
( 
, __ _ 
French 
dicUonory 
• I 
Tran!laled 
w<:>rd group 
i Locat!!<l equivalent 
! word group In tho 
ll- lnlcr1ingua 
dictionary 
• 
Locate equivalent 
word group In lho 
French dictionary 
Figure 14 Translation or a single English word group through the intcrlingua to produce the French 
cquh·alcnt word group 
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Figure 15 shows the processes involved in translating two combined French word 
groups. The mechanism locates the two equivalent word groups in the inter lingua 
dictionary and then the English equivalent word groups are located and the translation 
process is completed. 
l~ntcr firnt Fmoch 
word group 
1 located cq~1vatej' 
: Freoch first word 
· group 
• 
Locate sccor>d 
French word group 
' Located equivalent 
French word group 
• 
Locate equivalent 
Frcnch1s1&2nJ 
, word group• in the 
' lnlmlingua 
dictionmy 
I Locale equivalent 
to' word group in thc 
! French dlctiomry 
• 
• 
French 
dictionary 
lnterlinguc 
dicllonary 
English 
dictionary 
• I 
Transloted 
word group 
STOP! 
,.1 Unnbl~ lo localefir!l 
1 word group 
' 
STOPI 
., Unable to locale 
second word group 
' Located equivalent 
. word groups in the 
"' lnlerlingua 
dictionary 
• 
Locate equivalent 
1 word groups in the 
English dictionary 
Figure 15 Translation or two French word groups through the interlingua to produce the English 
ciJUi,·alent. 
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This process of combining word groups is intended to avoid rc\iancc on parsing 
techniques involving the creation of a metalanguage and word attribute rules. The 
example shown in 4.3.1.6.1 of transfer methodology encoding of each word in the sample 
sentence "I need to feel there is hope" may be avoided using the word group strategy. For 
example, the sentence could be bisected to fonn the following combination: "I need to 
feel I there is hope." By using interchangeabh:: word groups these word groups might 
!Om1 a dictionary table such as: 
and so on. 
I need to feel there is hope; 
I need to feel some hope; 
I need to feel optimism; 
Do you need to feel I some hope 
4.3.2.5 The Prototype Model: Preliminary Examination of Word Groups 
Based on the methodology described in the previous section, the construction of 
tht~ prototype model proceeded with research focussing initially on word groups 
consisting of between one and three words. Because smaller word groups seemed to offer 
less likelihood of complex linguistic relationships, it was anticipated that this approach 
would provide a clear understanding of the linguistic dynamics involved and enhance 
understanding of the challenges involved in the prototype design. 
The preliminary research attempted to detcnnine whether less complex linguistic 
relationships were evident in smaller \Vord groups. If verifiable, the ::.:; .. :,('gy would avoid 
or reduce the requirement for additional linguistic and engineering resources but still 
ensure accurate translation results. Examitmtion of the survey questionnaire confinned 
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that single word and small word groups, consisting of between two and three words, were 
being used repeatedly throughout the document. The example below shows the optional 
responses to the main question: 
How important is this need to you now? 
Not at all 
A little 
Somewhat 
Very much 
Extremely 
Translation of each optional answer undertaken by the Esperanto and French 
translators produced a variety of results. As will be discussed further in this chapter, 
analysis of these results confirmed previous research described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.8, 
which identified the challenges presented by homonyms and intricacies of relationships 
between individual words. The first word group, 'not at all', translated into Esperanto 
without requiting additional rules to ensure translation accuracy. The translators, Bayle~ 
Exterieur, Gradussov, McCamey and Mendclawitz (2003, personal communication), 
confirmed that the interlingua had a precise equivalent, 'tute ne', which in tum was 
equivalent to the French word group 'pas du tout'. This early study facilitated the 
building and designing of the language dictionaries, which are described in the following 
section. 
4.3.2.6 The .Prototype Model: Construction of the Language Dictionaries 
Translations of these English word groups inlo the intcrlingua were completed and 
then the equivalent word groups were identified in the French language. Figure 16 shows 
an example of the same sample text, 'not at all', that was used in the control model, to 
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illustrate the simple relationships between the interlingua and the English and French 
dictionaries: 
NOT AT AI.L' PASDt!TOUT 
Figure 16 Relationships between the interlingua and o)quil:alent English and French word groups 
To assist further in the design of the prototype mcdel, translation and analysis of 
the second optional answer 'a little' was completed. This phrase is an English adverbial 
group with the noun 'little' preceded by the indefinite article 'a' (Fulcher and Long, 1921, 
p. 160). Used in a lengthier sentence, it could also take the adverbial or adjectival fonn, 
which is discussed in more detail in the next subsection of this chapter (Fulcher & Long, 
1921, p. 160). According to the Funk and Wagnalls Standard Desk Dictionary (Landau, 
1985, p. 379) the English word 'little' is a homonym which, in the noun form, has a 
number of different meanings: 
"' a small amount, e.g., give me a little; 
"' an insignificant amount, e.g., little can be done about it; and 
• a short while or distance, e.g., little by little. 
In the context of the specific question contained in the questionnaire, "How 
important is this need to you now'!", 'a little' infers a small degree of importance 
regarding the specified need. Translation of'a little' as an independent word group 
equated with precise equivalents in the interlingua's 'iomcte' and the French 'un pcu' 
(Gradussov ct a\., 2003, personal communicalion}. The variant noun fonns did not 
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complicate the relationship as the analysis proved that as an independent word group 'a 
little' can only have the same meaning as the interlingua equivalent word 'iomete' 
(Gradussov eta!., 2003, personal communication). Figure 17 demonstrates this 
relationship: 
Figure 17 Example of the relationships between the interlingua and the English and French 
dictionaries- 'a little' 
As this separate word group has a unique meaning, it does not require any 
linguistic relationship mles, such as a synonym table, to clarify ambiguous meanings. 
However, in its adjectival and adverbial forms, 'little' displays a variety of subtle 
differences in meaning. Landau ( 1985, p. 379) provides examples: 
(a) adjectival form indicating: 
• small or smaller in terms of size, e.g., a little house; 
• not long, short or brief, e.g., a little time, a short distance; 
• small in tem1s of quantity or degree, e.g., little wealth or little probability; 
"' having small force or effectiveness,, e.g., a little effort; 
• not having great influence, power or significance, or trivial, e.g., a little 
martinet; and 
• narrow or limited viewpoint, e.g., petty little minds. 
(b) adverbial fom1 (less, least): 
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• only slightly, not much, e.g., he sleeps little; 
• not at all, used before a verb, e.g., she little suspects. 
In Esperanto, the equivalent of the noun fonn of 'little' is 'mal multo', while the 
adjectival fom1 is 'mal multa' and the adverbial fonn is 'mal multc'. Thus, the various 
grammatical forms of 'little' arc represented by different words in the interlingua, which 
forces precise meaning during translation. 
To define the presence of homonyms appearing in sample text through a machine 
translation mechanism, complex parsing rules arc needed to define th~ ·:;orrect meaning, 
as described in section 3.2.19. Word-for-word translation mechanisms are primarily 
concerned with both homonym occurrences and surrounding syntax of each clause or 
sentence. This would not necessarily guarantee accurate identification, however, as often 
the meaning may need to be elicited from contiguous text (Morneau, 1992, pp. 23-24). 
Figure 18 shows the equivalent English and French word groups for the single word 
'little' in each of its distinct grammatical forms, which have been coupled to the 
interlingua: 
Figure 18 Diagram showing the inlcrlingual and French cquh·alents of the noun, adjectival and 
ad\"crbial forms of the English word 'lit lie' 
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It was, thus, essential to verify accurately the intended meaning of'little' 
whenever it occurred within any text. In this instance, the interlingua assisted in 
identifying precise meanings for the varying English equivalents (Gradussov et al., 2003, 
personal communicJtion). The likelihood of 'little' appearing by itself in a survey was 
considered improbable, so there was no reason to build a synonym table for this single 
word. The potential grammatical complexities and homonvm characteristics, noted at this 
preliminary stage of the prototype construction, confirmed the earlier research identifying 
these issues described in detail in Chapter 3. 
4.3.2.7 Construction of the Language Dictionaries Within the Jade Database 
The construction of the Jade database and the dictionary design was undertaken at 
the same time to ensure compatibility between the linguistic and technical designs. The 
database design incorporated requirements for the translators engaged in building the 
dictionaries and for the researcher planning to usc the completed model for languuge 
translation. 
• For translators, features provided included: 
a minimum number of steps to input words and word groups; 
prompts to include synonym <~nd special language rules including gender 
variations; 
prompts to link input data to the interlingua dictionary; 
the ability to add new natural language dictionaries; and 
the usc of UNIX code to handle Uiffercnt characters used in French, Esperanto, 
etc. 
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• For researchers, features included: 
two basic search strategies to enhance selection of word groups and combined 
word groups; and 
automatic prompts, which highlight the occurrence of homonyms or special 
language rules such as gender variations in pronouns in different natural 
languages. 
A user manual describing the processes involved in the building of the language 
dictionaries is attached as Appendix C. The processes involved in translating natural 
language texts arc described in the following sections. 
During the early design stages of the prototype model, it became apparenl that 
homonyms occurring required identification and some special handling. The word group 
strategy was used to investigate whether it would overcome the challenges posed by 
homonyms. If successful, then it would be incorporated into the prototype model for 
further evaluation. To estimate the occurrence of homonyms, other small word groups 
were analysed to detcnnine whether the model required a synonym look-up table to 
reduce translation inaccuracies. Samples of some of these findings arc described in the 
following section. 
4.3.2.8 The Prototype Model: Creating Synonym Tables to Recognise and Process 
Homonyms and Grammatical Anomalies 
The small word group samples included analysis of the remaining terms in the 
other optional answers found in the questionnaire. 'Somewhat', 'very much' and 
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'extremely' were analysed to identify whether each \'iord or word group had multiple 
meanings and to identify the correct equivalent in English. None of these words or word 
groups had any ambiguous meaning in the English language. The Esperanto and French 
translators translated the English \von.l groups into the equivalent interlingua word groups 
and confim1cd that the interlingua provided a precise template of meaning for homonyms 
ir. the naturai languages. Similarly, the interlingua won.l groups translated accurately to 
French language equivalent word groups. The following diagram illustrates the 
relationships between the three languages: 
Figure 19 Relationship diagram or the renmining word groups in the first sample from the 
quc5tionnairc 
The following questions were then selected from the survey questionnaire to 
identify homonym occurrence: 
Have we provided a satisfactory service to your child? How well has 
this need been met for you? Please tick the following answer which 
best reflects your answer to this question: 
Not a need 
Not met at all 
Partly met 
Well met 
Completely met 
These, and similar responses, arc used extensively in the questionnaire, making 
them candidates for inclusion in the language dictionaries used in the prototype model. 
Analysis of these optional answers, however, continncd the presence of the English 
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language hom0nyms 'need' and 'met'. The first response examined was 'not a need'. It 
was translated and identified with two alternative word group equivalents in the 
interlingua: 'nc estas bezono' or 'not a requirement' and 'ne estas neceso' or 'not a 
necessity' (Gmdussov et al., 2003, personal communication). Each interlingua word 
group was translated into French language wonl groups, respectively: 'pas de besoin' and 
'pas nCcessaire'. Figure 20 shows these relationships, highlighting two alternative 
meanings of'necd': 
•:-.;r.CESSITY' 
Figure 20 Example o£ English homonym •need' highlighting its two main £orms in relationship to the 
lntcrlingua and 1-'renrh dictionary 
During this translation, the English noun 'need' was identified as a homonym 
which, according to Fulcher and Long ( 1921, p. ISO), possesses several similar but 
different meanings. It is represented in Esperanto as: 
'bezono' This refers to a requirement being fulfilled, e.g., "Has the hospital 
fulfilled the requirement (need) to treat your child?" 
'neccso' This refers to a ncces~ being fulfilled, e.g., "!las the hospital 
fulfilled the necessity (need) to treat your child?" 
In Esperanto, 'bezono' and 'neceso' have pn:cise meanings hut may be treated as 
synonyms :md arc oltcn a matter of choice by the user or influenced by the context 
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{Stuttard, 1952). To ensure that the correct translation was captured from the English in 
the interlingua, the different English fonns of'need' were studied in two language 
references. According to Landau ( 1985, pp. 438-439) 'need' and 'necessity' have the 
following meanings when used as nouns: 
(a) need: 
• the fact, quality or condition of lacking of something necessary or 
desirable; or 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
a desire or longing, e.g., the need for revenge; or 
obligation; necessity, e.g., no need to be afraid; or 
a condition of want, danger or helplessness; or 
something wanted or required, e.g., modest needs; or 
poverty, hardship . 
(b) necessity: 
• that which is indispensable or requisite, especially towards the attainment 
of some end; or 
• the quality, condition or fact of being necessary; or 
• the conditions that make compulsory a particular course of action, e.g., to 
resign out of necessity; or 
a urgent or desperate need, as because of poverty or accident; also, a time of 
such ncctl; or 
• that which is unavoidable hccaus~.: it is part of an invariable process, as in 
nature, logic, etc.; also, the process itself. 
Foll'/cr 's Modem HnRiish U.wRc (I %8, p. 519) states that 'requirement' and 
'requisite' arc synonyms and "the two arc so far synonyms that in some context either will 
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do ... But requirement means properly a 11ced. and requisite a needed thing." The 
translators con !inned that 'neeeso' was the preferable choice in the context of the 
questionm1irc sample (Bayle-Exterieur, Gradussov and McCamey, 2003, per$0nal 
communication). Con~equently. hath 'neccso' and 'bezono' were included in the 
interlingua dictionary. 
The remaining texts 'not met at all', 'partly met', 'well met' and 'completely 
met' were analysed to assist further in the construction of the prototype model and the 
evaluation of its handling of homonyms. The English word 'met' when used as the 
past tense of the verb 'to meet' has three distinct meanings (Fulcher and Long, 1921, 
p. 170): 
• to fullil a rcquireme:nt; 
• to encounter a person or thing; or 
• to come to tenns with someone or thing . 
Figure 21 illustrntes these different meanings of 'met', which arc represented by 
three distinct words in Esperanto: 
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Figure 21 ComJlllrison of the English homonym ·mel' and its three synonyms to the equi\·alenl in 
Esperanto and French 
Figure 21 also shows the French texts that correspond to their Esperanto 
counterparts. In this instance tht: homonym 'met' docs not have a French equivalent 
(Gradussov ct al., 2003, personal communication) and. consequently, no synonym look~ 
up table is required when translating from the French to English. Figure 22 shows the 
three alternative versions of'mct" used in the word group clause. 'have we met". To the 
right of the \\'ord gmup arc the three alternative English homonym equivalents, 'have we 
fultillcd.' 'have we encountered' and 'have we come to terms with': 
:iA\'EWg 
FlrU'H .. E...F.D 
HAVIS \l'E 
t:~COIINT!f.tU:o 
it\\it: WE c:o:o.:m 1----t>l 
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tv Nt 
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(ll Nl 
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A \'ONS..NO!IS 
Rf.:NCOJ'•ffni~ 
AVO~;,.NOUS 
TOV..ETE 
Figure 22 Synunymli~t fur tin· En!,!lhh \\urd j.!ruup 'hnn· we mel' shnwin!,! the inh.'rlinj.!lllllllld 
French CljUinllcnl word ~niiiJl~ 
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The relationship required to represent the alternative meanings for the other 
sample answers. 'not met at all', ·partly met', 'well met' and 'completely met' may be 
structured as shown in the tOllowing tigurt's: 
NOT f,VLVIU.F.D J~---1'! 
. <\TM .. L 
_·;·NOT 
'ENtOJJNTEIU:':O · 
AT ALL 
. ·N01' ::::OME TO 
···J;ErtM5W~ 
, AT ALL 
, -. 11JT£ Ni': 
, -r.u:::~uMru: . 
nrrENE 
, JnL1'/!tcNTlffA· 
'iVn::Nf. 
, KOi4~ENI':t'aTA 
KUN 
f'ASDU 
mf.i\LIS,., 
Pil.S 
Elr.:NCONl'Rt 
NGUSNI:: 
~\.fiMMES i';\S 
·.-9'.\CCQRD 
Figure 23 Synonym list for the English word group 'not met at ull' showing the intcriingua and 
French equintlent wnrd grot1ps 
PARTLY ,.,. 
·':. , 1\'AHT.lV 
V,\nTL\' 
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PA1UU' CO!'<IE 
T()1liR\iS wrm 
-iOM 
nt\NRO:o.'TITA 
tOM 
~mNsmntrrA 
KUN 
'_,_ 
Figure 24 Synon,-m ii~i for the f:nglbl1 word gruUjl 'purtl)· met' showing the intcrlingua and Frcnclt 
equh·atcnl word grnups 
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Figure 25 Synonym list for the English word !",roup 'well met' showing the intcrlingua and French 
equivalent word groups 
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Figure 26 S)·non}m list for the Enj!lish word group •cumplctcly mel' showing the in terlingua ami 
French cquin1lcnt word group~ 
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4.3.2.9 The Prototype Model: Introduction to Synonym Tables 
Homonyms and ambiguous texts. where the syntax is unhelpful to those deducing 
the intended meaning, have fuelled much debate amongst machine translation researchers 
(Garvin. 1972). The usc of pre-editing and post-editing tools built into a machine 
translation mechanism may help to overcome the vagaries of na.cural languages (Arnold et 
al., 1994 ). Synonym look-up 1ables arc one such tool and the regular occurrence of 
homonyms \Vi thin the survey questionnaire required the inclusion of a synonym table in 
the English and French dictionaries to allow users to select the correct synonym. 
Further examination of the homonyms found in the survey questionnaire assisted 
in the design of the prototype model. The alternative English language word groups 'not 
a requirement' and 'not a necessity' could be available to a user entering either English 
word group for translation as shown in Figure 27. The synonym table provides details of 
each synonym the user may select when keying in the desired alternative. 
•Rf:Qt'II!Dit:~r 
NECESO NECESSAIIlE 
Synonym look-up table 
Fi11;urc 27 Synonym Ia hie incorpor:11in~ the English homonym 'need' 
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The word group strategy was tested to detcm1ine if it reduced the complexities of 
word-for-word translation. An attempt was made to sec if word groups containing 'little' 
required synonym tables to assist the user to differentiate between variant meanings. A 
sample text 'Do you umlcrstand the process a little better?' was used to test the strategy. 
The sentence was bisected into the fOllowing word groups: 
'Do you understand the process I a little better?' 
The first word group or 'leader' used in conjunction with other 'follower' word 
groups could represent sentences likely to appear in a survey questionnaire, such as those 
shown in Figure 28: 
'L~~der' word !!.f'Ouo· 'Follower' word E.rouo 
a little better 
l'igure 28 An example of the ways in which word groups may be c:ombined with other word groups. 
'Little' and 'a little' had, in the context of these interchangeable combinations, a 
precise and unambiguous meaning, i.e., a small quantity. The intcrlingua equivalent and 
its French translation were unambiguous. In this example, the word group strategy 
avoided the necessity to create any relationship synonym rules. This translation is 
highlighted in Figure 29: 
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l<'igur-e 29 Diagr-am showing the lnlerlingua and French cquivalcnl or the noun, adjectival and 
ad,·erbial forms or I he English 'a little'. 
It should be noted that the indefinite articles 'a' or 'an' arc implicit in all 
Esperanto nouns. The analysis completed during the construction of the prototype 
English and French dictionaries identified those word groups capable of manipulation to 
ensure preservation of correct meaning during translation. These ob:1ervations were used 
to determine whether: 
11 complex S)'11tax rules could be avoided m minimised; or 
111 there was a requirement to construct S)'11onym look-up tables; or 
• the defined language environment strategy could be used to enhance translation 
between the dictionaries. 
Data collected during this stage of the research provided the infonnation required 
to answer the sub-question: 
May E.~pawsto as ws intc:rlingua prc:scr\'e a /sigh standard of meaning when 
transiatiiiK tc:a herwee/1/Wo naturallanguag£'s." 
----·-----
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The three sets of word group translations were added to each respective language 
dictionary. The English and French word groupe; were then linked to equivalent word 
groups in the interlingua. The database then incorporated the word group, relationship 
rules and any necessmy synonym look-up tables. Testing of the database confirmed the 
robustness of the Jade environment and the research progressed to the next stage, v:hich 
involved combined word group relationships. Data collected during this stage of the 
research provided the infomtation required to answer the sub-question: 
May a suhlanguage methodology presen•e a high standard of meaning when 
translating between two natural languages? 
The preliminary testing of combinations of word groups informed the 
construction of the prototype model. Recognition of homonynts and their treatment by 
the prototype model provided a blueprint to design and evaluate the combined word 
group strategy. This part of the study is described in the following section. 
4.3.2.10 The Prototype Model: Construction of Combinl!d Word Group Structures 
The prototype model relics on being able to identify both word groups and 
combined word groups that arc stored in the intcrlingua. A source language word group 
is entered into the prototype mechanism. the equivalent word group is located in the 
interling1~a :ul(i the matching target la11guage word group 1s conlirmcd. Please retCr to 
Figure Ill ahovc for an illustration. The process also succeeds with, for example. 
sentences consisting of two word groups. This research also examined the relationships 
hctween combinations of word groups to determine the quality of the translations. 
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4.3.2.11 Selection of Sample Word Group 
The research focussed on combining small word groups in the interlingua to create 
complete sentences. The maximum number in each word group was restricted to seven. 
During this process the usc of word groups and the associated strategies, independently or 
in combination, raised a number of questions about factors that were likely to affect the 
translation of the majority of word groups entered into the model. These factors were: 
• the frequency with which a given word group would occur within the defined 
language environment; 
• which alternative form or fonns would most frequently occur; 
• 
• 
dctennining the best alternative fonn or forms for retention in the dictionary; and 
defining the composition of the synonym tables to reflect the selection or omission 
of alternative forms. 
The use of word groups to preserve correct meaning during translation was 
investigated and, subsequently, more advanced routines were built to test more complex 
struclurcs. Short sentences that comprised two word groups were constructed in the 
interlingua. The first example took the fonn of a simplified question used in the survey 
questionnaire, 'Have we met your needs?' The exact Esperanto translation is ·Cu ni 
plenumis viajn hezonajn?' This sentence occurred frequently in the questionnaire, so 
there was potential benefit in translating such regularly occurring sentences as one 
discrete group. It was thus examined to dctennine how it might best be bisected into 
word groups and to detem1inc: 
• whether the two word groups 111 the English and French dictionaries have 
equivalents in the intcrlingua; 
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• whether the equivalent \vord groups in the English and French dictionaries 
combined to fom1 a sentence in the intcrlingua; and 
• how well that sentence preserved the intended meaning between the English and 
French dictionaries. 
The large number of sentences required to populate a dictionary in a non-
defined language environment would require huge resources. However, a restricted 
environment may include only those sentences and phrases likely to appear within 
that environment. Such restriction would avoid the construction of overly complex 
dictionaries. 
The experiments were designed to dctcnninc whether the strategy would 
preserve all of the linguistic attributes of a translated sentence without the use of a 
metalanguage and complex computing rules. Results from the experiments with 
combined word groups arc detailed in section 5.2.2. The examination of combined 
word groups would contribute to an answer for the sub-questior1: 
May Esperanto as an interlingua preserw a high standard of meaning when 
translating text hetwccntwo natura/languages? 
During the design oft he prototype model, it was apparent that the regular presence 
of homonyms and differences in the grammar of English and French made it unavoidable 
that these features must he recognised during the translation proc1;sses. Unlike the 
transfer methodology, which has complex syntactical and lexical rules that identify these 
anomalit.:s, the prototype model required a different system to deal with them. The 
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following section describes how synonym tables overcame these challenges to ensure 
accurate translations. 
4.3.2.12 Constructing the Synonym and Word Group Selection Tool 
The first part of the text "have we Ill.;!!' contains the homonym 'met' described 
previously in section 4.3. i 7. (Please also sec Figure 20.) This word group wac~ used as 
the first or leader word group to which follower or secondary words or word groups may 
be added to fonn a sentence. In !his case 'your needs' is added to complete the sentence 
'Have we met your needs?' The word group 'your needs' also contains the homonym 
'need'. This requires the protot:ype to complete additional tasks during the translmion. 
Both word groups must be interrogated to verify ifhomonyn1s arc present. If a homonyn1 
is present in either word group the mechanism provides the user with the option to select 
the desired alternative meaning. 
The mechanism then identifies the exact word group selected and the equivalent 
phrase is identified v.·ithin the interlingua dictionmy (Please refer to Figure 16.) Figure 
31 below shows in detail how this basic process of identifying tl1c word group and 
dctcm1ining whether there arc any alternative meanings takes place. 
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Locate first 
v.ord group 
v 
'f 
located first V<Jrd 
group- no <I 
s;oon)1T1 
v 
locate serond 
v.ord group 
proress 
' located serond 
w:>rd group · no ..,. 
s;oonym 
'I' 
locate serond 
l'oOfd group 
I ocated first 
.. l'oOfd phrase -
has s;oon)1T1 
v 
located serond 
.. ""d group -
has s;oon)1T1 
' 
fo'l~ure 30 The process nf cnlcrinJ: search text in the source language dictionary to locale two word 
group" and sylmnyam 
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Examination of the processes used to identify the combined two word groups 
'Have we met I your needs' shows how the synonym table and word group selection 
strategies processed the input text: 
• the first word group 'have we met· is entered into the mechanism; 
• the mechanism identifies the homonym 'met' within the English dictionary and 
otTers three altcmative meanings: 
the verb 'to fulfil'; 
the verb 'to be acquainted with'; 
the verb 'to come to tenns with'; 
• the user selects the verb 'to fulfil' as this is the intended meaning of the word 
group; 
• this selection is stored in the data memory of the mechanism; 
11 the second word group 'your needs' is entered into the mechanism 
• the mechanism identifies the homonym 'needs' within the English dictionary and 
otTers two altemativc meanings: 
the noun 're4uircments'; or 
the noun 'necessities'; 
• the user selects the noun 're4uirements' and this is combined with the first word 
group; 
• the combined word groups arc idcnti lied within the inter\ingua dictionary: 
have we mel (fulfilled); and 
your needs (req11irerncnts); 
• the equivalent word groups arc then itkntillcd within the intcrlingua dictionary: 
Cu ni plcnumis 
viajn bczonajn 
-~~~----------~---------
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• the equivalent French won! groups arc identified within the French dictionary: 
avons~nous rCalisC; and 
vos hcsoins; 
• the translation is completed ,..,·ith the sentence: ''Avons-nous rCalisC vas besoins?" 
The design of the prototype model enables this process to be reversed by inputting 
the text through the French dictionary, then through the intcrlingua to produce the 
translation in the English dictionary. Once the design swgc of the prototype model was 
completed, word groups were constructed and translated into the interlingua and English 
and French dictionaries. These activities included identification of homonyms and the 
inter-relationships of the word groups and arc described in the following section. 
4.3.2.13 Analysis of Two Combined \Vord Groups 
The research then focussed on testing how separate groups of word groups 
combined with other groups so that they fonn complete, intelligible sentences in the 
intcrlingua. Sentences from the questionnaire were bisected into separate wo1 d groups, 
the word group that commenced each origmal sentence and a second word group that 
completed the sentences. This phase collected d;lla to consider how linguistic dynamics 
may affect the construction and viability 0fwonl group relationships within the 
interlingua and natural language dictinnaries. 
Testing of the viability ofco111hined word groups in the interlingua was 
undertaken. The word groups were then used in conjunclton with the equivalent 
combined English and French wort! groups to produce intelligihlc and accurate sentences 
in English and French. respectively. The combined word group structures were examined 
in detail to dctem1inc: the extent to which the combined word groups in English and 
hcnch related to the interlmgaa. Dalil was collected to analyse these relationships, to 
examine the s~11tax structure of the interlingua samples. and to compare the relationships 
hetween the cqui\'alcnt English and French word group sy111ax. This analysis was 
necessary to detect any nH:ompatihdity between the intcrlingua word groups and the 
English and French cqui\'alcnts. These lint..lmgs are set out in section 5.2.2. 
The nc~: ·111 describes the search idcntilicattun methodology incorporated in 
the prototype mudd. This methodology enables the mechanism to search and select the 
correct combined word groups that fonn part of a source language sentence that is being 
tr;mslatcd into the target language. 
4.3.2.14 l)esign of Word and Word Group Selection Methodology: First Found 
First Selected Versus Largrst First 
To translate a sentence from the source language to an equivalent sentence in the 
target language, thc uscr must cnnvcr1the input text into a series of word groups. These 
word groups arc fragments or compuncnts of a complete sentence. ranging from one word 
to full sentences. Onc \If the major steps in translating the sentence is the selection of 
these \Hml groups. When processinl: an tnput string. the translator must select an 
appropn<ttc word group from wsth·,n the chosen Engli!>h or French dictionary. During the 
wonl gwup sclectiun process. the mechanism prompts the user !0 select the 'most 
appropnatc' word group availahh:. To achieve this, two poss1hle select ton processes have 
been dctint:d· 
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I. the first found first selected (FFFS) and 
2. the largest first ( LF) strategies. 
These two selection processes were developed during the construction of the 
prototype model when it became apparent that there were several selection ::~ptions 
available to thL· user of the mechanism (Pride, S., 2003, personal communication). 
Although th~:sc two processes arc similar, they may retum different results. The translator 
may either usc one mel hod as a default or altcmate between the two when appropriate. 
Furthcm10re. whilst the two selection strategies arc different. they both require the input 
string to he tokeniscd. Tokenisation converts the input string, through a lexical analysis 
ami a parsmg function, into \'al1d segments based on the unique character of the words in 
the stnng. The input string is analysed by the mechanism ~plitting the sentence where it 
finds a space, thus breaking the sentence up into words. The resultant collection of 
words. known as a string array, is then ;malyscd by the mechanism's selection process to 
idcnti fy the equivalent won.l and word groups in the source language dictionary . 
.J •• ~.l.l.J. I Fint Fcm11d FirM St•h•cll'd 
Esscnlially, the FFFS strategy selects the first word group it c;u1 lind for the 
largest possible: 1nput stnng. lmtially. thL' string used to search the datahase is the entire 
untranslatcd scntcnce. If ;m appropnalc match is not loeatcd. the user will slw~cn the 
search ~tnng by renwnng a word from the end. This prm:,.:ss contmucs untij either a 
word group 1s found. or the 1nput strw~ l'a11110t be shorh:ncd. If the search resulted in an 
appropnatc word group. the: user will add 11 to o1 colb:twn of 'sclcctcr.i word groups' and 
remove the ti.nmd strmg from the set ofuntransl;11\:d wmds. The protcss will then 
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continue. this time using the shorter original text as its initial search string. If the string 
cannot he shortened. because the search string contains only one word, then the input 
string cannot be processct.l. 
By continually removing the la!it won! in the search string. the FFFS strategy will 
find the largl.!sl word group in the dictionary that will satist~· the start of the untr:mslated 
text. Word groups arc only li.H:nd at the beginning of the string. hut thi.! strategy will pick 
up erroneous words anywhcrc within the string. The uscr may also receive an error 
message stating that the word group cannot he located withm the dictionary. Th.:: user 
may then try the Largest First strategy described below. 
4.3.2. 14.1 Largest Fint 
The LF strategy.likc the FFFS process, aims to select a collection of the largest 
word groups possible. Instead of searching at the start of the string. the LF process will 
seck the largest word group in the database from each word in the input sentence. For 
example, gl\'cn the input scntenee Docs the senirw llmrr .wrgt•on famur polka-dot bikinis 
or h/wui.I"IIIOCks m his operating room?. the LF stratcgy wi1\usc the FFFS strategy to 
lind the largest word group lllr 'docs the scninr heart surgeon ... ". then for "the senior 
heart surgeon favour ..... and so on until cach word lws hccn tested. The l.F process will 
then sclcctthc word group with the largest kngth 11 li.Hmd and then add that to the 
co1\cction. The LF strategy will then p~:rfi.mn the same <lctions on the untranslated text to 
the nght of thc found word group, ;1s well as hi thc lcn. This strategy is ach1eved through 
n:(;urs1ve se;srehmg for sclcch:d tcxtuntil a cnlb:tion of li.mnd word groups fitting the 
scarch rcqu~:st an: localt:d ;md provided to thc user. 
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The LF strategy may retum a different set of results than the FFFS strategy. The 
FFFS strategy may retum the following list of word groups for the input sentence Does 
rhe .wnior heart surgeon fillmtr polka-dot hikinis or hfwul smocks in his operating 
room?: 
Docs the 
senior heart surgeon 
favour 
polka-dot bikinis 
or 
bland smocks 
in his 
operating room 
With the same input sentence, the LF strategy may produce: 
Docs 
the senior heart <;Urgcon 
favour 
polka-dot bikinis 
or 
bland smocks 
Ill 
his operating room 
Although both strategies arc ~mcccssful at selecting word groups, the types of 
word groups they select may have a bearing on the quality of the translation. Testing of 
the LF strategy dtoring the construction stage on en idcnti tied more single words than word 
groups, hut furtlll.:r testing showed this not always to he the case. Both the dictionary and 
the input scnll·nce arc contributing factors to the success l,fthc sdcction. Testing oftb~ 
two strategies dut ing the construction of the mechanism con finned that in some instances, 
FFFS may producc the best results. whilst 111 other instances. I.F may succeed when the 
FFFS fails (l'mh:. S .. 201(\, personal communication). 
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According to Pride (2003, personal communication). the LF strategy is a little 
slower and requires more system resources than the FFFS strategy as it is a recursive 
method. The LF strategy will essentially repeat the FFFS process, at least as many times 
as there arc words, which will also decrease performance. However testing with Pride 
(.2003, personal communication) conlinncd that when the different search methods were 
used during the evaluation of the prototype model translations, there were no discernible 
tilfferences in the time used to process each search. Both searching strategies may be 
used, and if one faih; to produce a result, :hen the other strategy may be used. Testing 
during thr: constmction of these strategies showed that by using both the system had a 
greater success rate in selecting the correct \'iOrd groups. According to Pride (2003, 
personal communication), the limitations of one strategy arc offset by the advantages of 
the other. 
4.3.2.15 Completion or the Jade Database Construction 
The constmction of the Jade dal:lhase incorporated relationships between 
individual word groups !hilt when combined fonned a complete sentence. Testing of the 
relationslups identified those word groups combined within the interlingua that could be 
matched with equivalent word groups in the English and French dictionaries. While the 
engineering challenges were ~mnnountahle, the linguistic issues discussed in 4.3 required 
additional engineering to guarantee word group matching whenever synonyms were 
present in the dictionaries. The translation outcomes were then e\'aluated. The 
evaluation methodology 1s deserihcd in the following section. 
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4.3.3 Enluation of I he Resulls Obtained from the Two Models 
This section describes the evaluation methodology used to compare the sample 
translation results ohtaincd from the two models and. thus, evaluate the efficacy of the 
translation results produced by the protol)''fH! model. A comparison was also made of the 
stmcturc of the two models to verify any significant reduction in the complexity of 
linguistic and technical features of the prototype model. 
The difficulties facing a meaningful evaluation of machine translation 
mechanisms were described in 2.11. The texts used to compare the translation 
output of the control and prototype models were based on sentences and phrases 
taken fi·om the hospital questionnaire. Qualified and experienced translators 
manually translated the English texts into their equivalent texts in Esperanto and 
French. The translation processes involved examination of each word. word 
group and sentence, to identify any anomalies including the presence of 
homonyms and interpretation ofsem<~ntic factors. Once completed these 
translations were used as a standard to measure: 
• the accuracy of the English and French translations produced by the 
SYSTRAN control model; and 
• to verify thatthc English and French translations produced by the 
prototype model sol1ware were identical with the translations completed 
by the human translators. 
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4.3.3.1 The Parameters of the Experiments 
The translators were briefed on the hack ground of the tjucstionnairc and 
the objectives of the study. This briefing was essential, as tlw bnguagc extracted 
from the tJUestionnaire was that used to question the parents of hospitalised 
children. The tenninology of the questionnaire was translated into the equivalent 
JOnnat in Esperanto and French. The language nfthc questionnaire is forn1al, but 
makes usc of plain English text. The same plain text was n:prescntcd in the 
French translations. This requirement was conununicatcllto the translators 
undertaking the French translations to avoid the inclusion of colloquialisms in the 
dictionary. 
Because of limited t:me and resources. the experiments to test the study 
were limited to sentences containing no more than eleven words. For similar 
reasons punctuation marks were omitted, with the exception of spaces between 
words. No attempt was made to construct relationship rules bct,vccn the word 
groups used in the prototype model as input text relied on the word group content 
of the three dictionaries built into the model. 
4.3.3.2 Collection and Analysis of Data from the Control and Prototype Models 
Texts used to test the control model were built into the dictionaries of the 
prototype model. ]\was anticipated that the results of the translations processed through 
the protot ypc modL'i would h1..· the same ;~s the ltlilnually crc;~tcd translations. Tht: test 
would be to sec if sentence~ con~isting of combined \von\ groups would he produced 
accurately during the translatmn process. Concerning the control model, the accuracy of 
its sentence output would be comp<~rcd in the J:nglisi1 and French .sentence.~ manually 
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created and used to populate the prototype model dictionaries. The reasons for this 
different evaluation of the two models arc: 
• the control modt.•l relics on the transfer methodology, requiring each entry in the 
language dictionaries to be catalogued in a metalanguage fOm1at incorporating 
complex syntactical relationship rules; and 
• the prototype model suhlanguagc methodology incorporates the word group 
strategy that avoids the necessity of using a metalanguage and syntax rules. 
The control model evaluation is based on assessing the sentence output in English 
and French to dctem1ine intelligibility and accuracy. In other words, it is important to 
verify whether the control model output sentences have maintained the meaning oft he 
source language sentences. The results of these translation tests will facilitate comparison 
between the two models and help to detennine whether there is any significant diff!.!rcncc 
between the translation output of each model. 
While recognising the difficulties of evaluating translation output described in 
section 2.11, this sllldy required that the translations meet specific requirements. The 
translated text had to retain the intended meaning and confOnn with the syntax and 
semantic features that ;trc ;1pprnpnat~ to a medical sur\'ey environment. The translatcU 
lt:xts had !o makt: st:nst: to tht: sun't:Y n:spondcnts. Wht:rt: there is an altcmativc mca11ing. 
the mt:chanism had to pro"ide till' ust:r with the option to select a desired altemative. The 
translated texts produced by both modds were examined against the fOllowing criteria: 
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• the accuracy of meaning; 
• the occurrence.: of any inaccurate meaning based on lexical, syntactical and 
semantic f.1ctor.s; 
• whether the- mechanisms were Um1hlc to produce a translated text; 
• \lr'hcthcr synonyms ami altcnmtivc meanings were identified and whether the user 
was able to select altcmativc meanings; and 
• the ability oft he word group strategy to link the English and French \vord groups 
\Vith the equivalent word groups in the intcrlingua to facilitate translation between 
the English and French languages. 
As described earlier in this chapter, evaluation oft he translation output oft he 
prototype model was made through comparison with the output of the control model. 
Further testing dctcm1incd the viability of the combined word group strategy between 
English and French within the conlines of the language environment described in the 
previous section. The translated words, word groups, combined word groups and 
complete sentences lranslated during the experiments may he found in Appendices D to I. 
The findings obtained from the experiment:il data arc discussed in Uctail in 
Chapter 5. They include an analysis of the d:Jta results and their relevance to the sub-
question: 
May f/ comhilleti interlingua ami .wh/anguage mdhodology mechanism 
sign~flmllt~\· simp/if\· rhc cm1strucr i1m ~~llangwJge dicriomJrics fhr tum-tech11im/ 
translators:) 
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4.4 Potential Enhanccmeets not Incorporated in the Study 
Previous research has shown that the hasic \Vord group strategy may also involve 
more advanced relationship mlcs bctwccn different categories of word groups {Zcns ct a\. 
2002. p. II). These advanced techniques arc intended to r-ovidc a more robust 
mechanism capable of some improved analysis and identification of likely meanings and 
a reduction of the reliance on sytlOilJ1H tables. Other n:scarch describes manipulation of 
texts in an intcrlingua mechanism that translates texts hctwccn n<llurallanguagcs with 
significantly dissimilar grammars to overcome these greater obstacles (Mitamura ct al., 
\99\, p. 6). However, time and resource constraints cffcctJvcly denied inclusion of these 
additional techniques in this study. 
During the preliminary research into the linguistic design orthc prototype model, 
investigation centred on the composition of the words and synonyms occurring in the 
questionnaire. An attempt was made to catalogue these \20 words and define 
relationships between them that were considered likely to occur in a medical 
environment. It became apparent that a manual construction of a lexicon containing 
combinations of the 120 words was a time-consuming and tedious task. However. it was 
essential to undertake this task to ensure that word groups populated the language 
dictionaries in the prototype mmk:l. 
Consequently. a computer application capable of filtering the large number of 
won! group combinatiOns was tested in the hope of reducing the time resources and the 
large mlltlhl·r of lexil·al errors dctcctl'd during. the manual construe tum of the language 
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dictionaries. While intended as a time saving and error-reducing programme, it was not 
mcorporatcd into the study because the number of words and word groups selected were 
rnanagcahlc a11;.: \\'Cfc pPlCcssed manually. This application would warrant further testing 
as a possihh: tool used during the constmction of a larger scale model based on the 
prototype model. 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter has described the stmcture and methodology of the transfer-based 
control model and the combined interlingua and suhlanguage prototype model. These 
descriptions highlight the differences in methodology anr.! provide a basis upon which to 
examine the constmction and the trar.slation quality of each model. Also described in this 
chapter was the methodology used to compare the two models and evaluate the results 
oht<!incd from the experiments. Chapter 5 provides an unalysis of the experimental 
results generated by this study. 
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5 IMPLEMENTATION AND FINDINGS 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter..; introduced the various phases of the research design of the study and 
the relationship each phase had to the research questions. This chapter describes the 
implementation of the research ami its lindings. These findings arc analysed and used to 
compare the translation accuracy and thc structure of each model. 
5.2 Implementation of the Study 
As described in section 2.8, in order to provide 'proof of concept', it was 
necessary to: 
• investigate the fca..o;;ihility of constructing a prototype machine translation 
nH .. \:hanism using an intcrlingua to generate high-level translation output by: 
using Esperanto ;1s the intcrlingu;1; and 
incorporating a suhlangu;1gc methodology: 
• construct a prototype model, incorporating the above two str<1tcgics and to 
compare its structural attrihuh:s with those of a contemporary model to 
ascertain whether a reduction of development resources could he achieved. 
The constructmn of the protol}lJI! model was a challcngc that required some 
dctaikd analysis of the linguistic tlynamics upon which to base the engineering design. 
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While recent research into interlingual and sublanguage methodologies were located and 
arc described in section 3.3.5. no replica of the prototype model used in this study could 
he- Joc:l!c-d. Therefore. the research was based on using the basic interlingua methodology 
and dt.:sigmng a simple word group strategy. which when combined with th~ intcrlingua. 
fonncd the protoi)VC model. The constmction of a more sophisticated model \Vas beyond 
the time and resources available. Consequently, it was essential that tl;e prototype design 
was simplt:. yet suflicicntly robust to produce translations worthy of evaluation to 
establish the 'proof of concept'. 
The processes im·olvetl in building the prototype model were documented and the 
linguistic and engineering design data collected. Examination of this data was undertaken 
to verify whether there were any results to answer the research question. The first 
in\·estigation con finned that the model could he constnJctcd and could produce 
translations within the scope oft be research. The accuracy of the-se translatimts was 
compared with the transl:ltion results ohtaincd from the control model. The cfTcctivencss 
of Esperanto as an interlingua was also investigated amlthl~ results noted. The second 
investigation centred on a comparison of the structures o I" the control and prototype 
models. The rescarcher also consJdercd whether there was any n.:duction in resources 
rcqlllred to construct the technical and linguistic components of the prototype. The 
following scctJons detail the results of these invc~iligations. 
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5.2.1 Analysis of the Translation of Sample Text to Determine I he Accuracy of 
Output Sentences Produced in the Source Language 
The texts used to test the accuracy of output sentences in the source language 
through the control and protnt)ve models may be found as follows: 
For the control model: 
English to French: Single \Vords and word groups -Appendix D 
English to French: Combined word groups -- Appendix E 
French to English: Single word and single word groups -Appendix F 
French to English: Combined word groups -Appendix G 
For the prototype model: 
English to French to English: 
Single word and single word groups -Appendix H 
English to French to English: 
Combined word groups -Appendix I 
The results of the cxaminution of the control and prototype models arc described 
respectively in the IOIIowing two sections. 
5.2.2 Control Model Translation Rcsulls 
The <;ample te.xts were entered into the control model in two stages. Firstly. the 
Fngli~h sample texts we-re keyed into the mechanism and tlu: French output sentence 
results were recorded. In the second stage, the French sa111ple texts were keyed into the 
mecharHsm and the English output scntem:e results were recorded. The results were 
e.~anwu:d to ohscrve: 
• the level ofan:ur;1cy of the transh1ted sample; 
• whl'thcr there were any mstanccs where no tr;mslation output was recorded; and 
• whcthc:r S)1ltliiY1HS and <lltcmativc meanings wen: provided . 
The fnllm,Jng :-;uh!'.t:l'ltons dcsr.:rihc the results of the tests. 
5.2.2.1 Control :\lot!el Transl:11ion Results: English lo French Sinelc Word and 
Single Wnrd Group!. 
·1\\(l bundn:d and tlmty smgk words, word ~roups and S)1lnnyms totalhng JOO 
\\We translated frnrn Fnghsh to French. Tahlc I pro\' ides a hrcakdown of the results, 
'' hllc full dl'lalls arc shown in Appcnd1x D: 
r ------
: Total numhu 
[ __ ~r ~ample texts_ 
)()() 
---- ---· ·- -- ·----------- -r·.- ---~--
! Correct !Inaccurate I No S\'nonnn 
L translarions __ ·r-~r_a!!slaliC!_".~-- ___ pro~)!!~~--------
, I 
1 1s.1 1o i 77 
• -----···--·- _j __ _ 
T.:abk I Tnunl:o~llon rc,ulh of Jo:nt.:li'h lo Frl'nt:h \lngll' \lord amll'tord group\, 
For a tr;mslallon to he deemed accurate. a precisl' m:.~tch was relJtllred. In those 
ca!>CS where the rneanlllg or the S}1ltax was seen <L'> Hladnju;l\C, lht: match was classified 
as 111an:matc. In the rase nfthl' word groups, the semantic n:Jturc of the transl;1tions also 
pl;tyl'd antmponanl part ots the fluency of the tram!ations required l(~nnal \:.xprcsS!Oil in 
tran:-.Lt\HliL~ ll'k,tsc tr:!C.:r to :\pp~·ndl\ [) fnr furtiK·r lktailcd c.\OHllpks.) It was also 
c\·tdcnt that tlw rorllrolmodl'l hat! no prnvtssnns to alcr1thc user In lhl' possibility of 
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5.2.2.2 Cunlrol Model Translntion Rcsulls: English lo French Combined Word 
Group~ 
Tlm1y-fin: wmhmcd \\nrd group s;unplcs were trans\;:stcd from English to French. 
Tahh: 2 pnw~tlcs ;s hrcakdt~\\'11 (lfthl· n.:sults. while full details arc shown1n Anpcmhx E: 
I 
I Total numhcr of samplr 
cuts I ~ ~ 
I 
' i Corrccttrnnslollions 
. .l ]() 
Tddt 2 Tnm\alion rf.'\UII\ or 1-:n)!lbh co 1-'renrh romhinl'd 't'ord )!roup\. 
lhl· man:uracscs dcll'Ctcd during this testing ranged from inwrrcct S}1Jtax to 
idcnttficatHm of an isKorrect S~1W11)'111. 
5.2.2.] Control Model Translation Results: French to English Single \\'ord and 
Single Word Groups 
Two hundred and tlmty Slllglc: words, stn~lc word ~roups iL!ld S~110n~1'lS totalling 
three hundred ''ere translated from Frend1to Ent:lish. Table J provides a hrl·akdown of 
the results. whtlc full details ar·.: shnwn m Append1x F: 
r Total number 
or sample 
tcxh 
I 
' 
! < ·orrccl 
i lranslatinns 
I S.l 
i Inaccurate 
1 translations 
~0 SHIOR\'01 
! pnn:idcd. 
where the llll'<!lllllg (lT the ~Yllla\ \\<iS SCl'fl as l!Jadequate, tilt' JIJ,ltrll \\;IS c].JSSIIied as 
maccuratc In the rase 11fthc \\md grllups.the scm:llllll" nature lllth~·tr.lllsla\luns ,ilSil 
·played anunport.mt part as the llueney nfth~·translatums rntuncd l(umal~.·\]Hesslllll Ill 
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everyday usc. Ph:ast.: refer to Appemli:o.: F f(H details. It was evidcntlhi!tlhL· control 
model pnwHlcd IHl means ILl alert the user loth~ possihillty of synon~1ns or homon~ms. 
5.2.2.4 Control :\lodt•l Tnmslatiun Rt•sults: Frrnch to English ('omhint•d Word 
Group\ 
Tlmty-li\c l'lllllhlllcd word group samples \\L'rc translated from French to English. 
Tahlc 41HLl\'itks a hn.:akdnwn nfthe results, while full details arc shown in Appendix G: 
r TotallllUIUhrr or 
[ sa_'!1plc lt•xts 
I ,; 
l 
I 
i Correct tr;,nslations 
I 
I j 
jllnaccuratc 
translations 
-_r·- ---- --------~; 
Tablr -1 Tran\]ation H'\Uih of hrnch lo 1-:nr,lhh ~ingk "onl and "ord grnuJn. 
The kss than SIX per cent hit raiL' for corn·ct translatHlns was a low score fnr 
comhmed wurd :;roup translatinns. The inaccuracies detL·ct~d ran:,!cd frnm liKorrcct 
s~lll:t.\ totdcnttficatwn nfanmcnrrL'CI s~110nym. Octadcd ;malysis of these results is 
tiKlmkd 111 Aprcndt\ ll 
5.2.3 l,rolot~·pc Mudd: Word c;roup Translation Results 
[\\u hundred and thtr1y sample lc:\!s ~:nnststtn~ nfsmgk words and smglc word 
group~ llll"ludm~ -~~·rwnyrn~ and tnt.dbll)! thrn: hundred sampk tr.:.\!S \\l'Tl' !irs! translaied 
l·ngli~h I he-.~· re-.u!!\ aiL' -.IHl\\Jll!l :\ppt:ndr\ II I hr.: rc..,u11s ah11 "hm\ \\here the 
-.~non~m liHl~-tlp tahk .ul![ !hr.: \t:th 1L"Il~c gcmkr rul..·-. \\crt: mnlf)lllfated into the mudd 
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translated first from hlghsh to French and then hack to English. These results arc shown 
m Append1x I. 
The results of the testing prtwide the follnwmg infonnation: 
• no inaccur:Lcics in translatLniL were detected; 
• the S)1LOII)mlook·l1Jl tables were correctly constmctcd and were able to identify 
hornoll)1Us and verh and pronoun gender attnbutcs; 
• the word group strategy preserved the semantic mca11ing of the texts: and 
• the results were 1dentic;Ll when using the two search strategies separately and 
jointly. 
To highlight the difference in these results the following comparison is made. An 
e:~ample of the cnmhint:d word group strategy taken from Appendix I. consisting of the 
following \~ord g.wups, Jcnwnstratcs how the prntot)Ve modd tr;mslated an eleven word 
se,.:tence, wluch prl''i~.:rn:d the syntax ami semantic qu:dLIICS of the Fng.lish and French 
sample lc:o;ts: 
/Jo _1 o/1 rlunk ll't' can 1111{11"/J\'c I ht · ll"!'tlllllt'/11 • yuur duld rccd\'t'tf.'l 
l'l'n.H·::-wm.\ tfllt' mms pws.11tm.' tJIIIt'lltJrcr lc tral/t'l//1'111 • tflt'a rt'ru \"o/n' ct~fim(' 
By t·ompansnn !he cmHwl llltldcl prmlun:d tiH.: followlllg ponr results. Please 
rd"cr lo,\ppcmhrcs ]·, :111tl F. 
fi1111Ji \'011/hi/IIIC I'IJ/1111/flHI\'1' fhl' fl'c'/J/11/t'll/ w/uc/J II l"t'C"f'i\'t'dyo/lr 
dultl." 
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Nous f't'IISc:-nms pmtn•:·WIIJ.\" amt:liorcr lc traitcml.'flf que \'Otrc ct~(mlf 
a rcpt :' 
This ctllllpanson highli~hts the poor 4tmlity of the control model results in hoth 
English :mJ French. The s;nnple text highlighted above is a complex sentence containing 
JHCctsc ''onl onkr and semantic characteristics. For example, the jumbled word order in 
the contrnl model results may slill he intcllig•ble but the poor syntax and semantics, 
render it unsuitable for incl:• . ;inn in :1 questionnaire. 
5.2.4 Prototype Model: lnH~stigation of Er.pcranto as an lnterlingua 
The varying complexity of the sample te.xts provided tht· following infom1ation to 
evaluate the usc of Espcr;utto <~San intcrlingua: 
• precise meanings were found in EsJl-'!ranto that equated to the English and French 
samples; 
• the ahsem:c oiirrcgular verbs and verb tenses in Esperanto sirnplilicd the 
constnJ•:tion of the 1ntcrl1ngua dictionary. thus potentially reducing translation 
cumplc.xities and errors; ami 
• dunng the neatu1n of the hperanto dictionaries, the translatwn processes 
eiKoura~L·d more deta 1 led i 11\'L'sti,~-:attnn of the meaning uf the 1: ngl1sh and French 
WllHI ~rnur~ tnL·nsure the corn:d cqun·alcnt word group was created in the 
lhl' USl' of a stmctun.:d languaFL' such as hpcranto. 111Skad nf a natural language 
such as l·.nglish or hcnch. a\ !lllkd many of the 1rrcgulanltcs whl'rent 111 natural 
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languages. Matching a natural language dietzonary to another language diction.uy within 
an interhn~ua-hased system may he more time and resource consuming than using a 
.orcc1se language such as bpt·ranto. \\'hilc the ohservat1ons made during this study arc 
encouraging. ti1r1ht.:r testmg of Esperanto using tc.:xts that arc more complex would hener 
\'alidate 1\s suitability as an interlingua. 
5.2.5 Analysis of the Main Construction Features of the Control and Prototype 
Models 
The control model dcscnhcd in more detail in Ch:lpicr 4 has the followmg key 
fe:llures: 
• the U!'le ofalgonthms.metalanguagc and a par:-;ing generator to identify the 
m~aning and S)111ax of each word contained in the language dictionaries; 
• statistical analysis ha!'lcd on the probable meanmg of texts based on the attributes 
• no means for hand~ :q: the occurrence ofhomon}1HS and other S)1Jtactical 
anomal1cs. 
The prototype moJcl. in contrast, incorporate:; !he following key features in its 
dc:;ign: 
• there is nn requirement hl indudc any algorithm'l to identify S)'lJta.x and lexical 
n:lationsh1ps; 
• each word group 1s deli ned manually and thi.!n translat~t\ into the intcrlingua; 
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• won! groups arc not hnkcd to other word groups. ::tHS reducing the usc of 
resources rcqu1rcd for dictionary constntction: 
• the mechanism docs n:qum: <1 SJgnilicantmnnher ofs}ltcnymtahlcs to he 
constmctcd for homon)ms that arc likely to occur within the defined language 
environment; and 
• the usc of the FITS and LF selection to<Jis cnsurco !hal complete word groups ami 
combined word groups may he retrieved successfully from the English and FfCil'=h 
dictionaries. 
5.3 Findings 
Once the testing and analysis were completed, the findings were processed and 
associated with the research questions to determine the nutcomes of the in\·est1gation. 
Conclusions were tiH:n made. based on the accuracy of the translutions ami on a 
comparison of the stn1cturcs of the two modcb. These conclusions arc described in the 
followmg sections. 
5.J.I Comparison of I he Translalion Output or the Control and Prolotypc Models: 
The tr;msl;llton maccunKies ohscl'\·cd m the controlmodd results \\'ere high in 
t·omp;lrison to the I(H J per cent accuracy of the proto! ypc mnde 1. ~ 1oreo\·cr, the control 
model l';ulcd to prondc dctaib ofhnnHII\)11\S, thus denymg the user the ability to chonsc 
tht: dcst n:d n1t:an1ng fnJtn a s~:lertt' 111 tl f sylltlll)'!IIS. :\ s•gnt tic ant number tl f the ctJmbi ned 
word groups, translated hy the ~.:ontrnf mudt.:l frnm l·:nghsh to French and French to 
htghsh, wt.:n: ma~.:rurate. In sornr rase-.. pari!-. nftht• French source language h.'.Xts were 
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transfern:d to the English target language output sentence in French fonnat. In other 
cases, poor quality English target language translations were produced showing a lack of 
a1tcnt10n to English lexical and S)1llilX issues. (Please refer to Appendices D to I for 
examples.) 
5.3.2 Comparison of the Main Construction Features of the Control and Prototype 
Models 
The design of the control model is contingent on the statistical probability of 
identifying the correct meaning many given text (Scncllart ct al., 2002). The control 
model's reliance on wont-for-word analysis and cadi fication contrasts sharply with the 
prototype model's reliance on won\ group translation. As described in Chapter 4, the 
prototype design requires no technical expertise for the dictionary builder to constmct the 
language dictionaries. All that is required is a linguistic knowledge of the natural 
language and compliance with the simple user guide shown in Appendix C. 
A comparison of the key ICatures of each model based on the literature review and 
research carried out during the study arc set out in Table 5 below: 
The Control Model 
Uses a metalanguage to convert each word 
in the lan~;uagc diction:mcs. 
I Re~twrcs parssng generator to mampulatc 
the rnctalant.:Uilt.:e. 
---- .... .. .. 
I ls.:s 11 stallstscat analayscr to [oca!L' 
I r rohablc L'lltll,·alcnts 111 the l.trt.:d lalll!ll<lt.:C. ' .. .. .. 
The Prototype Model 
No requirement to usc a metalanguage. 
1.. .. ...... . ...... . 
I Minimum parsLng required within the Jade 
i databaSL'. I -- - ---
' I PrecLSl:' l:quivaknts arl:' prl:-storcd in the 
i intcrlingua. The usc of the FFFS and LF 
. .. - -- - ------ --
17(1 
search tools enhances retrieval of the 
correct word group and combined word 
groups. 
~~~-~-!-----------------
No provision for S)1tonym look·up tahlcs. Synon)1n look-up tahles arc provided. 
Esperanto provides precise meaning to 
f;1ciEtate language pair relationships. 
- --- ---~~-----------~~----1 
Tcd.·mcal expertise is rcqlmcd to <ksign 
and construct the dictionaries. 
No technical knowledge is required. 
1----- --------------------------- -------- ---------
1 Tcchmcal expertise is requircd to design No technical knowledge is required. 
and construct the word relationship mks. 
Linguistic expertise is requircd to design 
and construct the dictionaries. 
Linguistic expertise is rcquircd to construct 
the dictionaries. 
and conslnJCt the word relationship rules. II Linguistic expertise ts required to dcsign No linguistic expertise is required. J 
I ----------------------- ------~--------- ----
Tahlc 5 C'ompari~on or the kcy h•01ture\ of the Contrulllmll'rototypt· models 
5.4 f)iscussion 
The cvidencc ohtamcd to provide answers to thc sub-questions posed by the 
research is addressed mthe following section. 
SA. I 1-:\·idcnre Found To Supporllht.• Rt.•st.•arch Question~ 
Suh·tJU!'sthm I 
.\fm· 1':.\'f'<'l'illlfo as 011 11/fcrlw:.:ua prt"scn·c (//ugh sramlunl o(mcanmg 
ll'ht'ntnm.\lul/11,1! It'\/ ht'fll't'<''l ru·o 11!1/111'<11 lflll,l!llll,l!t'.<' 
., he mtet lm~ua prm·llkd an 1 ntcr fan: he!\\ een the I~ ngltsh and French the\ ionanes 
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identilication of homonyms and the creation of links to S}llOil)'lllS included in the 
dictionaries. The case of usc of Esperanto in the study reinforced the belief that it docs 
possess the prcc1sion and tlexihility required of an interlingua. 
Sub-question 2 
May 11 .wblanguagc mt_·t/wdology prcscr\'C 11 high 5/tmc/ard of mccmi11g 
ll'hcnrrall.l'llltlllg hctll't't'/1/11'0 naturallanguagt'.\''! 
The expt:riments show that I 00 per cent accuracy may be achieved in translations 
observed 111 the pro!Ot)ve model, compared to low accuracy translation produced by the 
control mode!. Morco\'cr. these translations preserved the semantic meaning of each 
word and word group between the English and French dictionaries. 
Sub-question 3 
May a .~uhlanguagt' mcthodo/o;z1· redurc significant~\' the complcxi~r of 
tcc·h,ical resourn·s ll'hcntrwulating text ht•twccn two natural lcmguagcs? 
The usc of the word group strategy overcame the need to eonvcn words into 
metalanguage and constmct complex parsing rules to identify and transfer words into 
the cqui\ alent target language. The word group strategy achieved this with a high 
len:\ of accuracy of tr;mslation output. 
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Sub-question 4 
,\fay o comhmt•d intalill).:/111 and .wh/anguagc mt•tlwdology mechanism 
sign!flnuu/y .Hmpl(f.i· the collsf1'1u·fiml ~~r hmg1wgt' dictionaries for non-
Icc/mind tnms/alors? 
No technical resources arc rcquin:d to create the dictionaries and word group 
allrihutc rules in the protol)lJC model. while the control model did require significant 
tcchnicill and linguistic resources in its constnJction. The features of the prototype 
model facilitate construction of the datahase dictionaries \Vithout the need for any 
tcdmical knowledge. \Vhile there is a ned to include a large number of synonym 
tables in the prototype model, this JS also a requirement of an effective transfer-based 
model. It was noted that this feature was not included in the structure of the control 
model. 
The !\hin Question 
.\lay 1111 l:.lpt'IW/to-hascd intl'l'lingua machine rmnslarion mechanism. using a 
suh/angJmgc metluulo/oK_\', achie\'t' higlt-liCCIII'II(l' lranslations between l\\'U 
llllfllrallanguages and n•ducc the comph•xity ofrhc tcclmica/ cmu·truction." 
This research has shown a com hi ned Espcranlo-based intcrlingua and sub 
language methodology may produce high accuracy translations and requires no 
programming knowl~.:dge to con~truct the dat:1hases. 
5.5 Summary of I he Findings 
In ( 'haptcr 5. detatls of the 1nn:stig;1\10n Sl'l'lwns nutlincd m Chapler ~were 
presented The m\·est1gat1on ~.:omhllll'd !he needs ou!lincd m !he Ch::pter 1 with !he 
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foundations described the literature review at Chapter J Chapter 5 also described the 
findings of this study. providing excerpts oft he tests completed into the control ;.md 
prototype models schemas. It pn:sc-nted a comparison of the results to provide unswcrs to 
tl:..; research questions;,_.; they wcn.; presented in se-ction 2.8. Owing to alack of 
reascnahly allonlahlc and n:llahle machine translation applicallons, 11 is difl:cult to 
tr:ms ~.ate <1 varict y of natural languages in a spcci fie environment. Additional resources 
and time spent in developing complex applicatmns significantly increase the purchase and 
licence costs. This study concludes that these costs may be attributed to the complexity of 
the linguistic and technical expertise requireJ to construct transfe-r based machine 
translatiOn mcch;:misms. The analysis of the tnnslation accuracy and the structure of the 
prototype model showed that it was possible to minimise the technical and linguistic 
resources. yet maintain a higher level of translation accuracy. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Implications or this Study 
This study has det:ukd the phases involved in developing a prototype 
model hascd on a combined interlingua and suhlanguagc methodology capable of 
producing l11g.l• accuracy translations. From the analysis of the data colh::ctcd ami 
correlated throughout the investigation. each research question has been answered. TI1c 
goals of the project have been accomplished ;md the findings revealed. 
Th~: inter lingua and suhlanguagc concepts presented by various researchers in 
ChaptL"r 3 (Arnold ct a!.. 1994; Boardman. JlJ!J9; Boitct. \994; Mitamura ct al .• 1991; 
Zcns ct al.. 21t02) arc stil) very much at an cxpcnmcntal stage. This study has shown that, 
when combined, these str;1tcgics may pnH.Iuct: high accuracy transl;1tions with minimal 
tedmical ex per11 sc. The advant:1ge of the \\on! group strategy over other machi nc 
translatiOn systems is that 11 a\·oHis reliance on complex parsing and metalanguage 
stn11:tun:s ( 'haptcrs ~ and 4 con linn that the constmctinn of transfcr-h•·~sed systems 
rcqum;s cumpkx h,;chntcal and lmguJsllc cxpcr11sc. 
Thc C\pcrnw.:nt:. untkr1a~cn to construct the protot~ve modd demonstrate that the 
Jade-hosted database- IS capable ofunportm!! the language dJCtmnarics antllin~ing data to 
fao:lhtall' translatlllns mth nn tcchrucall.'Xpcrttsl'. By companson. thl' technical 
dl'\ dopers cngagl.'d u11 nl\Jslntl"tlng a tr;msfcr-hascd system \\1H1id reqUire some 
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understanding oft he l~mguages of the dictionaries under constmetion to ensure that 
relationship niles were ;1pplicd correctly. The cost or employing this expertise and the 
t1mc used to complete the construction of the modd would be greater than that required 
for the dcs1gn and con:;tmction or the dictionaries used in a prototypc·hascd mechanism. 
The ;Lddcd benefit of the word group strategy is its ability to preserve 
suflicicnt semantic meaning in each word group to ensure fluency of translation. 
llowcvcr. the large number or word groups that would be required to populate the 
language dictionancs would require rnanual translation. In a small, defined language 
cnv~ronmcnt, several hundred words would be required to meet user requirements 
(/\mold et a!., 1994. p. 147). The combination of sentences and phrases derived from 
t!HS word source could conccivahly number more than one thousand. Research by 
A mold ct a!. ( 1994, p. 147) supports the view that a defined environment offers the 
f()Jllnving adv;mtagcs: 
• fewer words need to he added to the machine lr.'mslation system dictionaries 
and more erfort can he put into ensuring the translations arc accurate; 
• 
• 
• 
the grammar component of the system may he tailored to handle all 
constructions; 
the- dictionaries may he tailored to incorpowte sets of word groups to comply 
w1th the deli ne-d langu<Lgr.: environment; and 
consistency about the usc nf word group ronns helps to improve the overall 
consistency and quality of the texts hcing translated 
'1 hts study :Kt'l·ptcd the ahm c ath :m\.t:,.!l.':o. rcptlrtcd by Arnold ct aL ( 1994 ). to 
\\hKh 11 :tddcd thc \\Oft! ~roup str;ttq.:\ -1 he \\tlrd ~rtlllp stralc)!y prnndctl 
•:llltl\lr,t):ln!~ tt·~ulh fnr a rl'l:t\tH:i~· ... 111.11! o.,ampk ufCtllllhmed \\urd ~Ttlup:-:.. lfuscd 
' t.thk 111.1<: h n:c tr .111 ~ l.tt u 111 <.\! atq:~ [ hc numher 11 f \\ Ptd pnups rcq ut n:d may also 
,,,,nlrroup m:t!TJH'o.,, a l<~r~:cr 1111mhn of t·urnh111a\HHJ:. m;ty bt: ..:rc:tlcd \\ tlbnut h:H mg 
to tuml.llc \.tllllpktc ~t:llll"IKL'" -1 hl' c\ampll's :-.IHI\\11 Lfl Ftpnc -=:s 111 Chaplcr 4 ami 
lll Appcmh \ I n cmp It f~ the .1h1 hI y nf \\ 1 1nl gt 1 \Ups to he Ct llllhLncd to form cnrnpkt:: 
'>t"lllt·ncc~ I h1.~ ,L\tllds h,t\ mg In tr,uJslate (omplctc sentences. thus retlulmg the 
nt:t!lll.LI tr .1n ~ 1 .tl\1111 rl·o.,nurcc~; ttl\ tll \ cd. I I ,J\\ c\ er. a!ltl!llcr ..: hallt·ngt• fa1.:1 n!;: butlder!; 
,,,,,,[ poup\ and ltllv.;dd ltHJJ...up tabk~ \\hcntht:n IIH.:Iusltltl ,.., Tt'qutred 
The prntnt;.1le 11\odc\tllkr., n:ttur.tl Lm~:llaFc tr.msLt!ors !he upportum!y !o build 
more Hlph 1 ~I 11:a!t'd mo,kb fur fu 11·:-l·a 1c tr ;m~ 1.11 Lt 111 t.ts J..s -, he c fli.1 rt ;mt I res( 1\lfl'c.<; .~I\ cd 
Ctlll!'lflldln~: \\u;d group m;1111rt:s hcl11ccn d1lkrcnt natural Lmgu:q;L's and till' Ln!crlm~;u.l 
I· urthl'r ll'•,c .ud1 !Ill rht n ;unmc 1m p11 ~I k" d:--n:un u; ~ t~f lll11tc d 1 ,.l'l ~l· Lmgua!:c.., th:ui 
I SJ 
7 AI'I'EMliCES 
7.1 Appl'THlix,\ Udinition of Terms 
AI 
CAT 
n:c 
I>I.T 
Ell :'iF 
F!diQ~IT 
(;ranunur 
:\ curnplt:tt.: con:->trur!Hlll headed by an adjcciJ\'t:. :\d]l'CIL\'al 
phra!>cs tnw:ally mndsfy nm.ns ;md l)t:C\H ;1s complements to \·crhs 
~uch a:. f·~· .lc'C/11. l•cn•nr.· For c:-.amph:· T11c 1111111 gwlty n{rhH 
/:nt/PIH , TlltJt' 11 t/5 111/f'r/.\r !!II d .loh11 .11'1 'Ill.' rather sliiJIId 
ArltfLCLai !ntt:lll~cncc, mcludl!lt: cumpuh:r pto~rams. HH.: branch 
of ( 'prnputmg Sncnn: con~.:crncd \\ 1th sunulatmt: aspcc\'i nf htHllill\ 
Lnll:llLgt·rK·c such a!> langua~c t:wnpn::ht:llswn and pnHhKtion, 
\ \S\1111, p!;UHJ!ll~. t'\C 
AutomatiC l.anguagc Procc'>slng :\d\Jsory (\ll11!lllt1cc :\ 
conumtlct: t'stabhshcd by the \:attPn;J] Academy of ScLt:TKcs' 
:\at~nn.il Rcsc;m:h Coum:d :n the { 'mtcd St.11t:s of :\mcnca to 
rcscan:h madnnc lranslatJoll. 
( 'ompult:r- Aakd Tran:-.!,tl H\11 Sundar tu IIA~\IT and !\1AIIT 
lll<Khl!IC trans!ottltlll systc1ns that !Jl\tll\c .1 dc~rt·c of llltt.:ractltlll 
htl\\Cl'll the IH1111an usn and th~.-· cm11put•:~ tr.Hlslai:•m prngram 
Ulstnhutnll.:m~ua~c Tr.tnsl.tlton !hHch c\pt•nnw::: US\Il); 
I· ~per antn as ;m mtcr!mpta 
1-:\tcl\tkd B.td,us :"oi.utr 1-'mm l'nl\ ~tks o111 t:lfKll:nl \duck u11 
wh1ch Itt Ct>thfy Lmt~uot~c litr u"e \\ tth cnmptkr~ EIJ~F .d!u\\S thL· 
\lSef \tl \\<1!1-.: \\ i\h :1 1111],1(\Pil \h,t\ l'> !l\II[L' IL',It!Jl~ lllltkf'>],ll\d,Jhli.· 
.md kv-. ,Lh~tr.lllth.ullm\t:r k\cl pr~>gr.unmln~: l.tn~:u.J~:c" 
1-'ull\ :\ulnrn,Jill" ll1~·h C)u.dll;. .\1.Ldnn~.-· T!.lll~lall\tll l<cq\mc~ 
Pnly tht: JllJHll •tl .1 \L'krtnl tnt It> Jli<Hiurc .1 lu::h qu.L111~ 
IT.l!h!,Jt!t>ll <>Utput 
I he tenn '" ~·cnL·r.dh tl\t'd 1<> llk-ludc '~ nl:l\ .Lnd murphuln~-:~ hut 
rn.1~ ,J!,,) bL· u'rd 111 .t \\L<kr '•L'IJ•,r "' llh-!tHie rtlk' til phunuln~y 
.md u·m:mtir' -\ ~·r.unm.u '' ,, cPJk,·tuuJ 11! l1nrul\llr rule~. 
\\h;;·h d~·r,nc .1 l.m~·u.~~·~· 
In tl·rlin)!u a 
Jadt· 
.,; \~T 
l.anJ!U31!1.' 
Kncmlrdet• 
l.t·l.icon 
I.K 
.\lAilT 
.\lat"hiRl' 
T..-amla!ion 
l'n\l·t·tlil ine 
J•r,·pmilinn:ll 
l'hr:nt 
II \llllilll· Aided :'obdnnc Tr:u\slatlnll lnvnh L'S a det!fl"l~ or mput 
frnm the human II'>L"r durmg tht..· tr.msl;llul!l JlfllCL'SS. 
:\ huh-lan!:!uagc Pr pinlt·I.LJI!-!llagc An mtermcd1ary !angu;lt!L'Ihill 
!->LT\ L'S to pr e-.cf\ c lllL' ,lZJillt: bet\\ ccn t '' P tlf nwrc n:llural I :mgtJa!:es . 
.latk '"a .1.1\",i·h;L.~nllntnf.Kt..' hl'l\\l'L'nthc nhyccl·tlnentcd dat:thasl' 
and the J ;1\ .1 Jl!ll)!f ,1/tHnmg l:m gu.l!:c 
I he 1\..A:\T "Y"tL"Ill '" ;lmuhtllngual. 1111L"rhngu.ilm:ll'lllnc 
translatlllll ~y-..tclll. \\ luch translaiL'S tcdum.:;d donullcnts from 
I· n !:!l1sh ttl J .lp.L!KSC. 1· rt..'IKh anti ( icrn1.l!l 
I .. lll!:!llagc Knt 1\\ lnl);c or I. K please sec T ransfn lllL'I llndnlogy 
:\ dtctlonary or \\tlrds dl'limng mcarun!:! ant! appl1callt11\ and 
\arttlliS gran11nar compont..·nts It l"\l!ltams lllftlfll\illltlfl ahnut the 
prnnunclall\11\. the Tlll'<UIHl);, morpholnglc.d pwp~·rt1cs, and 
·'Ylll:il"IIL" pwpcrt:e~ of 1!s t..·ntru.:s 
lnd ned llf I. tllt!ll lSI l\: h:Jhl\\ lcd~!C ;1 ft1nn tl f rnadu nc trans l;ttlu\1 
.1n· h 1 tn·turt..' 
:'obdllllC- :\Jdcd H lllllilll Tr .l!l-.)all\\11 J ll\ tlh L'~ .I dc~TL'L' (\ r human 
mput 111 iht· prc-~·,iltlll~' .• md po~tcdtllllt! o( m:~dllnl' tr;m~lal!tlll 
:'obdunc Tr.m~l.:llnn { "ornputcr.:L.~Sisted 1\,Jturaltranslatmn 
11\ .. ."t"ll,Ull\111 
:\term. 11h1Lh dt..'Jl<l\l''- ;1 (natm.1ll~ O((llrrlll~l. uppo~l't!to 
rnmputn Lult-:ll·l).'l.'" anti P!ht..·r art:ti .. ·lall;m!!u:t~cs 
:\ ~ompktc .:on-.trul"IIOll hc.:dcd h~ a noun It r.111 he o.;uhstttulctl 
h~. <If ,ILl ,1\ ,lll\l"LL'tk\1\ ]<If.,\ Jlfll11<11',!1 tlfthc .IJlJlfl.lJH!.ill' ~llfl f/rt• 
11/u"ll 11 ""I ldll 1 ,·,rn,J,/1 h<i\ /!Ill ~II"• /...,·d •II th:• duut (·,Ill 1011 /c·r 
fum :11 ' 
\ pr,rr.un lh,tl pt..·r tnn'l" ""1ne "Jll"Ltll•'ll' ''nthe uutput tll .muthL'I 
JH~>l'I.HH. 1\pt-·,tlly l;'lm,·,'lllll~' thl· Pl!IJIUI h'l \P!lll" dn ll"l' or 
tilto.·rtn:~ <>Ut tlllll,llliL'tlltl'.'ll" 
-\ f')l!,l'ol" hL",Hkd h\ ,] Jlll"f•1"111Pil. ,\ \\tlfd -..lldl ,\\ •HI. Ill. ht"lllt"l"l/ 
l'rl'l''''i\1<•1<"• c<<lllhtru: 1111h ••lh•:l ,.,,rl-..\tlill"lll\ (IJ>ol!.tll\ \Hllill 
plu.i'L·-.) I•• l<•tnl pn·p•l'ilion:ll phra\l'\ .. 1-.. 111 /IJ,·m./1/ 1.1( unllll' 
ht·ndt 
Sl'manlin 
Sou ret· l.an):U:lJ!C 
S u h langu~ll!(' 
Synlal 
Tratnfn 
.\1 t•lhodnlnl!~ 
T r:m' fnrnlt'r 
\1 t'l hmlolog~ 
Ill 
\\ urd grmlp 
:\ \\ord that em suhstttutc !\·,r a rwun or noun phrattl' (q; .. Ill' can 
suhs!Jtutc for ./oh11)_ 
I he mtcnded ur tmphotmeommg nf a natural bnguag<: phrase nr 
'~ord gntup I' he hrar.dt ,,f llll!!ll1SIH.:s \\ lud1 studtes nw;mtng 111 
l.lllpta~!L' f.Kt111;t\!llg the dll'ft.'fl'lh.T hel\\et.n the study nt"the 
mc;uunp pf \\nrds 1 k.\tr.d Sl'm;tni!Cs) and the study of how tht.• 
ll!t:;uungs nf larger Ctll!SitttH:nt.\ comc ;tlmut 1 stnKil!r.d scmanttcs). 
StnUc<: Ltngu:tgt.·. I ht.·l.utguagc (JI!c 1~. transLttmg from. m 1-rcnch 
tn l·ngltsh transl:t\1011, 1-'rcnch 1~ the Source Language 
:\ l:tnguagl' u~cd IP runmttJIIICLtc 111 a ~pcrtah!nllt.'chmcal domain 
or ftlT a spt.·nal11ed purpose. fur nampk. the: lan!~uagc nfweathcr 
rcpt 1r1 s. o pert sc1c1111 fie pnlcm1c or 1 1\hcr mndes ll f so.:: tt:IIIJiic 
dtSl"tJUrso.::. user ur m.unten;tlKc lllanu.lls. drug mteraclln!l reports, 
t'lr Surh langt,agc ts char;Ktensed hy the htgh frequency of 
spt:t.'!allled tenmnology and o!kn hy a rcs:netcd Sl.'t of 
groUlllll>IILCil p;llterns. The mterest LS 1:1at these prnpt.T1tcs make 
st;blangua~t· lc\h t':LsLer Ill translate ;mtomattrally. 
I he gr;unmar of a naturallan)-!Ua~~c The T11l1.·s of a panunar, \\hid! 
gn\·em the \\ ay wmds, arc cmnhmed to fnnn sentences ;md other 
phrases 111 .1 l.tngua)-!c 
Target 1..111)-!U;tgc -I ht.• lant!Ua!!t: one IS tr;Lnslalm!: mh1~ ut French 
\ol l:ngltsh tran~l.Llton. J·nJ-!Itsh IS the "Ltr~:ct l.angu;tgt.• 
Tr;msfer or f .;!ll)-!U<~ge 1\.nn\~ kdgt· mcthodt.l!O~!Y IS a maclunc 
tran~lat1on mcthoduln!:~· current!~· m u~e that rehcs tlll 
mt:Ltlall)'.uagc.IMT<.;mg teduuqttcs and compk\ algt•nthlllll" 
hmnulat·tnldmttl\ the k\K,tl ;mtl s~nt.tc\lcal a\\nhutesofh:\1 
hdnre Colll\t.'!IUW tlw tnllll\lllh .. • !.trget l;utgu>~ge 
-\n c.ul1n m.tdl!llt.' tr.tn.,Lttlun 111t.·thPdulnf,!~ that used 11ord li1r 
\\tlrd tt.HL'>I.LtHJ11\n'hnuJLit''• .111d proldU(t."o!I,JI\ ,l(Cur;tt') tt.uJ:..latHHLs 
od I.LI)~l' pht.L\l'~ and '>t'Tltl'llt'l'\ 11 1'> IL\nl t"\ll"ll~l\l'ly 111 t'kl"llllllll" 
d!diOI\,Utl"-.. '>pt:JI t.'hLt.'~t.'l'>. l'\l' 
t'ntlt"!'>.ll 'J !.IIL'>I.t!LunJ ,111~!\J,!):C ·\lll.'\Jll'l1!11t"llllhlll): l·~pcr;tlltO 
,1\ ,L U!li'•l"t'.!J lr,Lil~l.ttllllll!ll't"h,LJIL~tll 
·\ ~·1~1111' o>\ [\\" "r !ltoi!C \~oJtd'> lh!:d 111thc ptultll\pe flll\lkltn 
P\t."lt.~JIIlt.·Ln!:liL'-llt. tu11tplt.·\1tlr~ _.\ "lr.Llq:\ \lttluntht' \\11rd 
j!fo!IIJI "llhi,Lli_I'U.t_I!O: llll'\hoH!o•loof\ 
ISh 
WYSIWnl What You S!.'c b What You :\lean!. :\process wluch ;II lows 
domam npt:rls: to encode their kntm kd~c dm:ctly, by l!Licr;n:ting 
WL!h a fct·dhack It:\ I. ~L'Ilt'ral!..'l.l hy the system. wh1ch pn.:scnts the 
knn\\ kdgc defined so far and lht: up!Lons f(lr L'\lcndmg or r..:vismg 
II 
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7.2 Appendix U Thl' Princess 1\larg:tn:t Hospital (P:\111) Sur\'Cy 
Qul•slionnaire 
\\'elrornc: tlllhl·i;(·{ · P~lll Parcrrt.s' Suppl1r1 :\t·t·d.s ()uc:stwnn;ur.: 
\\'c;blm~- to tht' Pacdratnr Oncoh1gy rouch Scrc.:c:n Study We ;m:: dPing thts study 
brraust· prc\'l!IUS research h;r~ !.hm' 11 th;rt pan.::uts and other t:m11!y memhcrs of children 
\~ llh CUK1:r ha\'C nnport;mt ncn\s \\'c a.s hc:;dth prpfc:ssmnals llt•cd to he aw,m: ofthc 
nct:d-. ofp.~r~:n:s ;rnd nthc:r farmly rw.-mhc.:rs so th;rt '' c Ci\11 pro,·rde care: that rs more 
appruprrat~· and hdpful dunn~ thc:rr chtld's Illness. 
The: study'' rlllll\ tlln:: ~·ou rompktmg the: surv~·y on tlus Touch Screen. This survey 
wntarn:. a lrst of 17 ltt·ms idc.:ntr1ic:d hy snmt· family members who han:: a duld with 
l'<HKtT Y,m wr!l need to read e;rch Hem on the screen, anti then usc your linger to touch 
tht· hunnn that hcst rqm:sents how unpnt1ant each item relates to your present situatron. 
For each llemlht·re arc thrc.:e questrons you should answer. Don't worry 1fynu have little 
or 1111 cxpcncncc wrth computers. Th~ mstnKIHlllS on the screen will guide you through 
the quc:-.tronnalfc !'he Research S:ursc w11l also he with you and will he ahlc to help you 
nr ;!llS\\Cf any qucstrons YllUII!ay have ;1hout usrnt: the computer. 
Inct.'d to rl'l'l then· io. hot•t• 
Jl;n\ rmporta1111s thr:-. need to you now'.' 
;\nt at all 
A !rille 
Some\\ hat 
\'cry llllh:h 
1·.\tremel\' 
lhm \\c.:ll ha.\ thr:-. need been lllcl for you? 
;\ot a lll't·d 
~,\11 met at all 
Partly met 
\\'t:llmc.:l 
( ·llmpktcl~ met 
\\'nuld ~1111 lrkl' ln k.trn more abuulthls need'.' 
~~nt ;11 all 
:\ l11tk 
Sn!llc\\ b.11 
\t·r~ much 
:\ !'iC<Il tic.:;~ I 
ISS 
I nct.•d to 1\Qow n hen to t.•xpcct side c.·frccts to occur 
How unport;mt IS thts need to you mnv? 
!\nt ;1! all 
:\ liuh: 
Some\\ hat 
\"ervmurh 
E.\lremely 
llow \\ell h.L" tim need hecn met for you? 
!\ot a need 
:\otmel at all 
Partly met 
\\'ell met 
( 'ompktdy ml'l 
Would )'llll like tole am more ahoutthis need? 
7\tll at all 
A link 
Somewhat 
Very much 
A great deal 
lnl't'd to know what side effects the treatment can cause 
II ow unportanl IS th1s net'd to you now'.' 
:\otatall 
:\ httk 
Somcwh:Jt 
\'~,;ry much 
J:\trcrncly 
llt)w well has this nt'cd hccnmct for you'! 
:\ot a need 
:--.:ot rm:t ;11 ;dl 
Partly met 
Well met 
( 'omplt:tcl.v rnet 
Would )\HI hkc to karn mon: ahoutthi~ m·~·d? 
\'ot :11 a II 
A hnk 
Som~'\\ hat 
\'cry much 
A !!real d~·.d 
I nct:d tu knnw ahoutlum lu c:art' fur m~·l·hild •tt honw 
lim\ llllpurtant IS tlus IH.:cd In you now'.' 
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Not at all 
A little 
Some,.,· hat 
V cry much 
Extremely 
How\\ ell has this need been met for you'? 
Not a lll.'ed 
Not met at all 
Partly met 
WI,.'\\ met 
Completely met 
Would you like to \cam more nhuul this need? 
Not at all 
A \Lttle 
Somewhat 
Vel)' much 
A great deal 
I need lo know lh~l hcalth~care profcssio~als offer me the opportunity to participate 
CI(Ually in my child's care 
How important is tillS need to you now? 
:--:ot at all 
:\ little 
Somewhat 
Vel)' much 
Extn:mdy 
I! ow well has this need hecn met for you? 
Not a need 
l'-:ot met at all 
Partly m\!1 
Well met 
Completely met 
Would you like tu \cam nmn: ahout this need? 
:\ut at all 
A little 
Some\~ hat 
Very mud1 
A gr~.·at dc:1l 
I need to hnn• lnut in lhe hl•:dtiH:an· S)'!olem 
lluw nnport.Lill p; till~ tll.'cd hi you now? 
Jl)() 
Not at all 
A liule 
Somewhat 
Very much 
E.xtremcly 
How well h;ts this need been met f(~r you'.' 
Nol a neeJ 
Not met at all 
Part I y met 
Well met 
Completely mct 
Would you like to lcam more ahout tillS need? 
~ot at all 
A ltttle 
Somewhal 
Very much 
A great deal 
I need to he informed of rhan~cs to my child's condition 
Not at all 
A little 
Somewhat 
\'cry much 
Extremely 
llo\\ well has this need heen met fOr you? 
Not a need 
:-.:ot met at all 
Pa11ly met 
\\'ell 1Ti ct 
('omplctcly met 
Would you like to h::m1 more about this need'! 
:-.:ot :1t all 
:\ httlc 
Somewhat 
\'cry much 
:\ great dc;d 
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I need lo know "hat lrcatment m)· child i\ rccch·ing 
How important is this m·cd to you now'! 
:\ot at all 
:\ huk 
Some\\ hat 
\'cry much 
Extremely 
flow well has tlus need hecn met for you'? 
:\ot a need 
:\otmet at all 
l,artly met 
\\'ell met 
Completely met 
\\'ould ynu hke to !cam more ahout this need'! 
Not at all 
A little 
Somewhat 
Very much 
:\ great deal 
I nef.'d lo f«llhal I he health care professionals are sincere In caring about my child 
I low tmpnrt;mt IS tins need to you now? 
:\ot at all 
:\ hnlc: 
Somewhat 
Very much 
F x trcmcl y 
I low well has thi:;. need hecn mel for you? 
Sot a need 
:-.:ot met <II all 
Partly met 
\\'ell met 
( 'omplclcly mel 
\\'mild ynu hkc to lcam more about this need? 
~ot at all 
:\ ht11c 
Stl!l\cwbat 
\' t:ry nwch 
:\ grl'al deal 
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I need to ha\·c explanation~ gh·cn in tl·rms that arc understandable :i:o me 
How import;mt 1s this need to you now'.' 
Not at iii\ 
A little 
SOIHC\\hat 
\'cry much 
t:xtrcmely 
How well has tlus need been met for you? 
:\'ot a m·cd 
Not met at ;1ll 
Partly met 
\\'ell met 
Completely met 
Would you like to Jearn more about this need? 
S'ot at all 
A lillie 
Somewhat 
Very much 
A great d.cal 
I need to he told when and why changes are being made in my child's lreatmenl 
plans 
How lllljKll1ant is this need to you now? 
!'l:ot at all 
A httle 
Somewhat 
Very much 
Extn:mcly 
!low well has this need bt'IZil me! for you? 
Not a need 
Not met at all 
Part!) met 
Well met 
l'omplctely rnct 
Would you hkc w kam more ahouttlus need'.' 
\iot at all 
A litTle 
Somewhat 
Very much 
A grcatLkal 
ji)J 
I nerd to kno~· I can ask qu('stions any time 
I low important 1s this need to you now'.) 
:\'ol at all 
A link 
Somewhat 
\'cry much 
Extremely 
!low \\ell h;L<. this need hccn lllCt ror you'! 
:\ot ;1 need 
:\ot mel al all 
J•artly met 
Well met 
( 'omph:h:ly met 
\\'ould you like to lcam more ahout this need? 
;o..;ot at all 
A hnlc 
Somewhat 
\'cry much 
A great deal 
I ne('d lo know lo ~·hom I should direct m~· questions 
II ow unpm1ant is tlus need to yuu now'! 
~ot at all 
A hnlc 
Stunewhal 
\"t:r,· much 
Extremely 
liuw \\ell has tillS need hcen met ror you? 
;o..;ol a ll\.'Cd 
Sntmet at ;~II 
Partly met 
\\'ell mel 
( "umplctcly met 
Would you like to k·m11 more ;1hout this need? 
;o..;ut at all 
A hnlc 
Sl)lllcwhat 
\'cry nnu.: h 
A gr'-·at deal 
I nerd IO kno" lhr probahll' uulrurnr ur m~· child'!<> illnl·~~ 
How 1mporta111 1s this neL'tl to you now? 
:\ot at all 
:\hull· 
.Some .• hat 
\'cry nnKh 
Extremely 
!low Wei\ ha.i thiS need heen mel ror you'.' 
S11t a need 
:--:ot met at ;1ll 
Part!:· met 
Well met 
Completely met 
Would you like to learn more about this need'.' 
Not at ;dl 
:\ linlc 
Somewhat 
Very much 
A ~real deal 
I need to know how to eh·e Information tom~· other children (appropriate to hi§/her 
age) (On I:; answer if you ha\'C other children) 
I low important is this need to you now'.' 
t\otatall 
A lutlc 
Somewhat 
VC'ry much 
Fxtremcly 
I low well has this need hecn met ror you? 
Not a necd 
t\ot met at all 
Partly md 
Well met 
('omph::tdy met 
Would ynu Ilk~.: to kam more ahoutthis nccd'.' 
~·ol at all 
:\ lmlc 
S<llilcwhat 
\'cry much 
A ,~;n:;1t deal 
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I need to know what inrormation to 2in.' to my other children (appropriate to his/her 
a~e) 
(Only answer iryou han other children) 
How important is this need to you now'! 
Not at all 
A littk 
Somewhat 
Very much 
Extremely 
!low well has this need been met for you? 
Not a need 
Not met at all 
Partly met 
Well met 
Completely met 
Would you like to lcam more about this need'? 
Not at all 
A little 
Smnewhat 
Very much 
A great deal 
I need to know how to handle the feelings of my other children 
(Only answer if ,-·ou ha\·e other children} 
llmv important is this need to you now'? 
Not at all 
A little 
Somewhat 
Very much 
Extremely 
I low well has this need been met for you? 
Not a need 
NPt met at all 
Partly met 
\Veil mel 
( 'omplctcly ntc! 
Would you liko: to !cam more about this need'! 
Not at all 
,\ little 
Somewhat 
Very much 
:\ great deal 
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7.3 Appendix C User Guide for the Prototype Interlingua/Sublanguage 
Machine Translation Model 
User Guide: Creation of Dictionary and Synonym Tab:f. 
Installation 
A fully functional version of JADE 6, specifically the single user version is 
required before the system is upgraded/installed. Installation and configuration 
instructions for JADE 6 may be found within the JADE developer and administration 
notes, r:,und on the installation CD. 
From Fresh 
To install a fresh copy of the machine translator: 
1. Ifthe files are compressed, extract all the tiles to a temporary directory. 
2. Start JADE 6 Single user. 
3. When prompted for a password, ensure that 'Browse Classes' is selected and 
press enter (a password is not required). 
4. Once JADE is loaded the Schema Browser Screen will be displayed. 
5. Select 'Root Schema' in the schema browser, right click and select 'Load' 
6. Check the 'Multiple Schemas' check box. 
7. Click the Browse button and navigate to the temporary directory (where the 
files were previously extracted). 
8. Select the .mul file in the directory, click OK and then click OK again. 
9. Ignore any messages about class number clashes- JADE will automatically 
repair the inconsistencies. 
Once the installation process has finished (a message box may say Batch load 
completed or something similar), you can now use the system as per the user guide below. 
lipgrade 
To upgrade a version of the machine translator, the process is exactly the same as 
when installing from fresh. However, there may be a requirement to reorganise the 
database. To do this: 
1. With JADE running, click 'TranslatorModel' in the schema browser. 
2. If the traffic lights on the tool bar are red, it will be necessary to reorganise the-
database. To do this, just click the traffic lights and follow the onscreen 
instructions. 
3. If the traffic lights are green, then there is no need to reorganise the datah~, -· 
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Administration 
The administration feature of the Machine Translator is used to populate the 
translator's databases and also to maintain their integrity. In later revisions, the 
administration side will allow various levels of interaction/access, which will allow 
administrators to be purely translators, rather than having free reign of the system. 
Input process 
Before entering data into the system it is important to understand how the data 
inter<lcts and in what order it should be entered. 
The translator may be broken into two main areas, the Interlingua and Translation 
languages. The task of the administrator is to keep updating both of these two areas. 
Before updating the language, it may be necessary to have some data in the Inter lingua. 
Both may be updated at the same time, but updating is not recommended as it may 
confuse the user. 
Before the system may be used, at least one language must be created in the 
system. These instructions are outlined in the following section. Once a language has 
been included, the user may then start adding word groups. Once a word group has been 
created the default synonym, must be created or another may be created. (For each 
synonym use may be made of either the default rule or another may be created.) To create 
a rule/synonym please follow the steps below. Once a rule is created it must be linked to 
an equivalent entry in the interlingua. If this link is not present in the interlingua, it will 
be necessary to create one (see the instructions below). 
A word group must have at least one synonym (there is a default created), each 
synonym must have at least one rule (created by default), which must link to an entry in 
the interlingua. If either of these is missing, then the translation process will fail (if the 
word group is found within the input sentence). 
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Forms/Input Instructions 
List/Find Language 
The List Languages fonn will list all the languages in the system. It is possible to 
edit and remove the languages using this form. 
:t] List Lana~ages . ... - GJ[Q)~ 
-
Longuoges: 
------------------------------------ _______ j 
1 
"Add I 2 d). Edit I 3 'Q}Remova I 
' 
5 1t~ 
c 
----- ----
-----
"' ·----
--
. . 
·-·--
' 
1. AU Languages in the system 
2. Add new language 
3. Edlt selected Language 
4. Delete the selected language from the system 
5. Close this form 
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Add I Edit Language 
Adding a language to the system and editing pre-existing languages may be 
achieved with the same form. If adding a new language, then the form will be blank. If 
editing is required, then the form will contain the current values for the data. 
,~Add/Edit LancU~~~ GJ[Q]~ 
lengtloga Name: 11 I 
Description: 
2 
.J Add/Updme j 3 X Reset I 4 
~Ciooe 15 
I - --- -- ---
1. Name/Unique Identifier of the language, such as 'English', or 'Swinglish' 
(MANDATORY) 
2. Brief description of the languagt!, may be left blank. 
3. Save the date to the database, whether creating a new entry or updating a pre-
existing item 
4. Reset the data to its initial values. If the language is new, the form will be 
cleared, otherwise the form will contain the values of the entry when the form 
was loaded 
5. Exit this fonn 
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List/Find Word Group 
The list/find word groups form facilitates adding, editing, locating and removing 
word groups for a given language. Selecting the language in the drop down box will 
automatically list tile results in the 'Found Word Groups' list box. Then it is possible 
either to edit or remove one of these languages, or even add another language according 
to the wishes of the translator. Changing the language will update the field with the new 
entries/new language 
~-~~-,-.---: '--.-- ~-- . - ____ , --- --,;'""="~;; ;; -- ;;;;~_:;;;:·:.::;:::: :--- -- .'.·.·.·-~y_-6_~.-~"-51•, 
~-~-~~-~~- -·--------------~-·- -- - -I:.J 
Len~ ... ,.,. r---~-- · 
I 
' 
'"" 3 
2 
1. Desired Language - select the required language. 
2. The list of all word groups in the language or returned from a filter/search 
3. Filter. Not implemented yet. 
4. Reset filter button. Not Implemented yet 
5. Add new word group to the selected language. This addition will load the add 
word group form. 
6. Edit the selected word group. The edited word group will load the word group 
into the edit form. 
7. Remove the selected word group and all its components (such as synonyms etc) 
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Add I Edit Word Group 
The add/edit word group fonn facilitates create or edit a word group functions and 
also manage its synonyms and corresponding rules. When editing a word group, the word 
group's details will appear in the form field, all except the language. It is essential to 
ensure that a language is selected. Before adding a synonym or rules, the word group 
must be created by using the top portion of the form. Once created the word group 
synonyms may be added with any required rules to assist user selection during translation. 
• 
i .8Additdtt ~~ -; 
I L~') ... ~~· ~ 1 
~ ~lorpl>t't!Ttl'" r· ·--··- . -··· .... L. 
l Cwm~fh ·-----~---- ·-
3
---· ·---·-
5 
""~ I 
1. Language the word phrase belong!. to. (MANDATOI~Y) 
2. The word group text~ the text that this word group will translate. (MANilA TORY) 
3. Administrator comments~ for comments on word phrase etc. 
4. Add/Update~ save any changes to the database (creating a new or updating an old). 
5. Cr~ate a new word group and disregard changes. 
6. Reset the form fields to either blank, or those in the database (when editing). Also 
used to update the synonyms listbox when a new synonym is added 
7. The components needed to translate from the source language ~> interlingua 
8. The components needed to translate from the interlingua ~> source language. 
9. All the synonyms for current word phrase 
I 0. All the rules for the selected word phrase 
II. Add a synonym to the word phrase 
12. Edit the selected Word phrase. 
13. Remove the selected word phrase and all its rules. 
14. Add a rule to the selected synonym. 
15. Edit the selected Rule. 
16. Remove the selected rule from the synonym. 
17. Close this form and discard all changes. 
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Add I Edit Synonym 
The add/edit synonym form will facilitate the addition of a synonym to the word 
group or edit an existing synonym. The meaning and description fields are used to help 
the user select the best synonym, whilst the comments field is for internal comments (for 
th';! translator). 
l. The meaning of the synonym~ the user will sec this when picking a synonym. 
2. Synonym Description, used to provide more infonnation about the synonym (for 
the user). 
3. Comments and notes about the synonym (internal only) 
4. Save the changes/new data to the database. 
5. Discard changes and create a new synonym. 
6. Reset the fields to the default values. 
7. Close the form. 
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Add /Edit Rule 
The add/edit rule fom1 will allow the addition of a rule to a synonym (selected in 
the add/edit form). The rule name is an identifier used only for distinguishing between 
other rules in the synonym. The rule text is an expression that will be parsed. If the 
expression evaluates to 'true', then the interlingua equivalent for this rule will be used. If 
it fails, the translator will try another rule in the synonym . 
.-: ,",'' -. 
: :JAddiEdlt ltulo 
i l F;,~tl~r-9 
i fi.JoTII'ol 
i 
i 
lr~ 
2 
4 
i I...Eq\.1'\'S<'r( rl ----,---
1 J ~<\.~j~! 7 ./ rl'""' J 
l -~-~~~:~J 1 0 
1 
• 
1. Rule Name, an identifier to help the administrator distinguish between rules. 
2. Rule Text, the syntax of the rule, what will be parsed (see section on rule language 
below) 
3. Validate the rule text, make a 'test parse' to validate the syntax of the expression 
4. Comments for the administrator 
5. The interlingua entry that will be used if the rule passes. 
6. Check to make sure the interlingua equivalent is in the database 
7. Save the changes/new data to the database. 
8. Discard all changes and create a new rule (in the same synonym). 
9. Reset the fields to the values when the form was loaded. 
l 0. Close the fonn. 
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List In terlingua Word Gr:mps 
The List interlingua word groups fonn allows the translator to view all the 
interlingua word groups within this system. From here, it is possible to edit and remove 
word groups and also add new ones 
1. List filter. 
2 
,4 
__ JjEd1t 
2. Found word groups- all the word groups available or found with the specified 
filter. 
3. Add word group- opens the add/edit imerlingua word group so that a word group 
may be added to the system. 
4. Edit Selected word group- opens the add/edit interlingua word group form with 
the selected word group's attributes enabling editing of the word group. 
5. Remove the word group from the database. 
6. Close this form 
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Add I Edit In terlingua 
The add/edit Interlingua fonn allows the addition of entries into the interlingua. 
Before creating word groups for the source/target language it is necessary to create an 
interlingua word group . 
. -·~ Addlt:dlt lftttrlin:zua Mot~W 
-r--------·--·--·--- -·--------- .. ----· 
-~ Mo!ptot"r,Tt•d r·-. --
1 
2 
!f•:::-41 
~""··I 6 .... -~ .. -......
i 
!:-.''"''·'' II 
............. ·-· ··-· ,._., 
5 
1. The text of the word group, that is, the Esperanto text this word group represents. 
2. Administrator comments. 
3. Add the new word group to the database, or update the entry with the new data 
4. Discard the changes and make a new Inter lingua word group. 
5. Reset the form to its initial state, be it blank, or the values in the database. 
6. Close form and discard any updated changes. 
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User Guide: Researcher Translation Instructions: 
The user application icon in the Jade application menu provides a form allowing the user 
to enter the text. The user selects the input language and the target language as shown in 
the following form diagram. 
~l.:l'iliiltl!l~o· oim·l;j)~:il\i[· ::::·~.:::~: i~•f;:~;;~a~···~:fJl~c:~•:::;;;:;. :::~~-·~:.:.~::::~=;~•·:·.:~, ~0 • -~·-~-lot~ 
loput ''"'"""' I NOT AT All 
Input language 
T mget language: 
lengfish 2 il 
liit&•· ,s,·~;;: '.0··{:;:] 
Defaun Sefeclion Stralegy:J 
r. FFFS r LerQestFn 
5 
6 Canool 
-==_.J Next» 
II 
1. Source language input sentence 
2. Drop down list to selected the source language 
3. Drop down list to selected the target language 
4. FFFS search tool 
5. Largest First selection tool 
6. Cancellation·;,_. close down the application 
7 
7. This icon completes the operation and produces the translation search result 
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The user then presses 'NEXT' and the translation result is provided. The following form 
shows the input sentence and the interlingua and translated texts. 
~l@~liljll'!\jl\1!l~. ~=!lli!i~iR(\i!' .~.-~.t!l1:'~·-~·.·;~:;,,~,(~'·•:.~·ii.~A~··"~;~:··~·::•· ~·~~~·· ·~~:,~~:~-l~:~~·::· ~-_:_.:l'<ll!.l 
'"""' ""''"'' I'IOT AT ,.LL 1 
ITUTE NE t nterlingua teKt 
2 
] 
T"mloterl '"' I PAS DU_T_O_U_T----------------
Start Again I 5 
I. Record of the original source language input sentence 
2. Translation to the Interlingua text 
3. Translated target language text 
4. Close the operation 
5. Start again- enables the user to input new text for translation 
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7.4 Appendix D Translation Table of the Control Model Results: English to French Translations of Single Words And 
'Vord Groups 
REF. SAMPLE ENGLlSH FRENCH EQUIVALENT SAMPLE ENGLISH EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL MODEL TRANSLATIONS 
WORD/WORD GROUP PROVlDED BY THE WORD/WORD GROUP 
OBTAINED FROM THE CONTROL MODEL PROVlDED BY THE KEY TO ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
SURVEY STUDY TRANSLATORS 
QUESTIONNAIRE M ""MATCHING RESULT 
E ""NUMBER OF TRANSLATION ERRORS 
N =NO RESULT PROVIDED 
S"' NO SYNONYM PROVIDED 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
01 NOT AT ALL PAS DU TOUT PAS DUTOUT I 
02 A LITTLE NO RESULT UNPEU I 
03 SOMEWHAT LEGEREMENT UEL UE PEU I The e uiva\ent word is as 
'" 
and not accurate 
04 VERY MUCH BEAUCOUP BEAUCOUP 1 
05 EXTREMELY EXTREMEMENT EXTREMEMENT I 
OG NOT A NEED PAS UN BESOlN PAS DE BESOIN I 1 The control model did not provide a s;,.nonym selection 
(NEED AS A offer for the two distinct meJnings of 'NEED'. 
REOUIREMENTI 
07 NOT MET AT ALL NON REUNI DU TOUT PAS SATISFAIT 1 I The control model did not provide a synonym selection 
(MET AS fN TO MEET A offer for the two distinct me;mings of 'MET'. 
REQUIREMENn 
08 PARTLY MET EN PARTIE REUNI UN PEU SATISFAIT 1 1 In this example the selection of 'RElJNI' was 
(MET AS IN TO MEET A inappropriate as this meant 'REUNITED' and not 
REQUIREMENT) 'FULFilLED'. 
09 WELL MET LE PUITS S'EST REUNI BIEN SATISFAIT 1 1 As above (Sample 09). The control model failed to 
(MET AS IN TO MEET A provide the correct commonly occurring phrase. 
REQUIREMENn 
10 COMPLETELY MET COMPLETEMENT REUNI COMPLETEMENT 1 1 As above (Sample 09). 
(MET AS IN TO MEET A SATISFAIT 
REQUIREMENT) 
II YE~. OUJ QUI 1 
12 NO NON NON I 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
13 COMPLETELY DISAGREE I I I No synonym provided by the control model to 
(AS IN CONCUR) SOYEZ EN DESACCORD COMPLETEMENT EN differentiate between the two meanings of' AGREE'. 
COMPLETEMENT Df:SACCORD The first control model equivalent of the first sampl~: 
COMPLETEMENT PAS was inaccurate. 
AS IN CONSEND NO RESULT CONSENTEMENT 
14 STRONGLY I I I As above (Sample 13). 
DISAGREE 
(AS IN CONCUR) SOYEZ EN Df:SACCORD VIGOUREUSEMENT EN 
FORTEM£NT DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT) NO RESULT FORTEMENT PAS 
CONSENTEMENT 
15 DISAGREE I I I As above (Sample 13). 
(AS IN CONCUR) SOYEZ EN DESACCORD EN DESACCORD 
I (As IN coNsE~n NO RESt liT PAS CONSENTEMENT 
16 AGREE I I I As above (Sample 13). 
{AS IN CONCUR) CONVENEZ EN ACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT) NO RESULT CONSENS 
17 STRONGLY AGREE I I I As above (Sample 13). 
(AS IN CONCUR) CONVENEZFORTEMENT VIGOUREUSEMENT EN 
ACCORD 
NO RESULT 
(AS IN CONSENT} FORTEMENT 
CONSENTEMENT 
18 AGREE COMPLETELY I I I As above (Sample 13). 
(AS IN CONCUR} CONVENEZ D'ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENT COMPLETEMENT 
(AS IN CONSEND NO RESULl CONSENS 
COMPLETEMENT 
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~ 19 
(AS A GREETlNG)(VERB) BIENVENUE BIENVENUE 
I I ~ :~dve~~b I y !he oootrol 
I NO .T ccl!l\'6fiR 
20 ~ IQ~ ~"'~ 22 I I No verb l_b!_ ~~.~control. 
(AS A NOUN) LE BESOIN BE SO IN model. The definite article 'LE' was unsolicited and not 
(AS A_ VERB\ I_NOI A VOIR mE 
required. 
123 ~AESE~~-JOUN) LES BESOINS BESOINS I I ~~;~~~b~e definite article 'LES' w~su~n~~~i~~~:~~~d 
(BUT ONLY FOR MORE not required. 
THAN ONE PERSON) 
I" I <MC" I ~t:~~~1E OU LA MERE I 
IUN -~~FIIY !" I '"~" •o I 
I" I I I , No~e<bl I by !he""'"' (NOUN -THING APPUI SOUTJEN model. 
SUPPORTING) 
~SIN I .LP) ~E 127 ~llELA I I" I 
I" ~ALE) I NURSE JNFIRMIERE DE UN INFIRMrER DE I I 'lb_o_oootrol <nodol ~rukdl o<ho; ; 'mldo 'UN'. Nor did it offer the female version of the ne~un. 
RECHERCHES RECHERCHE 
(FEMALE) NO RESULT UNE INFIRMIERE DE 
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IM IE IN IS 
r& "''"'''" '"""'' . 130 INFIRMIERES DE I I I (MALE) DES INFIRMIERS DE 'DES'. Nor did it ofler the female version of the noun. 
RECHERCHES RECHERCHE 
(FEMALE) NO RESULT DES INFIRMIERES DE 
I" I ~6~1 GUIDE GUIDE I I I' 1 No ooiT"'' "' ''model 
I ~au:. T!l_ I" GUIDES GUIDES I' I' No verb synonym offered by the Control model 
miCE 
·~ ~ 
35 l I No I i i by <h' ooo<col mod'l foe <h' ""b 
EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE sample. 
{LONGER EXPERIENCE) NO RESULT f:PROUVER 
I" I A . I' d ,;m~], 
' ~ 
39 I ~~s;:~~UNJ I I I ~~ging the I ' Rf:PONSE REPONSE of-,h~ translated verb sample 
I (ASA VERB) I POUR 
40 I' lrAs~: 
I" I' l . l No synonym d<o two (AS A PLACE) NO RESULT ENDROIT 'SITUATION'. 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
42 SITUATIONS I I No synonym provided to show the two meanings of 
(ASA PLACE) NO RESULT ENDROITS 'SITUATION'. 
I (CIRCUMSTANCES) SITUATIONS SITUATIONS 
43 BUTTON I The sample included to determine whether there were 
(CLOTHING) BOUTON BOUTON any variations between English and French. Esperanto 
provide~ different meanings to define the type of button 
(FOR MACHINE ETC) BOUTON BOUTON used in jifferent circumstances. 
(TO TURN SOMETHING 
ON/OFF) BOUTON BOUTON 
44 BUTTONS I As above (Sample 44). 
(CLOTHING) BOUTONS BOUTONS 
(FOR MACHINE ETC) BOUTONS BOUTONS 
(TO TURN SOMETHING 
ON/OFF) BOUTONS BOUTONS 
45 STUDY I I I No synonym provided for the verb form. 
NOUN 
(AS IN RESEARCH) ETUDE ETUDE 
I (YERB AS IN RESEARCH) NO RESULT EruDIER 
46 STUDIES I 
(NOUN AS IN ETUDES ETUDES 
RESEARCH) 
47 SCREEN I 3 I No synonyms offered. 
(NOUN AS IN NO RESULT CLOISON 
FURNITURE) 
(NOUN AS IN EcRAN ECRAN 
COMPUTER) 
{VERB. FILTER) NO RESULT FILTRER 
(VERB ·GUARD NO RESULT PROTEGER 
AGAINSn 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
48 SCREENS I I No synonyms offered. 
(NOUN AS IN NO RESULT CLOISONS 
FURNITURE) 
(NOUN AS IN i:CRANS ECRANS 
COMPUTER) 
49 IDENTIFIED IDENTJFIE IDENTIFIJ? (M SG) I 3 I No gender and no plural fonns offered. 
NO RESULT IDENTIFIEE (F SG) 
NO RESULT IDENTIFIES (M PL) 
NO RESULT IDENTIFIEES (F PL) 
50 ITEM I 2 I No synonyms offered 
(OBJECT) ARTICLE ARTICLE 
(IN A LJST) NO RESULT QUESTION 
NO RESULT POINT 
5I ITEMS I 12 I No S)Tonyrns offered (OBJECT) ARTICLES ARTICLES I 
{IN A LIST) NO RESULT QUESTIONS 
POINTS 
52 SURVEY APER(:U I I 3 I No synonyms offered. No verb identified. 
(NOUN - RESEARCH) NO RESULT SONDAGE 
(VERB- EXAMINE) EXAMINER EXAMINER 
(VERB - LOOK AT) NO RESULT REGARDER 
(VERB - LOOK AROUND) NO RESULT REGARDE AUTOUR DE 
53 SURVEYS APERCUS No synonyms offered 
NOUN (RESEARCH} NO RESULT SONDAGES 
VERB (EXAMrNE) EXAMINER 
SEE 51 ABOVE 
VERB(LOOKAn NO RESULT 
VERB (LOOK AROUND NO RESULT 
54 FINGER DOJGT DOJGT I 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
55 FINGERS DOIGTS DOIGTS I 
56 ILLNESS MALADIE MALADJE I 
57 ILLNESSES MAlADIES MALADIES I 
58 HELPFUL I 2 I Failed to provide synonyms and plural/singular versions 
(AS IN PROVIDE A NO RESULT SERVIABLE (SG) of the samples 
SERVICE) NO RESULT SERVIABLES (PL) 
(USEFUL) UTILE UTJLE(SG) 
UTJLES UTILES (P£) 
59 PAEDIATRIC PEDIATRI UE DE PEDIA TRIE I The control mode! translation was more accurate 
60 ONCOLOGY ONCOLOGJE ON COLOGIE I 
61 TOUCH-SCREEN ECRAN DE CONTACT ECRANTACTILE I Difference in equivalent translations is a matter of user 
oreference. 
62 TOUCH-SCREENS ECRANS DE CONTACT ECRANS T ACTILES I Difference in equivalent translations is a matter of user 
reference. 
63 HEAL TH-PROFESS!ONAL PROFESSIONNEL DE PROFESSJONNEL DE LA I Control model did not include the article 'LA' 
SANTE SANTE 
64 HEALTH PROFESSIONNELS DE PROFESSIONNELS DE LA I Control model did not include the :~rticlc 'LA' 
PROFESSIONALS SANTE SANTE 
65 IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT (M SG) I 3 I No synonym and plurals forms provided 
NO RESULT IMPORT ANTE (F SG) 
NO RESULT IMPORT ANTS (M PL) 
NO RESULT IMPORT ANTES {F PL) 
66 CANCER CANCER CANCER I 
67 CANCERS CANCERS CANCERS I 
68 CHILD ENFANT ENFANT I 
69 CHILDREN ENFANTS ENFANTS I 
70 HOSPITAL HOPITAL HOPITAL I 
71 HOSPITALS HOPITALS H PITALS I 
72 RESEARCH RECHERCHE RECHERCHE I I I No verb form provided. 
(NOUN) 
I <VERB> NO RESULT RECHERCHER 
73 RESEARCHER I I I No female form provided 
{PERSON W~<;~ CHERCHEUR CHERCHEUR (MJ) 
RESEARCHES NO RESULT CHERCHEUSE (F 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
74 RESEARCHERS CHERCHEURS CHERCHEURS (M,M+F) I I I No female form provided 
{PERSON WHO 
RESEARCHES) NO RESULT CHERCHEUSES (F) 
75 APPROPRIATE APPROPRIE APPROPRIE (M SG) I I I No female form nor singular/plural form provided 
(ADJECTIVE) NO RESULT APPROPRJEE (F SG) 
NO RESULT APPROPRIES (M PL) 
NO RESULT APPROPRJEES (F PL) 
(VERB\ NO RESULT APPROPRIER 
76 DOCTOR I I \ Translators' note: MEDECIN is used for both male and 
(TITLE OF DEGREE DOCTEUR DOCTEUR female doctors. DOCTEUR AND DOCTORESSE is 
HOLDER) a\sa used. 
(MEDICAL DOCTOR) NO RESULT MEDECJN No synonym provided. 
DOCTEUR DOCTEUR 
77 DOCTORS I I I As above (Sample 77) 
(TITLE OF DEGREE NO RESULT DOCTEURS 
HOLDER) 
(MEDICAL DOCTOR) MEDECINS MEDEC!NS 
DOCTEURS 
78 SURGEON CHIRURG!EN CHIRURGIEN I 
79 SURGEONS CH!RURG!ENS CHIRURG!ENS I 
80 TREATMENT \ 
(COURSE OF TRAITEMENT TRAITEMENT 
TREAThiEND 
{WAY SOMEONE IS NO RESULT TRA!TEMENT 
TREATED IN GENERAL) 
81 A QUESTIONNAIRE UN QUESTIONNAIRE UN QUESTIONNAIRE 1 
82 THE QUESTIONNAIRE LE QUESTIONNAIRE LE QUESTIONNAIRE I 
83 THE QUESTIONNAIRES LES QUESTIONNAIRES LES UESTIONNAIRES I 
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184 I DES<.!U' I 10~ 
THIS' ~ ~ ICE ~~ I i I ?; ~ l I i 188 
<moo 
ICES' I ~~s I I i 
189 wmcil I 
190 fi~,· ~ ~ . I ~· 93 
= 
I 
194 -;;~ ::~~:~; VOs "' I' 
f95 vu I I !These~ , --~' · to 
QUESTIONNAIRE i d~-~~~( ~y :mornalics between the French and English 
. No~n::nc;e detected and therefore no 
twn~· tothe i 
" 
iYC5UR' VOS• I' 
~ ~ .~ I 
ILEURIII  lo3 I I ~~~ c 3rd · to ~~~~~R) anomalies between the French and English 
QUESTIONNAIRE I 
. No;~;de;~0d~~:cted a~d therefo~e no 
I 104 ~~~~E~ALE OR I LEURS I LEURS I' QUESTIONNAIRES QUESTIONNAIRES 
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105 ~ I LEUR• I 106 I ~1UESTIONNAIRES LEURS LEURS 
107 tR~~~~REMEND I I I . "" . o boJwoeo lho "" UN BESOIN UNBESOIN ''NEED' 
~NT) I NO UNE lOb I I I IN". i IWO LE BESOIN LEBESOIN .of 'NEED' 
I NO"""" 
109 
(
1
;EQ
1
UIREMEND 
I I I 
I "" 
i i 
' 
oiWo 
LES BESOINS LES BESOINS i C 'NEED' 
!!ENl) 
I NOI IL 
120 I I I I 
''NEED? 
10
' 
i o IWO 
MON BESOIN MON BESOIN i 
~NT! I NOI 121 I I I of 'NEED~ to' i IWO MES BESO!NS MES BESOINS 
~ I NO MES • 122 )NEED I 1 I ; of 'NEED: 10 ' Jwo ., 
VOTRE BESOIN VOTRE BESOIN 
{NECESSITY) 
I NO I 
123 
. 1 1 1 
''NEED: IO• 
IWO 
~EE~j;~EMEND i VOS BESO!NS VOS BESOINS 
I NOI vos 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
124 YOUR (PLURAL) NEED 1 1 1 No synonym provided to differentiate between the two 
(REQUIREMEND meanings of 'NEED' 
VOTRE BESOIN VOlRE BESOIN 
(NECESSITY) 
NO RESULT VOTRE NECESSITE 
125 YOUR (PLURAL) NEEDS 1 1 1 No synonym provided to dilferentiate between the two 
(REQUIREMENT) meanings of 'NEED' 
VOS BESOJNS VOS BESOINS 
(NECESSITI') 
NO RESULT VOS NECESSITES 
126 HIS NEED 1 . 1 No synonym provided to differentiate between the two . 
(REQUIREMENl) SONBESOIN SON BESOIN meanings of 'NEED' 
fNECESSITY) NO RESULT SA NECESSITE 
127 HIS NEEDS I I I No synonym provided to differentiate between the two 
(REQUJREMEND SES BESOINS SES BESOINS meanings of 'NEED' 
I !"NECESSITY NO RESULT SES NECESSITES 
128 HER NEED I I I No synonym provided to differentiate betv.·cen the two 
(REQUIREMENT) SON BESOIN SONBESOJN meanings of 'NEED' 
(NECESSITY' NO RESULT SA NECESSITE 
129 HER NEEDS I I I No synonym provided to differentiate between the two 
(REQUIREMENT} SES BESOJNS SES BESO!NS meanings of 'NEED' 
I (NECESSITY) NO RESULT SES NECESSJTES 
130 OUR NEED I I I No synonym provided to differentiate between the two 
(REQUIREMEND NOTRE BESOIN NOTRE BESOfN meanings of 'NEED' 
I /NECESSITY) NO RESULT NOTRE NECESSITE 
131 OUR NEEDS I I I No synonym provided to differentiate between the two 
(REQUIREMENT) NOS BESOINS NOS BESOINS meanings of 'NEED' 
I fNECESSJTY) NO RESULT NOS NECESSITES 
132 THEIR (MALE OR I I I No synonym provided to differentiate between the two 
NEUTER) NEED meanings of 'NEED' 
(REQUIREMENT} LEUR BESOIN LEURBESOIN 
. rNECESSITY\ NO RESULT LEUR NECESSITE 
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THEIR (MALE OR 
(REQU£REMENT) 
134 ~)NEED 
135 
(NECESSITY) 
(NECESS!lY) 
THE 
[_g) 
I I 1 No ' "~""the two 
of 'NEED' 
LEURS BESOINS LEURS BESOINS 
LEURS 
I ' ; ' "~"" !he two 
; of 'NEED' 
LEURBESO!N LEURBESOTN 
NORF<IHT 'LEUR 
I 
'NEED' 
LEURS BESOINS LEURS BESOINS 
~T !PARENT' I I QUJ,DUPEREOUIJELAME;;_,) 
a .. ~~~LE) ~~ ~~~~ 
149 VOS VOS I 
~-,"oo-"+ls ~o.u." '" vo'""' vmK£PARENT 1 
151 VOS VOS I 
. 
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I Ill R &T IsS ~ I I -:.,,~ rNOS I I Lnm I TFTIR 
159 ~ LEURS PARENTS I 
160 a I LEUR. I LEUR PAKCN I 161 I LEURS-I I ;: 
162 ~RT I I No -THING 
I'"""'" I T F "~"""' I [163 A rr I I I No synonym (NOUN -TiliNG 
I UN APPUT I UN SOUTIEN 
1 164 I SOME I I I No synonym 
(NOUN - THING 
SUPPORTING) CERTAINS QUELQUE SOUTIEN 
1 1" I -THING I I I No 
CET APPUI ICE " 
166 I I I No ~ I ""' . """' lrc.<~ [163 I I No . I ; 
(NOUN -THING 
I CEUX ·\soL 
1 168 THOSE I I I 1 No I CNOUN- THING 
I rc< """" ' ' 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
169 THESE SUPPORT I I No synonym provided- particle missing. 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) CEUX-CI SOUTIENNENT CEUX-CI SOUTIENNENT 
170 THESE SUPPORTS I I No synonym provided p<±rtic!e missing. 
(NOUN -THING SUPPORTING~~ CESAPPUIS CES SOUTIENS-CI 
171 MY SUPPORT I l No synonym provided incorrect translation. 
(NOUN- THI~lG 
SUPPORTING MON APPUI MONSOUTIEN 
172 YOUR (SINGULAR) I I No synonym provided- incorrect translation. 
SUPPORT 
(NOUN - THJ~G 
SUPPORTING VOTREAPPUI VOTRE SOUTIEN 
173 YOUR (PLURAL) l l No synonym provided- incorrect translation. 
SUPPORT 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORT!t-:G) VOTRE APPUI VOTRE SOUTIEN 
174 HIS SUPPORT l l No synonym provided incorrect translation. 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) SIF.N SOUTIENNENT SON SOUTIEN 
ERROR 
175 HER SUPPORT I I No synonym provided incorrect translation. 
(NOUN - THI~,G 
SUPPORTING SON APPUI SON SOUTIEN 
176 OUR SUPPORT I l No synonym provided incorrect translation. 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) NOTRE APPUJ NOTRE SOUTIEN 
177 THEIR (MALE OR I l No synonym provided incorrect translation. 
NEUTER) SUPPORT 
(NOUN- THI~1G SUPPORTING LEUR APPUI LEUR SOUTIEN 
178 THEIR (FEMALE) I l No synonym provided incorrect translation. 
SUPPORT 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) LEUR APPU! LEUR SOUTIEN 
179 A FAMILY MEMBER UN MEMBRE DE UNMEMBREDE l 
FAMILLE FAMILLE 
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180 THE ~7 lDE ~ I I L :E LLE '" I~R' ~cE ~" I 183 I FAMILY I ~- ~~DE 184 o .ci DE I i i 'mi,;log. 
185 THAT FAMILY ~ I i - porti''' mi»iog. ~ILLE LA ''" THESE ;;~-,iiF I DE ·~& I i i - , midc mi,;iog. 187 THOSE I ~WE ;!~n LF -L, I , i 'mi,;mg. MY~Y 188 1 MON oDE I IFAMH>~ ;DE ~DE 189 "" ' I' 
190 _;;~~\~ DE ~ ' I I~~-'-' 191 ~~ IDE ~?.s_t ; DE I 
I= oDE 192 I" 
oDE I 
193 ~RS . JI·AMILY 1i~~~" I i?'-' IDE I 
194 1 soN oDE I ~~~~DE ~DE 195 I HIS> I 196 HER ~LE DE I 
I PAMIII.F 
5 
DE 
"I HER 
PAM ~ 
I 
198 :OUR! oDE ~?~' I 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
199 OUR FAMILY MEMBERS NOS MEMBRES DE NOS MEMBRES DE I 
FAMILLE FAMILLE 
198 THEIR (MALE OR LEUR MEMBRE DE LEUR MEMBRE DE I 
NEUTER) FAMILY FAMILLE FAMILLE 
MEMBER 
199 THEIR (MALE OR LEURS MEMBRES DE LEURS MEMBRES DE I 
NEUTER) FAMILY FAMILLE FAMILLE 
MEMBERS 
200 THEIR (FEMALE) LEUR MEMBRE DE LEUR MEMBRE DE I 
FAMILY MEMBER FAMILLE FAMILLE 
201 THEIR (FEMALE) LEURS MEMBRES DE LEURS MEMBRES DE I 
FAMILY MEMBERS FAMILLE FAMILLE 
202 I AGREE I I I Inaccurate translation no synonym offered. 
(AS IN CONCUR) JE CONVIENS JE SUIS D' ACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENl) NO RESULT JECONSENS 
203 I AGREE STRONGLY I I I Inaccurate translation no synonym offered. 
(AS IN CONCUR) NO RESULT JE SUIS D'ACCORD 
FORTEMENT 
(AS IN CONSENT) JE CONVIENS JECONSENS 
FORTEMENT FORTEMENT 
204 I AGREE COMPLETELY I I I Inaccurate translation no synonym offered. 
(AS IN CONCUR) NO RESULT JE SUIS D'ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENT 
(AS IN CONSEN1) JECONVJENS JECONSENS 
COMPLETEMENT COMPLETEMENT 
:ws I DlSAGREE I I I Inaccurate translation no S)nonym offered. 
(AS IN CONCUR) JE SUIS EN OESACCORD JE SUIS EN DESACCORD 
Jt.S IN CONSENTI_ NO RESULT JE NE CONSENS PAS 
224 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
206 I DISAGREE STRONGLY I I I Inaccurate translation nc synonym offered. 
(AS IN CONCUR) JE SUIS EN DESACCORD JE SUIS FORTEMENT EN 
FORTEMENT DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENl) NO RESULT JE NE CONSENS I' AS 
L_ FORTEMENT 
2<1: l DISAGREE I I I Inaccurate translation- no synonym offered. 
COMPLETELY JE SUJS EN DESACCORD JE SUIS EN DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONCUR) COMPLETEMENT COMPLETEMENT 
NO RESULT JE NE CONSENS PAS 
(AS IN CONSENT) COMPLETEMENT 
208 DO YOU AGREE? I I I Inaccurate translation no synon)m offered. 
{AS IN CONCUR) NO RESULT EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
D'ACCORD? 
(AS IN CONSENT) CONVENEZ-VOUS? EST-CE QUE VOUS 
CONSENTEZ? 
209 DO YOU AGREE I I I Inaccurate translation- no synonym offered. 
STRONGLY? 
(AS IN CONCUR) NO RESULT EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
D'ACCORD 
FORTEMENT1 
(AS IN CONSF.N1) CONVENEZ-VOUS 
FORTEMENT? EST-CE QUE VOUS 
CONSENTEZ 
FORTEMENT? 
210 DO YOU AGREE I I I Inaccurate translation- no synonym offered. 
COMPLETELY? 
(AS IN CONCUR) NO RESULT EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
D'ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENTI 
(AS IN CONSEN1) CONVENEZNOUS CONSENTEZ-VOUS 
COMPLETEMENT? COMPLETEMENTI 
225 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
211 DO YOU DISAGREE? I I I Inaccurate translation- no synon}Til offered. 
(AS IN CONCUR) ETES-VOUS EN EST-CE QUE VOUS 
DESACCORD? N'ETES PAS D'ACCORD? 
(AS IN CONSENT) NO RESULT EST-CE QUE VOUS NE 
CONSENTEZ PAS? 
212 DO YOU DISAGREE 1 I 1 Inaccurate translation no synonym offered. 
STRONGLY? 
(AS IN CONCUR) ETES-VOUS EN EST-CE QUE VOUS 
oESACCORD N'ETES PAS D'ACCORD 
FORTEMENT? FORTEMENTI 
(AS IN CONSENT) NO RESULT EST-CE QUE VOUS NE 
CONSENTEZ PAS 
FORTEMENT? 
213 DO YOU DISAGREE 1 1 1 Inaccurate translation- no synonym offered. 
COMPLETELY? 
(AS IN ~ONCUR) ETES-VOUS EN EST-CE QUE VOUS 
DESACCORD N'ETES PAS D'ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENT? COMPLETEMENT? 
(AS IN CONSENT) 1'0 RESULT EST-CE QUE VOUS NE 
CONSENTEZ PAS 
COMPLETEMENT? 
214 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI ? AVONS-NOUS FOURNI 1 
215 HAS THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL L'HOP!TAL A-T-IL 1 
PROVIDED FOURN!? FOURNI 
216 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE NOUS SENTEZ-VOUS A VEZ-VOUS LE I Matter of user preference 
PROVIDED A VOiR FOURNI? SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 
AVONS FOURNI 
217 HAVE WE PROVIDED A VONS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A 1 
YOUR CHILD VOTRE ENFANT'! VOTRE ENFANT 
218 SATISFACTORY UN SERVICE UN SERVICE I 
SERVICE SA TISF AISANT SAT! SF AISANT 
226 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
219 I PROFESSIONAL SERVICE I 2 I Inaccurate translation no synonym offered. 
(SERVICE OF UN SERVICE UN SERVICE DE 
I PROFESSIONAL TYPE PROFESSIONNEL QUA LITE 
AND STANDARD) PROFESSIONNELLE 
(SERVICE BY 
PROFESSIONALS) NO RESULT 
UN SERVICE DIONE DE 
PROFESSIONNELS 
(SERVICE FOR NO RESULT 
PROFESSIONALS) UN SERVICE POUR 
PROFESSIONNELS 
220 SATISFACTORY CARE SO IN SATiSF AISANT DES SOJNS I 
SA TISF AISANTS 
221 SUFFICIENT CARE SOIN SUFFISANT DES SO INS ADE UA TS I 
222 EFFECTIVE TREATMENT TRAITEMENT EFFICACE UN TRAITEMENT I Indefinite article missing. 
EFFICACE 
223 DO YOU THINK WE CAN I 
IMPROVE 
(DO YOU BELIEVE THAT NOUS PENSEZ-VOUS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE 
WE CAN IMPROVE POUVEZ-VOUS NOUS PUISSIONS 
SOMETHING) S'A.M:EUORER? AMELJORER 
224 ARE YOU SATISFIED I 
WITH 
(ARE YOU HAPPY IN ETES-VOUS SATISFAIT ETES-VOUS SATISFAIT 
REGARD TO) DE? DE 
225 OUR PROFESSIONALISM NOTRE NOTRE I 
PROFESSIONNALISME PROFESSIONNALISME 
226 OUR CARE FOR YOUR NOTRE SOIN POUR NOS SOINS DONNES A I 
CHILD VOlRE ENFANT VOTRE ENFANT 
227 OUR HELP NOTRE AIDE NOlREAIDE I 
228 OUR TREATMENT OF NOTRE TRA!TEMENT DE NOTRE TRAITEMENT I 
YOUR CHILD VOlRE ENFANT POUR VOlRE ENFANT 
229 YOUR CHILD'S LE TRAITEMENT DE LE TRAITEMENT DE I 
TREATMENT VOTRE ENFANT VOTRE ENFANT 
227 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
230 THE TREATMENT YOUR LE TRAITEMENTQUE LE TRAITEMENT QU' A I 
CHILD RECEIVED VOTRE ENFANT ARECU RECU VOTRE ENFANT 
153 70 76 77 TOTAL SCORE 
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7.5 Appendix E Translation Table of the Control Model Results: English to French Translations of Combined Word 
Groups 
REF. SAMPLE ENGLISH FP.f.NCH EQUIVALENT SAMPLE ENGLISH EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL MODEL TRANSLATIONS 
WORD/WORD GROUP PROVIDED BY THE WORD/WORD GROUP 
OBTAINED FROM THE CONTROL MODEL PROVIDED BY THE KEY TO ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
SURVEY STUDY TRANSLATORS 
QUESTIONNAIRE M =MATCHING RESULT 
E =NUMBER OF TRANSLATION ERRORS 
N = t.;o RESULT PROVIDED 
S =NO 5.-YNONYM PROVIDED 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
231 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI I 
SAT!SFACfORY LE SERVICE UN SERVICE 
SERVICE SATISFAISANT? SA TISF AISANT '! 
232 HAVE WE PROVIDED A VQNS-NOUS FOURNI A VONS-NOUS FOURNI I incomplete and imprecise trnnslation. 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE LE SERVICE UN SERVICE DE 
PROFESSIONNEL? QUALITE 
PROFESS!ONNELLE? 
233 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI I Incomplete and imprecise translation 
SATISF.-\CTORY CARE LE SO IN SATISF AISANT? DES SOINS 
SATISF AISANTS ? 
234 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVQNS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI I Incomplete and imprecise translation 
SUFFICIENT CARE LE SOIN SUFFISANT? DES SOINS ADEQUATS? 
235 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI I 
EFFECTIVE TREATMENT LE TRAITEMENT UN TRAITEMENT 
EFFICACE '! EFFICACE? 
236 HAS THE HOSPJT AL L'HOPIT ALA-T-IL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL I 
PROVIDED FOURNI LE SERVICE FOURNI UN SERVICE 
SATISFACTORY SA TISF A!SANT? SATISFAISANTI 
SERVICE 
229 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
237 HAS THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL I 
PROVIDED FOURNI LE SERVICE FOURNI UN SERVICE DE 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROFESSIONNEL? QUA LITE 
PROFESSIONNELLE 
238 HAS THE HOSPITAL L'HOPJTAL A-T-IL L'HOPITALA-T-IL I 
PROVIDED FOURNI LE SOIN FOURNI DES SOINS 
SATISFACTORY CARE SA TISF AISANT? SAT! SF AISANTS? 
239 HAS THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL L'HOPITALA-T-IL I 
PROVIDED SUFFICIENT FOURNI LE SOIN FOURNI DES SOINS 
CARE SUFFISANT? ADEQUATS '! 
240 HAS THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL I 
PROVIDED EFFECTIVE FOURNI LE TRAITEMENT FOURNI UN 
TREATMENT! EFFJCACE? TRAITEMENT EFFICACE? 
241 DO YOU FEEL (FEEL AS VOUS SENTEZ-VOUS? SENTEZ-VOUS? I 
IN SENSORY 
PERCEPTION) 
242 DO Y~~ FEEL (AS rN NO RESULT TOUCHEZ-VOUS? I I No synonym offered for 'TOUCH'. 
TOUCH 
243 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE NOUS SENTEZ-VOUS AVEZ.YOUS LE I I No synonym offered for 'FEEL'. 
PROVIDED A VOIR SATISFAISANT SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 
SA TISF ACfORY FOURNI? AVONS FOURNJ UN 
SERVICE SERVICE 
(FEEL AS IN N\ENSORY SATISF AISANT? 
PERCEPTION 
244 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE . NOUS SENTEZ-VOUS AVEZ·VOUS LE I I Translation incomplete. No synonym offered for 
PROVIDED A VOIR LE SERVICE SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 'FEEL'. 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROFESSIONNEL AVONSFOURNIUN 
(FEEL AS IN SENSORY FOURNI? SERVICE DE QUALITE 
PERCEPTION) PROFESSIONNELLE? 
230 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
245 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE NOUS SENTEZ-VOUS AVEZ-VOUS LE 1 1 Translation incomplete. No synonym offered for 
PROVIDED A VOIR LE SOIN SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 'FEEL'. 
SATISFACTORY CARE SA TISF AISANT FOURNI ? A VONS FOURNI DES 
(FEEL AS IN SENSORY SOINS SA TISF AISANTS? 
PERCEPTION) 
246 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE NOUS SENTEZ-VOUS AVEZ-VOUS LE 1 1 Translation incomplete. No synonym offered for 
PROVIDED SUFFICIENT A VOIR LE SOIN SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 'FEEL'. 
CARE (FEEL AS IN SUFFISANT FOURNI? AVONS FOURNI DES 
SENSORY PERCEPTION) SOINS ADEQUA TS? 
247 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE NOUS SENTEZ-VOUS AVEZ-VOUS LE 1 1 Translation incomplete. No synonym offered for 
PROVIDED EFFECTIVE A VOIR LE TRAITEMENT SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 'FEEL'. 
TREATMENT (FEEL AS EFFICACE FOURNI ? A VONS FOURNI UN 
IN SENSORY TRA!TEMENT 
PERCEPTION) EFFICACE? 
248 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A 1 Inaccurate translation. 
YOUR CHILD VOTRE SERVICE VOTRE ENFANT UN 
SATISFACTORY SATISF AI SA NT SERVICE 
SERVICE D'ENFANT? SAT! SF AISANT? 
249 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A 1 Inaccurate translation. 
YOUR CHILD VOTRE ENFANT L 'ONU VOTRE ENFANT UN 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE NOUS ONT ONT FOURNI SERVICE DE QUALITE 
(SERVICE OF VOTRE PROFESSIONNELLE? 
PROFESSIONAL TYPE SERVICE 
AND STANDARD) PROFESSIONNEL 
D'ENFANT? 
250 HAY". WE PROVJDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A 1 Inaccurate translation. 
YOUi~CHILD VOTRE SERVICE VOTRE ENFANT UN 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROFESSIONNEL SERVICE DJGNE DE 
(SERVICE BY D'ENFANT'! PROFESSIONNELS 
PROFESSIONALS) 
251 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A 1 Inaccurate translation. 
YOUR CHILD VOTRE SOIN VOTRE ENFANT DES 
SATISFACTORY CARE SATISFAJSANT SOINS SATISFAISANTS? 
D'ENFANT? 
231 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
252 HAVE WE PROVIDED AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A I Inaccurate translation. 
YOUR CHILD VOTRE SOIN SUFFISANT VOTRE ENFANT DES 
SUFFICIENT CARE D'ENFANT? SOINS ADEQUATS ? 
253 HAVE WE PROVIDED A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A I fna~;~;urate translation. 
YOUR CHILD EFFECTIVE VOTRE TRAITEMENT VOTRE ENFANT UN 
TREATMENT EFFICACE D'ENF ANT? TRAITEMENT 
EFFICACE? 
254 DO YOU THINK WE CAN NOUS PENSEZ-VOUS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE I Inaccurate translation. 
IMPROVE OUR POUVEZ-VOUS NOUS PUISSIONS 
PROFESIONAL!SM AMELIORER NOTRE AMELIORER NOTRE 
PROFESSIONNALISME? PROFESSIONNALISME? 
255 DO YOU THINK WE CAN NOUS PENSEZ-VOUS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE I Inaccurate translation. 
IMPROVE OUR CARE POUVEZ-VOUS NOUS PUISSIONS 
FOR YOUR CHILD AMELIORER NOTRE AMEUORER NOS SOINS 
SOIN POUR VOTRE DONNES A VOTRE 
ENFANT? ENFANT? 
256 DO YOU THINK WE CAN NOUS PENSEZ-VOUS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE I Inaccurate translation. 
IMPROVE OUR HELP POUVEZ-VOUS NOUS PUISS!ONS 
AMELIORER NOTRE AMELIORER L'AIDE QUE 
AIDE? NOUS VOUS AVONS 
APPORTEE? 
257 DO YOU THINK WE CAN NOUS PENSEZ-VOUS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE I Inaccurate translation. 
lMPROVEOUR POUVEZ-VOUS NOUS PUISSIONS 
TREATMENT OF YOUR AMELIORER NOTRE AMELIORER NOTRE 
CHILD TRAITEMENT DE VOTRE TRAITEMENT POUR 
ENFANT? VOTREENFANT? 
258 DO YOU THINK WE CAN NOUS PENSEZ-VOUS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE I Inaccurate translation. 
IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S POUVEZ-VOUS NOUS PUISSIONS 
TREATMENT AMELIORER LE AMELIORER LE 
TRAITEMENT DE VOTRE TRAITEMENT DE VOTRE 
ENFANT? ENFANT? 
232 
-,.-
259 I DO YOU 0 WE CAN NOUS 
I NOUS Pl 
I 
IMPROVE THE POUVEZ·VOUS 
TREATMENT YOUR AMELJORER LE AMELIORER LE 
CHILD RECEIVED TRAITEMENT QUE TRAITEMENT QU'A 
~ANT RE<;U VOTRE ENFANT? 
260- !Wfi,ig~~ ~"'" 
I 
M 
'? I ~' 261 ~ DE-NOS -SOINS rs I I ~~'fu ~~~:;,ARE FOR VnTRC . A 
262 SATISFIED 
DE NOlRE ~~~E? ii;if. ' m I WITH OUR HELP DEL' AIDE QUE NOUS 
1 263 I ARE YOU ~s I 
WITH OUR TREATMENT DE NOTRE TRAITEMENT DE NOTRE TRAITEMENT 
OF YOUR CHILD DEVOTREENFANT? POUR VOTRE ENFANT? 
1'64 I ARE YOU SATISFIED I 
WITH YOUR CHILD'S DU TRAITEMENT DE (DE LE) DU TRAITEMENT 
TREATMENT VOTRE ENFANT? DE VOTRE ENFANT? 
265 I AREYOU I ~~;;; ~;;,; II>> An> I WITH THE TREATMENT DU TRAITEMENT QUE 
YOUR CHILD RECEIVED 1 .;oTRE ENFANT A RE<;U I QU'A I VOTRE 
I 35 2S I 7 I 
233 
7.6 Appendix F Translation Table of the Control Model Results of Single Word Groups: French to English 
REF. SAMPLE ENGLISH ENGLISH EQUIVALENT SAMPLE FRENCH EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL MODEL TRANSLATIONS 
WORD/WORD GROUP PROVIDED BY THE WORD/WORD GROUP 
OBTAlr-iED FROM THE CONTROL MODEL PROVIDED BY THE KEY TO ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
SURVEY STUDY TRANSLATORS 
QUESTIONNAIRE M ""MATCHING RESULT 
E"" NUMBER OF TRANSLATION ERRORS 
N ""NO RESULT PROVIDED 
S"" NO SYNONYM PROVIDED 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
01 NOT AT ALL AT ALL PAS DUTOUT I Inaccurate translation. 
02 A LITTLE A LITTLE UNPEU I 
03 SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT UEL UE PEU I 
04 • VERY MUCH MUCH BEAUCOUP I Inaccurate translation. 
05 EXTREMELY EXTREMELY EXTREMEMENT I 
06 NOTA NEED NO THE NEED PAS DE BESOIN I Inaccurate translation. 
(NEED AS A 
REQuiREMENT) 
07 NOT MET AT ALL NOT SATISFIED PAS SATISFAIT I Inaccurate translation. 
(MET AS IN TO MEET A 
REQUIREMENT) 
08 PARTLY MET A LITTLE SA TJSFIED UN PEU SATISF AIT I Inaccurate translation. 
(~~~AS IN TO MEET A 
RE VIREMENT) 
09 WELL MET QUITE SATISFIED BIEN SAT! SF AIT I Inaccurate translation. 
(MET AS IN TO MEET A 
REQUIREMEN1) 
10 COMPLETELY MET COMPLETELY COMPLETEMENT I Inaccurate translation. 
(MET AS IN TO MEET A SATISFIED SATISFAIT 
REQUIREMENT) 
II YES YES OUI I 
12 NO NO NON I 
234 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
13 COMPLETELY DISAGREE 2 Inaccurate translations. 
(AS IN CONCUR) COMPLETELY IN COMPLETEMENT EN 
DISSENSION DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT) COMPLETELY NOT COMPLETEMENT PAS 
ASSENT CONSENTEMENT 
14 STRONGLY DISAGREE 2 Inaccurate translations. 
(AS IN CONCUR) VJGOROUSL Y IN VIGOUREUSEMEN fEN 
DISSENSION DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSEND STRONGLY NOT ASSENT FORTEMENT PAS 
CONSENTEMENT 
15 DISAGREE 2 Inaccurate translations. 
(AS IN CONCUR) IN DISSENSION EN DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT\ NOT ASSENT PAS CONSENTEMENT 
If. AGREE I I Inaccurate translation. 
(AS IN CONCUR) IN AGREEMENT EN ACCORD 
I lAS IN CONSENT\ AGREE CONS ENS 
17 STRONGLY AGREE 2 Inaccurate translations. 
(AS IN CONCUR) VIGOROUSLY IN VIGOUREUSEMENT EN 
AGREEMENT ACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT) STROl\lGLY ASSENT FORTEMENT 
CONSENTEMENT 
18 AGREE COMPLETELY I I Inaccurate translation. 
(AS !N CONCUR) OF AGREEMENT o•AcCORD 
COMPLETELY COMPLETEMENT 
(AS !N CONSENl) AGREE COMPLETELY CONS ENS 
COMPLETEMENT 
235 
ill.\QE 
19 WELCOME I I 
(AS A GREETING) WELCOME BIENVENUE 
~B) IT~ ~ QL ~ ~NOUN) I" NEED BESOJN 
~ERBJ TO NEED A VOIR DE 
I" I (ASA NOUN) NEEDS BESOINS 
(BUT ONLY FOR MORE 
THAN ONE PERSON) 
24 CMC<'> I 
' In. nil LAMERE 
~'" I " TS l 
I " (NOUN- THING I' 
SLi:'PORTING) SUPPORT SOUTIEN 
(VERB-AS I 
"" ~ ~ELA I" ' I M'"'" ' ' 
1 zs THE LA I M'"'" 
I" ;:,ALE) I NUK>E A INFIRMJER OF UN INFIRMIER DE I' I gender anomalies. . No• 
RESEARCH RECHERCHE 
(FEMALE) A NURSE OF RESEARCH UNE INFIRMIERE DE 
236 
30 RESEARCH 2 I I I . No -e "" (MALE) MALE NURSES OF DES INFIRI\HERS DE gender anomalies. 
RESEARCH RECHERCHE 
(FEMALE) NURSES OF RESEARCH DES INFIRMIERES DE 
" ~~~~) GUIDE GUIDE 2 
~TOC.IJinCI I Tnmnnc r.n•nFo 
32 2 
NOUN GUIDES GUIDES 
-~, TO GUID ~ EXPERIMENT EXPERIENCE I 
(LONGER EXPERIENCE) TO TEST EPROUVER 
~ ~ Bt 
2 
(AS A NOUN) ANSWER REPONSE 
40 
~VERB) 
I IAS;~v~~~Nl I 
41 SITUATION z 
(AS A PLACE) PLACE ENDROIT 
237 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
42 SITUATIONS 2 Matter of user preference 
(AS A PLACE) PLACES ENDROITS 
) (CIRCUMSTANCES) SITUATIONS SITIJATIONS 
43 BUTION 3 
(CLOTHING) BUTTON BOUTON 
(FOR MACHINE ETC) BUTTON BOUTON 
(TO TURN SOMETHING BUITON BOUTON 
ON/OFF) 
44 BUTIONS 3 
(CLOTHING) BUTTONS BOUTONS 
(FOR MACHINE ETC) BUTTONS BOUTONS 
(TO TURN SOMETHING BUTIONS BOUTONS 
ON/OFF) 
45 STUDY 2 
NOUN 
(AS IN RESEARCH) STUDY ETUDE 
(VERB AS IN RESEARCH) TO STUDY ETUDIER 
46 STUDIES I 
(NOUN AS IN STUDIES ETUDES 
RESEARCH) 
47 SCREEN 3 I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN AS IN PARTITION CLOISON 
FURNITURE) 
(NOUN AS IN SCREEN EcRAN 
COMPUTER) 
(VERB - FILTER) TO FILTER FILTRER 
(VERB -GUARD FOR SE TO PROTECT PROTEGER 
AGAINST) 
238 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
48 SCREENS 2 
(NOUN AS IN PARTinONS CLOISONS 
FURNITURE) 
(NOUN AS IN SCREENS ECRANS 
COMPUTER) 
49 IDENTIFIED IDENTIFIED IDENTIFIE (M SG) 4 
IDENTIFIED IDENTIFIEE (F SG) 
IDENTIFIED IDENTIFI~S ~~f P~) \ 
IDENTIFIED IDENTIFIEES F PL 
50 ITEM I I Inaccurate translation. 
(QBJECD ARTICLE ARTICLE 
(IN A LIST) QUESTION QUESTION 
NOT POINT 
5I ITEMS 3 
(OBJECJ1 ARTICLES ARTICLES 
(IN A LIST) QUESTIONS QUESTIONS 
POINTS POINTS 
52 SURVEY 4 Matter of user preference. 
(NOUN - RESEARCH) SURVEY SONDAGE 
(VERB- EXAMINE) TO EXAMINE EXAMINER 
(VERB - LOOK An TO LOOK AT REGARDER 
(VERB -LOOK AROUND) LOOK AROUND REGARDE AUTOUR DE 
53 SURVEYS 4 
NOUN (RESEARCH) SURVEYS SONDAGES 
VERB (EXAMINE) 
SEE 52 ABOVE 
VERB (LOOK AT) 
VERB (LOOK AROUND 
54 FINGER FINGER DOICT I 
239 
--
(~OVIDEA ~ I I I 4 Maner OBLIGING SERVIABLE (SG) 
SERVICE) OBLIGING SERVIABLES (PL) 
(USEFUL) ~~~~X~ ~TI~ 
60 '~3~ 161 ECRAN. I 
~LTH~ ~LA I" 1 nortL• I syntax 
I" I u·cAi ;oF • DELA I syntax ~ANI 1SC I" IMPORTANT IMPORTANT I' IMPORTANT :: (~~ ','L) IMPORTANT 
IMPORTANT I ; (F PL) 
~~ II 711 =r!!~CH 72 SEEK RECHERCHE 
~NWHO 73 RESEARCHER CHERCHEUR(M) I I I gender anomalies. . N" "" 
; (F) 
74 I I I 
. N" 
(PERSON WHO RESEARCHERS CHERCHEUR~!~, M+F) gender anomalies. 
240 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
75 APPROPRIATE 4 
(ADJECf!VE) ADAPTED APPROPRIE {M SG) 
ADAPTED APPROPRI$E (F SG) 
ADAPTED APPROPRI~S (M PL) 
ADAPTED APPR.OPRIEES (F PL) 
I (VERB) TO ADAPT APPROPRJER 
76 DOCTOR 3 
(TITLE OF DEGREE DOCTOR DOCfEUR 
HOLDER) 
(MEDICAL DOCTOR) DOCTOR MEDECIN 
DOCTOR DOCTEUR 
77 DOCTORS 3 
(TITLE OF DEGREE DOCTORS DOCTEURS 
HOLDER) 
(MEDICAL DOCTOR) DOCTORS MEDECINS 
DOCTORS DOCTEURS 
78 SURGEON SURGEON CHIRURGIEN I 
79 SURGEONS SURGEONS CHIRURGIENS I 
80 TREATMENT 2 
(COURSE OF TREATMENT TRAITEMENT 
TREATMENT) 
(WAY SOMEONE IS TREATMENT TRAJTEMENT 
TREATED iN GENERAL) 
81 A QUESTIONNAIRE A QUESTIONNAIRE UN QUESTIONNAIRE I 
82 THE QUESTIONNAIRE THE QUESTIONNAIRE LE QUESTIONNAIRE I 
8] THEQ!JESTIONNAIRES THE QUESTIONNAIRES LES UESTIONNAIRES I 
84 SOME QUESTIONNAIRES QUESTIONNAIRES DES QUESTIONNAIRES I Inaccurate translation. 
85 THIS QUESTIONNAIRE EC QUEST!ONNAIRE-C! CE UEST!ONNAIRE-CI I Inaccurate translation. 
86 THAT UEST!ONNAJRE EC UESTIONNAIRE-LA CE UESTIONNAIRE-LA I Inaccurate translation. 
87 THOSE THESE CES QUESTIONNAIRES-LA I Inaccurate translation. I QUESTIONNAIRES _QUESTIONNAIRES-LA 
241 
88 I b~ESE THESE I 
89 ~ QUEL I '" MY~ I 91 ~ ~~ 9: 93 '{?~R< I 
I ~gUR I ' "'"' 94 VOS• I 95 
' 
VUIRc '-'' I 
196 YOUm vos~, I I 
·iii~ I HIS ( I I ' I ~~~ TS ( ~ I !IJQ. I 
101 I OUR< I OUR '<u"' I NOS I 
103 ,u" THciK' I 
104 >UK THeiR• LEURS~uco. I 
I OUESTIC '10"' 
105 T THciK' I 
~ lOG THciK' I n< LEURS OU 
107 A NEED 2 
(REQUIREMENT) A NEED UNBESOIN 
I A NEED 
242 
M E N __ S~~tion 108 ;;:'E~7~MEND I 1 THE NEED LEBESOIN 
~n NEED LA 109 2 '-I NEEDS LES BESOINS 
I ~~QUIREMEND NEEDS LES 120 1 MY NEED MONBESOIN 
I MA MA 
\21 
I ~~;~~~~~ENT) MES BESO!NS 1 MY NEEDS 
I rR~~~REMENT) MY NEEDS MES 122 """" 2 
YOUR NEED VOTRE BESOIN 
(NECESSITY) 
VQTRE; 
lZ3 ~~~;~ 2 
(REQUIREMENT) YOUR NEEDS VOSBESOINS 
I vc .... hlCC' 
"' rR~~~~REMENT) LU 2 
YOUR NEED VOTRE BESOIN 
(NECESSITY) 
YOUR NRRn VOTRE 
125 ~~~~;REMEN~ '"EDS VOS BESOINS 2 YOUR NEEDS 
I YOUR NEEOS vos 
243 
126 1 r~~c~~MEND I ' Inaccurate ITS NEED SON BESOIN 
! ~R~~~~~~ENT) SA I SA 127 I' ; ITS NEEDS SES BESOJNS 
I {REQUIREMEND m ITS NEED SON BESOIN I' 
SA cnnm I SA 
129 (;;~QU~~~MENT) i 2 ITS NEEDS SES BESOINS 
i SES 
130 
f ~~~~~:~MEND I 2 OUR NEED NOTRE BESOIN 
I OIIR NFFn 'NOTRE. 
131 I ~~~~i:~~END 2 OUR NEEDS NOS BESOINS 
~ OURNFFm 'NOS 132 )NE~gR 2 
(REQUIREMEND THEIR NEED LEURBESOTN 
I ~EUTER) NE~g~ TH~IRNEED I 133 2 
(REQUIREMENT) THEIR NEEDS LEURS BESOINS 
THEIR NEEDS , LEURS 
244 
134 
(REQUIREMENT) 
THEIR NEED LE URBESOIN 
(NECESS!ll') 
135 THEIR 2 
(REQUIREMENT) THEIR NEEDS LE URS BESOINS 
245 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
158 THEIR (MALE OR 
: THEIR RELATIVE 
1 Inaccurate translation. 
NEUTER) PARENT LEUR PARENT 
159 THEIR (MALE OR ! THEIR PARENTS LEURS PARENTS 1 Inaccurate translation. NEUTER) PARENTS 
JGU THEIR (FEMALE) LEUR PARENT 1 Inaccurate translation. 
PARENT THEIR RELATIVE 
161 THEIR (FEMALE) LEURS PARENTS 1 Inaccurate translation. 
PARENTS THEIR PARENTS 
162 THE SUPPORT 1 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) THE SUPPORT LESOUTIEN 
163 A SUPPORT 1 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) A SUPPORT UN SOUTIEN 
Jfi4 SOME SUPPORT 1 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) SOME SUPPORT QUELQUE SOUTIEN 
165 THAT SUPPORT 1 Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTJN(il- EC SOUTIEN-LA CE SOUTIEN-LA 
]66 THIS SUPPORT I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) EC SOUTIEN-CI CE SOUTJEN-CI 
167 THOSE SUPPORT I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) THESE SUPPORT CEUX-LA SOUTIENNENT 
168 THOSE SUPPORTS I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) THESE SOUTIENS-LA CES SOUTIENS-LA 
169 THESE SUPPORT I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) THOSE SUPPORT CEUX-CI SOUTIENNENT 
170 THESE SUPPORTS I Inaccurate translation. 
{NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) THESE SOUTIENS-CI CES SOUTIENS-Cl 
246 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
171 MY SUPPORT I 
(NOUN· THING 
SUPPORTING) MY SUPPORT MONSOUTJEN 
172 YOUR (SINGULAR) I 
SUPPORT 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) YOUR SUPPORT VOTRE SOUTIEN 
173 YOUR (PLURAL) I 
SUPPORT 
(NOUI'! -THING 
SUPPORTING) YOUR SUPPORT VOTRE SOUTIEN 
174 HIS SUPPORT I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) ITS SUPPORT SON SOUTIEN 
175 HER SUPPORT I Inaccurate translation. 
(NOUN - THI~G 
SUPPORTING ITS SUPPORT SON SOUTIEN 
176 OUR SUPPORT I 
(NOUN- THING 
SUPPORTING) OUR SUPPORT NOTRE SOUTIEN 
177 THEIR (MALE OR I 
NEUTER) SUPPORT 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) THEIR SUPPORT LEUR SOUTIEN 
178 THEIR (FEMALE) I 
SUPPORT 
(NOUN -THING 
SUPPORTING) THEIR SUPPORT LEUR SOUTIEN 
179 A FAMILY MEMBER A MEMBER OFF AMIL Y UN MEMBRE DE FAMILLE I Inaccurate translation. Incorrect syntax. 
180 THE FAMILY MEMBER THE MEMBER OF LE MEMBRE DE FAMILL~:. I Inaccurate translation. Incorrect syntax. 
FAMILY 
lSI FAMILY MEMBERS MEMBERS OFF AMILY MEMBRES DE FAMILLE I Inaccurate translation. Incorrect syntax. 
182 WHICH FAMILY WHICH MEMBER OF QUEL MEMBRE DE I Inaccurate transiation. Incorrect syntax. 
MEMBER? FAl\otiLY? FAMILLE 
247 
' ill< 183 ~ ~OF I !OF ~ I I syntax. I" IH '- I I syntax. ICI 
185 THAT MEMBER OF lDE ,_ I syntax. 
I C,M,.,C~ LA 186 THESE ;:~ :-CI IDE I I '"''"'· 
187 ~""' ~A- ~DE I . Incorrect syntax. 
188 
I" LY ~E IDE 
I syntax. 
189 'M1 I MY ;or 
'' ~ >DE I syntax. 
190 ·i~~~~ I~: IOF ~~~~I I I 'Y""'· 
191 ~ l) I ~?::;~ IOF I ~~.~;, ;- IDE I 
192 y _, I ~7::;~ ' JOF I ~7,;' I 
193 iis li~-IUF ~?.s.; WE I . Incorrect syntax. 
,_DE 
I 
195 I ~';.",;;;: ; OF I I syntax. 
197 R*f I; ~;~HLC I I syntax. 
198 MEMBER ~~~~~ DE I ~:: 199 i OUR 1)'_ ; OF I 198 \C OR I syntax. FAMILY 
199 i~~~~ OF ~!~~LE IDE I syntax. 1FAMII.Y 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
200 THEIR (FEMALE) THEIR MEMBER OF LEUR MEMBRE DE l Inaccurate translation. Incorrect syntax. 
FAMILY MEMBER FAMILY FAMILLE 
201 THEIR (FEMALE) THEIR MEMBERS OF LEUP..S MEMBRES DE I Inaccurate translation. Incorrect syntax. 
FAMILY MEMBERS FAMILY FAM:ILLE 
202 I AGREE 2 
(AS IN CONCUR) I AGREE JE SUJS D' ACCORD 
. I AS IN CONSENT\ I AGREE JECONSENS 
203 I AGREE STRONGLY 2 
(AS IN CONCUR) I AGREE STRONGLY JE SUIS D'ACCORD 
FORTEMENT 
(AS IN CONSENn I STRONGLY AGREE JE CONSENS FORTEMENT 
204 I AGREE COMPLETELY 2 
(AS IN CONCUR) I AGREE COMPLETELY JE SUIS D' ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENT 
(AS IN CONSENT) I AGREE COMPLETELY 
JECONSENS 
COMPLETEMENT 
205 I DISAGREE 2 Syntax is correct but not the right form (style) for the 
{AS !N CONCUR) I AM: IN DISAGREEMENT JE SUIS EN DESACCORD survey questionnaire. 
(AS IN CONSENT) I DO NOT AGREE JE NE CONSENS PAS 
206 I DISAGREE STRONGLY 2 Syntax is correct but not the right form (style) for the 
(AS IN CONCUR) I AM STRONGLY IN JE SUIS FORTEMENT EN survey questionnaire. 
DISAGREEMENT DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT) I STRONGLY DO NOT JE NE CONSENS PAS 
AGREE FORTEMENT 
207 I DISAGREE 2 Syntax is correct but not the right form (style) for the 
COMPLETELY I AM IN DISAGREEMENT JE SUIS EN DESACCORD survey questionnaire. 
(AS IN CONCUR) COMPLETELY COMPLETEMENT 
(AS IN CONSENT) I DO NOT AGREE JE NE CONSENS PAS 
COMPLETELY COMPLETEMENT 
249 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
208 DO YOU AGREE? I I Inaccurate translation 
(AS IN CONCUR) YOU ETES OF EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
AGREEMENT? D'ACCORD? 
(AS II'S CONSENl) DO YOU AGREE? EST-CE QUE VOUS 
CONSENTEZ'! 
209 DO YOU AGREE 2 Inaccurate translation and use of English split-
STRONGLY? infinitive. 
(AS IN CONCUR) YOU ETES OF EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
AGREEMENT D'ACCORD FORTEMENT'? 
STRONGLY? 
EST-CE QUE VOUS 
(AS IN CONSENl) DO YOU STRONGLY CONSENTEZFORTEMENT? 
AGREE? 
210 DO YOU AGREE 2 Inaccurate translations. 
COMPLETELY? 
(AS IN CONCUR) YOU ETESOF EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
AGREEMENT D'ACCORD 
COMPLETELY? COMPLETEMENT? 
(AS IN CONSE~il) AGREE YOU CONSENTEZ-VOUS 
COMPLETELY? COMPL:ETEMENT? 
211 DO YOU DISAGREE? 2 Inaccurate translations. Use of abbreviated English 
(AS rN CONCUR) YOU ETES NO EST-CE QUE VOUS N'ETES form 'DON'T'. 
AGREEMENT? PASO' ACCORD? 
I (AS IN CONSENT) 
EST-CE QUE VOUS NE 
DON'T YOU AGREE? CONSENTEZ PAS '1 
212 DO YOU DISAGREE 2 Inaccurate translations. 
STRONGLY? 
(AS IN CONCUR) YOU ETES NO EST-CE QUE VOUS N'ETES 
AGREEMENT PAS D' ACCORD 
STRONGLY? FORTEMENTI 
(AS IN CONSENT) DOl'J'T YOU STRONGLY EST-CE QUE VOUS NE 
AGREE? CONSENTEZ PAS 
FORTEMENT? 
250 
216 
2!7 
COMPLETELY? 
(AS IN CONCUR) 
I 
(SERVICE OF 
PROFESSIONAL TYPE 
AND STANDARD) 
(SERVICE BY 
PROFESSIONALS) 
(SERVICE FOR 
YOU ETES NO 
AGREEMENT 
COMPLETELY? 
EST-CE QUE VOUS N'ETES 
PAS D'ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENTI 
A SERVICE OF UN SERVICE DE QUALITE 
PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONNELLE 
UN SERVICE DJGNE DE 
A SERVICE WORTHY OF PROFESSIONNELS 
PROFESSIONALS 
tense 1 
251 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
223 DO YOU THINK WE CAN I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE 
(DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THINK YOU THAT WE PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS 
WE CAN IMPROVE CAN IMPROVE? PUISSIONS AMELIORER 
SOMETHING) 
224 ARE YOU SATISFIED I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH 
(ARE YOU HAPPY IN BE YOU SATISFIES OF? ETES-VOUS SA TISF AIT DE 
REGARD TO) 
225 OUR PROFESSIONALISM OUR PROFESSIONALISM N01RE I 
PROFESS!ONNALISME 
226 OUR CARE FOR YOUR OUR CARE GIVE YOUR NOS SOINS DONNES A I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
CHILD CHiLD VOTRE ENFANT 
227 OUR HELP OUR ASSISTANCE NOTRE AIDE I 
228 OUR TREATMENT OF OUR TREATMENT FOR NOTRE TRAITEMENT I 
YOUR CHILD YOUR CHILD POUR VOTRE ENFANT 
229 YOUR CHILD'S TREATMENT OF YOUR LE TRAITEMENT DE I Inaccurate translation. 
TREATMENT CHILD VOTRE ENFANT 
230 THETREATM:ENTYOUR THE TREATM:ENT LE TRAITEMENT QU' A I lna~;curate translation and jumbled syntax. 
CHILD RECEIVED WHICH A RECEIVED RECU VOTRE ENFANT 
YOUR CHILD 
183 126 0 4 TOTAL SCORE 
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7.7 Appendix G Translation Table of the Control Model Results Combined Word Groups: French To English 
---
REF. SAMPLE ENGLISH ENGLISH EQUIVALENT SAMPLE FRENCH EVALUATION C .11£ CO.'<'TROL MODEL TRANSLATIONS 
WORD/WORD GROUP PROVIDED BY THE WORD/WORD GROUP 
OBTAINED FROM THE CONTROL MODEL PROVIDED BY THE KEY TO ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
SURVEY STUDY TRANSLATORS 
QUESTIONNAIRE M = MATCHING RESULT 
E = NUMBER OF TRANSLATION ERRORS 
N =NO RESULT PROVIDED 
S =NO SYNONYM PROVIDED 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
23\ HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE A AVONS-NOUS FOURNI UN I Inaccurate translation. lncorrc't verb tense. 
SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY SERVICE SAT!SF A! SA NT? 
SERVICE SERVICE? 
232 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE A A VONS-NOUS FOURNI UN I Inaccurate tr:_~•:l·:tion and jumbled syntax. 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SERVICE OF SERVICE DE QUALJTE 
~~OFESSIONAL PROFESSIONNELLE? 
UALITY? 
233 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE AVONS-NOUS FOURNI DES I lncoTT .rb tense. 
SATISFACTORY CARE SATISFACTORY CARE? SOINS SATISFAISANTS? 
234 HAVE WE PROVIDED DJC' WE PROVIDE AVONS-NOUS FOURNI DES I incorrect verb tense. 
SUFFICIENT CARE ADEQUATE CARE? SOINS ADEQUATS ? 
235 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE AN AVONS-NOUS FOURNI UN I Incorrect verb tense. 
EFFECTIVE TREATMENT EFFECTIVE TRAITEMENT EFFICACE? 
TREATMENT? 
236 HAS THE HOSPITAL DID THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI I lncor.cct verb tense. 
PROV!DED PROVIDE A UN SERVICE 
SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY SATISFAISANTI 
SERVICE SERVICE? 
237 HAS THE HOSPITAL DID THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURN! I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
PROVIDED PROVIDE A SERVICE OF UN SERVICE DE QUALITE 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE ~~OFESSIONAL PROFESSIONNELLE 
UALITY? 
253 
., E N s ADDITlONAL COMMENTS 
238 HAS THE HOSPITAL DID THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI I Incorrect verb tense. 
PROVIDED PROVIDE DES SOINS 
SATJSF ACTORY CARE SATISFACTORY CARE? SATISF AISANTS ? 
239 HAS THE HOSPITAL DID THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI I Incorrect verb tense. 
PROVIDED SUFFICIENT PROVIDE ADEQUATE DES SO INS ADEQUA TS ? 
CARE CARE? 
240 HAS THE HOSPITAL DID THE HOSPITAL L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI I Incorrect verb tense. 
PROVIDED EFFECTIVE PROVIDE An EFFECTIVE UN TRAITEMENT 
TREATMENT? TREATMENT? EFFfCACE? 
241 DO YOU F<OEL (fEEL AS FEEL YOU" SENTEZ-VOUS? I 
IN SENSORY 
PERCEPTION) 
242 DO YOU FEEL (AS IN TOUCH YOU'! TOUCHEZ-VOUS? I 
TOUCH) 
243 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE HAVE YOU TilE FEELrNG AVEZ-VOUS LE I lnaccu;;ate translation and jumbled syntax. 
PROVIDED WHICH WE PROVIDED A SENTIMENT QUE NOUS I SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY AVONSFOURNIUN 
SERVICE SERVICE? SERVICE SA TISF AISANT? 
(FEEL AS IN SENSORY 
PERCEPTION) 
'"' 
DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE HAVE YOU THE FEELING AVEZ-VOUS LE I Inaccurate translation undjumb!ed syntax. 
PROVIDED WHICH WE PROVIDED A SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SERVICE OF AVONSFOURNIUN 
(FEEL .h.S IN SENSORY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DE QUALlTE 
PERCEPTiON) QUALITY? PROFESS!ONNELLE? 
245 DO YOU FEEL WE i-;,"\VE HAVE YOU THE FEELING AVEZ-VOUS LE I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
PROVIDED WHICH WE PROVIDED SENTI~..tENT QUE NOUS 
SATISFACTORY CARE OF THE SAT!SFACfORY AVONS FOURNI DES SOINS 
(fEEL AS IN SENSORY CARt. I SATJSF AISANTS ? 
PERCEPTION) 
246 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE HAVE YOU -!liE FEELING AVEZ-VOUS LE I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
PROVIDED SUFFICIENT WHICH WE I'ROVIDED SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 
CARE (FEEL AS IN OF THE ADEqUATE A Y1~~~ FOURNI DES SOINS SENSORY PERCEPTION) CARE? ADE UATS? 
254 
M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
247 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE HAVE YOU THE FEELING AYEZ-VOUS LE I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
PROVIDED EFFECTIVE WHICH WE PROVIDED SENTIMENT QUE NOUS 
TREATMENT {FEEL AS AN EFFECTIVE AVONSFOVRNIUN 
IN SENSORY TREATMENT? TRAITEMENT EFFICACE? 
PERCEPTION) 
248 HAVE WE PROVIDED HAVE YOU THE FEELING A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
YOUR CHILD WHICH WE HAVE WE VOTRE ENFANT UN 
SATISFACTORY PROVIDED TO YOUR SERVICE SATISFAISANT? 
SERVICE CHILD A 
SATISFACTORY 
SERVICE? 
I'" HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE TO AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. YOUR CHILD YOUR CHILD A SERVICE VOTRE ENFANT UN PROFESSIONAL SERVICE OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DE QUALITE 
(SERVICE OF QUALITY? PROFESSIONNELLE? 
PROFESSIONAL TYPE 
AND STANDARD) 
250 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE TO AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
YOUR CHILD YOUR CHILD A SERVICE VOTRE ENFANT UN 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE WORTHY OF SERVICE DIGNE DE 
(SERVICE BY PROFESSIOI\'ALS? PROFESSIONNELS 
PROFESSIONALS) 
251 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE TO AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
YOUR CHILD YOUR CHILD VOTRE ENFANT DES SO INS 
SATISFACTORY CARE SATISFACTORY CARE? SATISFAISANTS? 
252 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE TO A VON~-NOUS FOURNI A I lnaccuraw tr.mslati;m and jumbled syntax. 
YOUR CHILD YOUR CHILD ADEQUATE VOTRE ENFANT DES SOINS 
SUFFICIENT CARE CARE? ADEQUATS? 
253 HAVE WE PROVIDED DID WE PROVIDE TO AVONS-NOUS FOURNJ A I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
L 
YOUR CHILD EFFECTIVE YOUR CHILD AN VOTRE ENFANT UN 
TREATM:ENT EFFECTIVE TRAITEMENT EFFICACE? 
TREA TM:ENT? 
255 
M • N s ADmTIONAL COMMENTS 254 DO YOU THINK WE CAN THINK YOU THAT WE f'ENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE OUR CAN IMPROVE OUR PUISSIONS AMELJORER 
PROFESSIONALISM PROFESSIONALISM'! NOTRE 
PROFESSIONNALISME? 
255 DO YOU THINK WE CAN THINK YOUTHATWE PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS I Inaccurate translation ;;nd jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE OUR CARE CAN IMPROVE OUR PUISSIONS AMELJORER 
FOR YOUR CHILD CARE GIVE YOUR NOS SOINS DONNES A 
Cli!LD? VOTRE ENFANT? 
256 DO YC1J THINK WE CAN THJNKYOUTHATWE PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE OUR HELP CAN IMPROVE the PUISSIONS AMELIORER 
ASSISTANCE THAT WE L'AIDE QUE NOUS VOUS 
HAVE YOU A VONS APPORTEE? 
APPORTEE? 
257 DO YOU THINK WL CAN THINKYOUTHATWE PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE OUR CAN IMPROVE OUR PUISSIDNS AMEUORER 
TREATMENT OF YOUR TREATMENT FOR YOUR NOTRE TRAITEMENT 
CHILD CHILD? POUR VOTR.E ENFANT? 
258 DO YOU THINK WE CAN THINK YOU THAT WE PENSEZ.YOUS QUE NOUS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE YOUR CHILD'S CAN IMPROVE THE PUISSIONS AMEL!ORER LE 
TREATMENT TREATMENT OF YOUR TRAJTEMENT DE VOTR.E 
CHILD? ENFANT? 
259 DO YOU THINK WE CAN THINK YOU THAT WE PENSEZ-VOUS QUENOUS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
IMPROVE THE CAN IMPROVE THE PUISS!ONS AMEL!ORER LE 
TREATMENT YOUR TREATMENT WHICH A TRAITEMENT QU' A RE<;:U 
CHILD RECEIVED RECEIVED YOUR VOTRE ENFANT? 
CHILD? 
260 ARE YOU SATISFIED YOU BE SATISFIED WITH ETES·YOUS '5ATISFAITS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH OUR OUR DE NOTRE 
PROFESSIONALISM PROFESSIONALISM? PROFESSIONNALJSME? 
261 ARE YOU SATISFIED YOU BE SATISFIED WITH ETES-YOUS SATISFAJTS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH OUR CARE FOR OUR CARE GIVE YOUR DE NOS SOJNS DONNES A 
YOUR CHILD CHILD? VOTRE ENFANT? 
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M E N s ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
262 ARE YOU SATISFIED YOU BE SATISFIED OF ETES·YOUS SA TISF A ITS I Inaccurntc translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH OUR HELP THE ASSISTANCE THAT DE L'AIDE QUE NOUS 
WEHAVEYOU VOUS AVONS APPORTEE? . 
APPORTEE? 
263 ARE YOU SATISFIED YOU BE SA TIS FlED WITH ETES-VOUS SATISFAITS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH OUR TREATMENT OUR TREATMENT FOR DE NOTRE TRAITEMENT 
OF YOUR CHILD YOUR CHILD? POUR VOTRE ENFANT? 
264 ARE YOU SA TISFJED BE YOU SATISFIED (OF} ETES-VOUS SATISFAJTS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH YOUR CHILD'S TREATMENT WITH (DE LE) DU TRAITEMENT 
TREATMENT YOUR CHILD? DE VOTRE ENFANT? 
265 ARE YOU SATISFIED BE YOU SATISFIED (OF) ETES-VOUS SATISFAITS I Inaccurate translation and jumbled syntax. 
WITH THE TREATMENT TREATMENT WHICH A (DELE) DU TRAITEMENT 
YOUR CHILD RECEIVED RECEIVED YOUR CHILD? QU' A RECU VOTRE 
ENFANT? 
2 33 0 0 TOTAL SCORE 
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7.8 Appendix H Translation Table - Prototype Model: English to Esperanto To French Single Words and Single Word 
Groups 
REF 
"'" 
GROUP IVo~• c~ m:';,~LE 
~ 
~NE ~ ~""' I 05 I EX I Nfuru- •fEN 1 o6 ~~~iijED PAS DE BESOJN I YES I 
1 o' 
I ~f~:As IN A TUTE NE YES I REO! 
08 
I <M'"~ MEJo MEET A poM liT A 1 UNPcUo' ,,.~, YES 
, eEoc 
1 oo I wE;L eT nM"'A ... YES 
1 10 
{MET AS IN T~ ~~~T A TUTE YES 
REQUIREMENT) 
~ 
[] 
(AS IN C~~~UR) TUTE MALAKORD!6AS COMPLETEMENT EN DESACCORD YES 
I IASIN I TUTE 
258 
14 SlRONGL Y DISAGREE YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) FORTE MALAKORDJGAS VIGOUREUSEMENT EN 
DESACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENn 
FORTE MALKONSENT AS 
' 15 DISAGREE YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) MALAKORDIGAS EN DESACCORD 
{AS IN CONSENT) MALKONSENT AS 
' \6 AGREE YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) AKORDIGAS EN ACCORD 
(AS IN CONSENT) KONSENTAS CONSENS 
17 STRONGLY AGREE YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) FORTE AKORDICiAS VIGOUREUSEMENT EN ACCORD 
' {AS IN CONSENn FORTE KONSENTAS 
IS AGREE COMPLETELY YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) TUTE AKORDIGAs D'ACCORD COMPLETEMENT 
CONSENS COMPLETEMENT 
(AS IN CONSENT) TUTE KONSENT AS 
19 WELCOME YES 
(AS A GREETING) BONVENON BIENVENUE 
VERB) BONVENJGAS ACCL'EILLE 
20 UESTIONNAIRE DEMANDARO UESTIONNAIRE 
21 UESTIONNAIRES DEMANDAROJ UESTIONNAIRES 
22 NEED YES 
(AS A NOUN) BEZONO BESOIN 
(AS A VERB) BEZONAS A VOIR BESOIN DE 
259 
23 NEEDS YES 
(AS A NOUN) BEZONOJ BESOINS 
(BUT ONLY FOR MORE THAN ONE 
PERSON) 
A VOIR BESOIN DE 
(AS A VERB) BEZONAS 
24 PARENT GEPATRO LEPERE OU LA MERE YES 
UN DES DEUX PARENTS 
25 PARENTS GEPATROJ PARENTS 
26 SUPPORT YES 
SUPPORT SUBTENO SO UTI EN 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) APOGO 
[HELPO] 
(VERB- AS IN HELP) 
SUBTENI SO UTI EN 
APOGI 
27 FAMILY MEMBER FAMILIANO MEMBRE DE LA F AMILLE 
28 FAMILY MEMBERS FAMILIANOJ MEMBRES DE LA FAMILLE 
29 A RESEARCH NURSE YES 
{MALE) ENKETADA FLEGJSTO UN INFIRMJER DE RECHERCHE 
VNE INFIRM JERE DE RECHERCHE 
(FEMALE) ENKETADA FLEG!STINO 
30 RESEARCH NURSES ENKETADAJ FLEGJSTOJ DES JNFIRM:IERS DE RECHERCHE YES 
ENKETADAJ FLEGISTfNOJ DES INFIRMIERES DE RECHERCHE 
260 
31 GUIDE YES 
(NOUN) GVIDO GUIDE 
(VERB -TO GUIDE) GV!Dl GUIDER 
32 GUIDES YES 
NOUN GVIDOJ GUIDES 
VERB GVIDAS GUIDER 
33 INSTRUCTION INSTRUKcrO INSTRUCfJON 
34 INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUKCIOJ INSTRUCTIONS 
35 EXPERIENCE YES 
(ONCE OFF- NOUN) SPERTO EXPERIENCE 
(LONGER EXPERIENCE) SPERTADO EPROUVER 
36 EXPERIENCES SPERTOJ EXPERIENCES 
37 UESTJON DEMANDO ioUESTION 
38 QUESTIONS DEMANDOJ UESTIONS 
39 ANSWER 
(AS A NOUN) RESPONDO REPONSE 
(AS A VERB) RESPONDAS RJ':PONDRE 
40 I ~NSWERS \1\ 
ASA NOUN RESPONDOJ Rf;pQ1';3ES 
--
41 SITUATION 
(AS A PLACE) LOKO,SITUO 
ENDROIT 
(CIRCUMSTANCES) SITUACIO 
SITUATION 
42 SITUATIONS 
(AS A PLACE) LOKOJ, SITUOJ ENDROITS 
I rCJRCUMSTANCES) SITUACIOJ SITUATIONS 
261 
43 BUTION 
(CLOTHING) 
BUTONO BOUTON 
(FOR MACHINE ETC) 
PREMBUTONO 
(TO TURN SOMETHING ON/OFF) 
SALTJLO 
44 BUTTONS BUTONOJ BOUTONS YES 
(CLOTHING) 
(FOR MACHINE ETC) PREMBUTONOJ 
(TO TURN SOMETHING ON/OFF) SALTILOJ 
45 STUDY YES 
NOUN 
(AS IN RESEARCH) STUDO ETUDE 
(VERB AS IN RESEARCH) STUDJ f.TUDIER 
46 STUDIES YES 
(NOUN) STUDOJ I ETUDES 
{VERB) STUDI ETUDIER 
47 SCREEN YES 
(NOUN AS IN FURNITURE) VANDO CLOISON 
(NOUN AS IN COMPUTER) 
EKRANO fCRAN 
(VERB- FILTER) 
(VERB- GUARD AGAINSD FILTRAS FILTRER 
SIRMAS PROTi::GER 
262 
48 SCREENS YES 
(NOUN AS IN FURNITURE) VANDOJ CLOISONS 
(NOUN AS~~ COMPUTER) 
EKRANOJ ECRANS 
49 IDENTIFIED IDENTIGITA (SG) JDENTIFIE (M SG) YES 
JDENTIFIEE (F SG) 
IDENTIGITAJ (PL) IDENTIFIES (M PL) 
IDENTIFIEES (F PL) 
50 ITEM YES 
(OBJECT) ERO ARTICLE 
(IN A usn PUNK TO QUESTION, POINT 
5I ITEMS YES 
(OBJECT) EROJ ARTICLES 
(IN A LIST) PUNKTOJ QUESTIONS, POINTS 
52 SURVEY YES 
(NOUN -RESEARCH) ENKETADO SONDAGE 
(VERB· EXAMINE) ENKETAS, EKZAM:ENAS EXAMINER 
RIGARDAS REGARDER 
(VERB· LOOK AT) 
(VERB - LOOK AROUND) CIRKAORIGARDAS REGARDE AUTOUR DE 
263 
53 SURVEYS YES 
NOUN (RESEARCH) ENKETADOJ SONDAGES 
VERB (EXAMINE) EKZAMENAS 
SEE 52 ABOVE 
VERB (LOOK AT) RIGARDAS 
VERB (LOOK AROUND CiRKAORlGARDAS 
54 FINGER FINGRO DOIGT 
55 FINGERS FINGROJ DOIGTS 
56 ILLNESS MALSANO MALADIE 
57 ILLNESSES MALSANOJ MALADIES 
58 HELPtUL YES YES 
(AS IN PROVIDE A SERVICE) HELPEMA (SG) SERVIABLE (SG) 
HELPEMAJ (PL) SERVIABLES (PL) 
(USEFUL) 
UTILA (SO) 
UTILAJ (PLJ 
UTILE (SO) 
UTJLES (Pi.) 
59 PAEDIATRIC PEDIATRIA (SG) DE PEDIATRIE 
PEDIATRIAJ (PL) 
GO ONCOLOGY ONKOLOGIO ONCOLOGJE 
61 TOUCH-SCREEN TUS-EKRANO ECRAN TACTILE 
G2 TOUCH-SCREENS TUS-EKRANOJ ECRANS TACTILE$ 
G3 HEALTH-PROFESSIONAL SAN-PROFESIULO PROFESSIONNEL DE LA SANTE 
64 HEALTH PROFESSIONALS SAN-PROFESJULOJ PROFESSIONNELS DE LA SANTE 
65 IMPORTANT GRAVA(SG) IMPORTANT (M SO) YES YES 
GRAVAJ (PL) IMPORT ANTE (F SG) 
IMPORT ANTS (M PL} 
IMPORT ANTES (f PL) 
GG CANCER KANCERO CANCER 
67 CANCERS KANCEROJ CANCERS 
68 CHILD iNFANO ENFANT 
69 CHILDREN INFANOJ ENFANTS 
70 HOSPITAL MALSANULEJO HOPITAL 
71 HOSPITALS MALSANULEJOJ HOPITALS 
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n YES 
(NOUN) ENKETADO RECHERCHE 
73 ~ YES 
(PERSON WHO RESEARCHES) ENKETULINO 
74 YES 
(PERSON WHO RESEARCHES) ENKETULOJ CHERCHEURS (M, M+F) 
CHERCHEUSES (F) 
75 YES YES 
(ADJECTIVE) TAOGA(SG) APPROPRIE (M SG) 
TA0GAJ (PL) APPROPRIEE (F SG) 
APPROPRIES (M PL) 
APPROPRIEES (F PL) 
76 ~ YES i YES 
(TITLE OF DEGREE HOLDER) DOKTORO DOCTEUR 
I (MEDICAL DOCTOR) KURACISTO MEDECIN DOCTEUR 
MEDECIN IS USED FOR BOTH MALE 
AND FEMALE DOCTORS BUT THEY 
ALSO SAY DOCTEUR AND 
77 YES 
(TITLE OF DEGREE HOLDER) DOKTOROJ DOCTEURS 
(MEDICAL DOCTOR) 
KURACISTOJ & " ~ I< 79 
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{COURSE OF TREATMENT) 
KURACADO TRAITEMENT 
IN 
94 
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107 A NEED YES 
{REQUJREMEND BEZONO UN BESO!N 
()'.;ECESS!TYJ NECESO UNE NECESSITE 
108 THE NEED YES 
{REQUIREMENT) LA BEZONO LE BESOIN 
(NECESSITY) LANECESO LA NECESSJTE 
109 THE NEEDS LA BEZONOJ YES 
(REQUIREMENT) LES BESQ[NS 
(NECESSITY) LA NECESOJ LES NECESSJTES 
1::!0 MY NEED YES 
(REQU!REt\.IENT) MIABEZONO MON BESOJN 
(NECESSITY) MIA NECESO MA NECESSITE 
121 :>.lY NEEDS YES 
(REQUIREMEND M!AJ BEZONOJ MES BESOINS 
I (NECESSITY\ MJAJ NECESOJ MES NECESSlTES 
1~2 YOL'R (Sl)'.;GULAR) NEED YES 
(REQUIRE:>.1ENT) VIA BEZONO VOTRE BESOJN 
(NECESSITY) VIA NECESO VOTRE NECESSITE 
123 YOUR (Sl~GULAR) NEEDS YES 
[REQUIRE\IENT) 
VIAJ BEZONOJ VOS BESOJNS 
(NECESSITY) 
VIAJ NECESOJ VOS NECESSITES 
]],J. YOUR (PLURAL) NEED YES 
(REQUIREMENT) VIABEZONO VQTRE BESOIN 
(NECESS!n'l VIA NECESO VOTRE Nf:CESSITE 
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125 YOUR !PLURAL) NEEDS YES 
(REQUIREME:-.JT) VIAJ BEZONOJ VOS BESOINS 
IL'ECESSin·J VIAJ NECESOJ VO<; NikESSITES 
126 HIS 1'\EED YES 
(REQUIRD1ENTI LIA BEZONO SON BESOIN 
1:-..:ECESSin·l LIA NECESO SA NECESSITE 
,-_, HIS ~Er:DS YES 
\REQUIRE:-.IENT) LIAJ BEZO!\OJ SES BESOINS 
l~ECESStn·l LIAJ NECESOJ SES NECESSITES 
!:!.S HER :-lEED YES 
I IREQU!RE:-.lE!"'T) S!A BEZONO SON BESOIN 
I I l:-;ECESS!n') S!A NECESO SA NECESSITE I 
!29 I HER :-.:EEDS YES I IREQUIREME~T) SIAJ BEZO:-.:OJ SES BESOINS 
\SECESSITYl SJ,V NECESOJ SES NECESSJrtS 
130 OUR ~EED YES 
tREQU!REMESTJ NIA BEZONO NOTRE BESO!N 
ISECESSITYJ NIA NECESO NOTRE NECESSJTE 
131 Ol'R SEEDS YES 
IREQUIRE:-.1ENT) NIAJ BEZO!\:OJ NOS BESOINS 
!:>.'ECESSin·J NIAJ NECESOJ NOS NECESSJTES 
IJ:!. THEIR (:-.1ALE OR NEUTER\ NEED YES YES 
IREQUIRE:-.1E:\'TJ 
ILIA BEZONO LEUR BESOIN 
\,...,ECESSIH) 
ILIA NECESO LEUR NECESSITE 
IJ3 THEIR (,\tALE OR NEUTER) NEEDS YES YES 
(REQUIREME:-.JT) ILIAJ BEZONOJ LEURS BESOINS 
INECESS!Tl'l ILIAJ NECESOJ LEURS NECESSITES 
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D~ T!~:~.~ l NEED (REQUIRE.~1f::-:Tl 
I~ 
"" 
~"- ., 
"" 
:: ~ORNEUTER) 
::@: THEIR' 
ILIA BEZONO 
IlLIA 
ILIAJ BEZONOJ 
IlLIA~ 
IL 
lllJG I 0 
I 
UJ 
I 
)"A 
YES YES 
LEUR BESOIN 
I LEUR 
YES YES 
LEURS BESOINS 
VOSI 
VOSI 
L 
LEURS PA 
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[(!\ THEIR <FEMALE PAREi"TS ILJAJ GEFATROJ LEURS PARENTS 
16:?. THE SUPPORT YES 
!NOUN- TH!l\:G SUPPORTING) LA APOUO LE SOUTIEN 
163 A SUPPORT YES 
iNOU>i- THING SUPPORTING) APOGO UN SOUTIEN 
16~ SOME SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) !OM DAAPOGO QUELQUE SOUTIEN 
165 THAT SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) T!U APOGO CE SOUTIEN-LA 
166 THIS SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THii\G SUPPORTING) CJ TIU APOGO CE SOUTIEN-CI 
167 THOSE SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) TIUJ APOGAS CEUX-LA SOUTIENNENT 
168 THOSE SUPPORTS YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORT!l"G) T!UJ APOGOJ 
CES SOUTIENS-LA 
169 THESE SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORT!l'\G) Ct TJUJ APOGAS CEUX-CI SOUTIENNENT 
170 THESE SUPPORTS YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) CJ TIUJ APOGOJ CES SOUTJENS-CJ 
'71 MY SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) MIAAPOGO MON SOUTIEN 
172 YOUR (SINGULAR) SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) VIA APOGO VOTRE SOUTIEN 
173 YOUR {PLURAL) SUPPORT YES 
!NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) VIAAPOGO VOTRE [:-·-.· JTJEN 
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174 HIS YES 
{NOUN. THING SUPPORTING) LIA APOGO SON SOUTIEN 
175 HER: YES 
(NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) SIAAPOGO SON SOUTIEN 
176 fCllJR' YES 
(NOLiN- THING SUPPORTING) NIAAPOGO NOTRE SOUTIEN 
177 THEIRI'IALE' . ' ,.,, 
SUPPORT : (NOUN- THING SUPPORTING) ILJAAPOGO LEUR SOUTJEN 
178 THEIR( C) SUPPORT YES 
(NOUN- TH!};G SUPPORTING) 
I n" ~~URSO~ 
"" 
A 
' 
I 
ISO THEfAMILY I t~.·;~2.A I LE ; DE 
* ~ ill: I • 184 m:· 
I 
I, 
~~ I I 
I :iY 
DE B.[ I I 190 IYoDR- . IYIA 
191 K) I -Vf.6:J F AMlLIANOJ vos 
VIAl ~ :w!i 193 ;"'' vcs 194 I SON ;DE 
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Ml FORTE AKORDIGAS 
MI TUTE AKORDIGAS 
(AS IN CONCUR) Ml FORTE MALAKORDJGAS 
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207 I DISAGREE COMPLETELY YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) Ml TUTE MALAKORDIGAS JE SUJS EN DESACCORD 
COMPLETEMENT 
Ml TUTE MALKONSENTAS JE NE CONSENS PAS 
(AS IN CONSENl) COMPLETEMENT 
208 DO YOU AGREE'! YES 
(AS IN CO:-.:CUR) Cu VI AKORDIGAS EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES 
D'ACCORD? 
(AS IN CONSENn Cu VI KONSENT AS EST-CE QUE VOUS CONSENTEZ? 
209 DO YOU AGREE STRONGLY? YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) Cu VI FORTE AKORDIGAS EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES D'ACCORD 
FORTEMENT? 
(AS IN CONSENT) 
Cu VI FORTE KONSENTAS EST-CE QUE VOUS CONSENTEZ 
FORTEMENT? 
2!0 DO YOU AGREE COMPLETELY? YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) CU VI TUTE AKORDH]AS EST-CE QUE VOUS ETES D'ACCORD 
COMPLETEMENT ? 
Cu VI TUTE KONSENT AS CONSENTEZ-VOUS 
(AS IN CONSENn COMPLf:TEMENT? 
' 
211 DO YOU DISAGREE? YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) tv VI MALAKORDJCiAS EST-CE QUE VOUS N'ETES PAS 
D'ACCORD? 
I (AS IN CONSENl) CU VI MALKONSENT AS EST-CE QUE VOUS NE CONSENTEZ PAS? 
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212 DO YOU DISAGREE STRONGLY? YES 
(AS IN CCNCUR) 
tv VI FORTE MALAKORDICiAS EST-CE QUE VOUS N'ETES PAS 
D' ACCORD FORTEMENT? 
(AS IN CONSENT) tv VI FORTE MALKONSENT AS EST-CE QUE VOUS NE CONSENTEZ 
PAS FORTEMENT? 
2!3 DO YOU DISAGREE COMPLETELY? YES 
(AS IN CONCUR) 
(U VI TUTE MALAKOROI0AS EST-CE QUE VOUS N'ETES PAS 
D' ACCORD COMPLETEMENTI 
(AS IN CONSENT) (U VI TUTE MALKONSENTAS 
EST-CE QUE VOUS NE CONSENTEZ 
PAS COMPLETEMENTI 
214 HAVE WE PROV!DED CU Nl PROVIZIS A VONS-NOUS FOURNI 
215 I HAS THE HOSPITAL PROVIDED CU LA MALSANULEJO PROVJZIS L'HOPITAL A-T-1'~ FOURNI 
216 DO YOU FEEL WE HAVE PROVIDED CU VI OPINIAS KE NI PROVJZIS AVEZ-VOUS LE SENTIMENT QUE YES 
NOUS A VONS FOURNI 
217 HAVE WE PROVIDED YOlJP. CHILD CU Nl PROVIZIS POR VIA JNFANO A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A VOTRE 
ENFANT 
218 SATISFACTORY SERVICE KONTENTIGA SERVO UN SERVICE SATISF AISANT 
219 PROFESSIONAL SERVICE YES 
(SERVICE OF PROFESSIONAL TYPE PROFESIISMA SERVO UN SERVICE DEQUALITE 
AND STANDARD) PROFESSIONNELLE 
(SERVICE BY PROFESSIONALS) SERVO FARE DE PROFESIULOJ UN SERVICE DIGNE DE 
PROFESSIONNELS 
(SERVICE FOR PROFESSIONALS) SERVO POR PROFESIULOJ UN SERVICE POUR 
PROFESSIONNELS 
220 SATISFACTORY CARE KONTENTIGA VARTO DES SO INS SA TISF A!SANTS 
( ... OF CHILD) 
221 SUFFICIENT CARE ADEKV AT A VARTO DES SO INS ADE UA TS 
222 EFFECTIVE TREATMENT EFJKA VARTO UN TRAITEMENT EFFICACE 
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223 DO YOU THJ;-.JK \\'E CAN !~PROVE CU VI KREDAS KE Nl POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS 
(DO YOU BELIEVE THAT WE CAN PLIBONJGI PUISSIONS AMELIORER 
IMPROVE SOMETHING) 
224 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH CU VI EST AS KONTENT A PRI ETES-VOUS SATISFAIT DE 
(ARE YOU HAPPY IN REGARD TOl 
225 OUR PROFESSIONALISM NIA PROFESIISMO NOTRE PROFESSIONNALISME 
226 OUR CARE FOR YOUR CHILD LA VARTO FARE DE Nl POR VIA NOS SOINS DONNES A VOTRE 
INFANO ENFANT 
(THE CARE GIVEN BY US TO 
YOUR CHILD) 
227 OUR HELP HELPO FARE DE NJ NOTRE AIDE 
228 OUR TREATMENT OF YOUR CHILD 
!THE TREAn1ENT LA TRAKTADO FARE DE Nl POR NOTRE TRAITEMENT POUR VCTRE 
; GIVEN BY US TO YOUR CHILD) VIA INFANO ENFANT. 
229 YOUR CHILD'S TREATMENT LA TRAKTADOPOR VIA INFANO LE TRAITEMENT DE VOTRE 
ENFANT 
230 THE TREAT\1ENT YOUR CHILD LA TRAKTADO KIUN VIA JNFANO LE TRAITEMENT QU'A RECU 
RECEIVED RICEVIS VOTRE ENFANT 
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7.9 Appendix I Translation Table- Prototype Model: English to Esperanto to French Combined Word Groups 
SEARCH STRATEGY USED TO 
COMBINED WORD GROUPS: lDENTIFY COMBINED WORD 
GROUPS 
FIRST FOUND LARGEST 
FIRST FIRST 
SELECTED 
231 HAVE WE PROVIDED CUNI PROVIZIS KONTENTIGA AVONS-NOUS FOURNI UN RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SATISFACTORY SERVICE SERVO SERVICE SATISFAISANT? 
232 HAVE WE PROVIDED CU Nl PROV!ZIS PROFESIISMA AVONS-NOUS FOURNI UN RESULT OK RESULT OK 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SERVO SERVICE DE QUALITE 
PROFESSJONNELLE? 
233 HA V'E WE PROVIDED CU NJ PROVJZJS KONTENTIGA AVONS-NOUS FOURNI DES SOINS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SATISFACTORY CARE VARTO SATISF AISANTS '? 
234 HAVE WE PROVIDED SUFFICIENT CU NI PROVJZIS ADEKVATA AVONS-NOUS FOURNI DES SOJNS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
CARE VARTO ADEQUATS? 
235 HAVE WE PRO'.IlDED EFi"ECfiVE CU Nl PROVJZIS EFIKA VARTO AVONS-NOUS FOURNI UN RESULT OK RESULT OK 
TREATMENT TRAITEMENT EFFICACE '? 
236 HAS THE HOSPJT AL PROVIDED CU LA MALSANULEJO PROVIZIS L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI UN RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SATISFACTORY SERVICE KONTENTIGA SERVO SERVICE SATISFAJSANTI 
237 HAS THE HOSPITAL PROVIDED CU LA MALSANULEJO PROVIZJS L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNJ UN RESULT OK RESULT OK 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROFESIISMA SERVO SERVICE DE QUALITE 
PROFESSIONNELLE 
238 HAS THE HOSPITAL PROVIDED CU LA MALSANULEJO PROVIZIS L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI DES RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SATISFACfORY CARE EFIKA VARTO SO INS SATISF AISANTS ? 
239 HAS THE HOSPITAL PROVIDED CU LA MALSANULEJO PROVIZJS L'HOPITAL A-T-IL FOURNI DES RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SUFFICIENT CARE EFIKA VARTO SOINS ADEQUATS ? 
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241 I ~.o: :c" IN 1 cu· COK 
' 
242 I DOYOU~ •:Hl I c JVII T~. ~f~~ ~g~ 
'*' I ~::E~~~ETR~~~;ENT I ~~~~~~ART0' I ~~ITEMENt ~-~FICACE ?1 L'l~ 
244 I DO" . . 
f ~~~TENTIGA5S~~~6 NOUSAVO~~~OURNIUN ~· I UK roK PROVIDED SATISFACTORY 
SERVICE SERVICE SATISFAISANT? 
I ~FER~L AS IN SENSORY 
1 2<s ! ~~~VIDEO PROFESSIONAL 1 cu· ' sKENI ~· "0' COK RESULfOK PROFESIISMA SERVO NOUS AVONS FOURNI UN 
SERVICE (FEEL AS IN SENSORY SERVICE DE QUA LITE 
PERCEPTION) PROFESSIONNELLE? 
I 2<c. I DO" 
1 s~: '.!':".~~ • E "ou• COK OK PROVIDED SATISFACTORY CARE 
' 
l'.OUS AVON~ FOURNI DES S~~NS 
(FEEL AS IN SENSORY SATISF AISANTS ? 
PERCEPTION) 
'247 
' ~~o';,~~:~~G~~~c7tN"rE CARE I ~g:~~ATAVARTO NOUSAVO~;;OURNIDESS~INS COK COK 
{FEEL AS IN SENSORY ADEQUATS? 
PERCEPTION) 
248 
1 ~~O'(,~gED EFFECTIVE iKENI NOUSAVO~;~~URNIUN ,, COK roK EFIKAVARTO 
TREATMENT{FEELAS IN TRAITEMENT EFFICACE 
I SENSORY PERCEPTION) 
249 
. ~:~~~;;~~ORY SERVICE ! ~~6FESIISMA ;:~VROVIA I ENFANT UN SERVICE VOTRE '"""'"COK COK 
SATISFAISANT? 
250 I ~:~:c~s~bNAL sER~(c~uR CHILD I ~~6::ESIISMA ;:R~O v lA : ENFANT UN SERVICE I~ ~~~t~TE COK roK 
(SERVICE OF PROFESSIONAL TYPE PROFESSIONNELLE? 
AND STANDARD} 
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251 HAVE WE PROVIDED YOUR CHILD CU NI PROVIZIS POR VIA JNFANO AVONS-NOUS FOURNI A VOTRE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SERVO FARE DE PROFESIULOJ ENFANT lJN SERVICE DJGNE DE 
(SERVICE BY PROFESSIONALS) PROFESSIONNELS 
252 HAVE WE PROVIDED YOUR CH!LU CU NJ PROVIZIS POR VIA TNFANO A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A VOTRE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SATISFACTORY CARE KONTENTIGA VARTO ENFANT DES SO INS 
SATISF AISANTS? 
253 HAVE WE PROVIDED YOUR CHILD CU NJ PROVIZIS POR VIA JNFANO A VONS-NOUS FOURNI A VOTRE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
SUFFICIENT CARE ADEKVATA VARTO ENFANT DES SO INS ADEQUATS ? 
254 HAVE WE PROVIDED YOUR CHILD CU Nl PROVJZIS POR VIA INF ANO A "ONS-NOUS FOURNI A VOTRE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
EFFECTIVE TREATMENT EFIKA VARTO ENFANT UN TRAITEMENT 
EFFICACE? 
255 DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE CU VI KREDA~ KE Nl POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
OUR PROFESSIONALISM PLIBONIGI NIA PROFESIISMO PUISSIONS AMELIORER NOTRE 
PROFESSIONNALISME ? 
256 DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE CU VI KREDAS KE Nl POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
OUR CARE FOR YOUR CHILD PLIBONIG! LA VARTO FARE DEN! PUISSIONS AMELIORER NOS 
POR VIA INF ANO SO INS DONNES A VOTRE ENFANT 
? 
257 DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE CU VI KREDAS KE NI POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
OUR HELP PLIBONIGI HELPO FARE DE Nl PUISSIONS AMELIORER L'AIDE 
I QUE NOUS VOUS A VONS APPORTEE? 
258 DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE CU VI KREDAS KE NI POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
OUR TREATMENT OF YOUR CHILD PLIBONIGI LA lRAKT ADO FARE PUISSJONS AMELIORER NOTRE 
DE NI POR VIA INF ANO lRAITEMENT POUR VOTRE 
ENFANT. 
259 DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE CU VI KREDAS KE Nl POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
YOUR CHILD'S TREATMENT PLIBONIGI LA TRAKT ADO POR PUISSIONS AMELIORER LE 
VIAINFANO lRAITEMENT DE VOTRE ENFANT? 
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1260 DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROVE CU Vi KREDAS KE Nl POVAS PENSEZ-VOUS QUE NOUS RESULT OK RESULT OK 
THE TREATMENT YOUR CHILD PLIBONIGI LA lRAKTADO KIUN PUISSIONS AMELIORER LE 
I RECEIVED VIA JNFANO RICEVIS TRAITEMENT QU'A RECU VOTRE ENFANT? 
261 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH OUR CU VI EST AS KONTENT A PRJ NJA ETES-VOU;l SATISFAITS DE NOTRE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
PROFESSIONALISM PROFESIISMO PROFESSIONNALISME? 
262 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH OUR CU VI EST AS KONTE:-.JT A PRJ LA ET::::;.·;:x;s SATISFAITS DE NOS RESULT OK RESULT OK I CARE FOR YOUR CHILD VARTO FARE DEN! POR VIA SOINS DONNES A VOTRE 
INFANO ENFANT? 
263 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH OUR CU V! EST AS KONTENT A PRJ ETES-VOUS SATISFAITS DE L'AIDE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
HELP HELPOFAREDENI QUE NOUS VOUS A VONS 
APPOR'IEE '! 
264 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH OUR CU VI EST AS KONTENT A PRJ LA ETES-VOUS SATISFAITS DE NOTRE RESULT OK RESULT OK 
TREATMENT OF YOUR CHILD TRAKT ADO FARE DE Nl POR VIA TRAITEMENT POUR VOTRE 
INFANO ENFANT? 
265 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUI! CU VI EST AS KONTENTA PRJ LA ETES-VOUS SATISFAITS (DELE) RESULT OK RESULT OK 
CHILD'S TREATMENT TRAKT ADO POR VIA INF AND DU TRA!TEMENT DE VOTRE 
ENFANT 
266 ARE YOU SA T!SFIED WITH THE CU VI EST AS KONTENT A PRJ LA ETES-VOUS SATISF A ITS (DELE) RESULT OK RESULT OK 
TREATMENT YOUR CHILD TRAKTADO KIUN VIA INFANO DU TRAITEMENT QU' A REc;:U 
RECEIVED RICEV!S VOTRE ENFANT? 
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